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Good evening once again, everyone. My guest tonight is one whom you
will not soon forget. His name is James R. Norman and he will tell you things
tonight that will leave you stunned, amazed, and astonished.
But above all, his
story may leave you with the hope that there just might be a future for this
country’s morally forlorn, ruthlessly corrupt, and remarkably inept governmental process, after all. James Norman
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In November 1995,
magazine published this
special report on some of the children who have been
born with horrific birth defects as a result of a parent’s
participation in Desert Storm. Written by Kenneth
Miller and Jimmie Briggs, it is additional confirmation of the material we have already presented on the
genocidal implications of Desert Storm.
(See the
January 9 issue of COivTACZ’, page 12, for one.) The
photographs by Derek Hudson portray the youngest of
those who are daily paying an unthinkable price as part
of the Elite’s agenda for the New World Order. [Quoting, in part:]
During the past year,
has conducted its own
inquiry into the plight of these children. We sought to
learn whether U. S. policies put them at risk and whether
the nation ought to be doing more for them and their
families. We also aimed to determine whether, as some

The difficulty in proving conclusively whether clusters are occurring is that no one-not Mekdeci, not the
Pentagon-knows
how many babies have been born to
Gulf vets, The Defense Department’s own survey of
40,000 birth outcomes, initial results of which are due
in late October, is the largest study yet, but far from
complete since it relies on data only from military
hospitals. Along with the ABDC and Defense Departvolunteer armed forces-instititutions
dependent on ment surveys, more than 30 other studies of Gulf vets
citizens’ willingness to serve, and therefore on their and their children are underway. One that is no longer
trust-may
rest on the answers to such questions. ongoing, by the Senate Banking Committee, folded last
Certainly, soldiers expect to forfeit
their
health, if necessary, in
the line of duty. But no
one expects that of a
soldier’s kids.
Researchers have
been probing Gulf War
syndrome
since late
199 1, when returning
soldiers reported a spate
of mysterious maladies.
Conclusions have been
slow to arrive. Last June
the federal Centers for
Disease Control (CDC)
confirmed that Gulf vets
were unusually susceptible to a dozen ailments-from
rashes to incontinence,
hair loss to
memory loss,
chronic indigestion
to
Cedrick was born with his trachea and esophagus fused; despite surgery, his
chronic pain.
inability to hold down solid food has kept his weight to 20 pounds. His internal
But in Auproblems include hydrocephalus and a heart in the wrong place. Cedrick also
gust, a Pensuffers from Goldenhar’s syndrome. The left half of his face is shrunken, with a
tagon study
missing ear and a blind eye. His father, Steve Miller, a former Army medic, thinks
concluded
chemicals damaged his sperm.
that neither
the vets nor
their loved
ones showed signs of any “new or unique year when committee chair Don Riegle retired
“?I. Of the 400 sick vets who had already
illness”.
Veterans’
advocates disputed
that finding, as did the National Academy answered committee inquiries, a starling 65 percent
of Sciences’ Institute of Medicine, which reported birth defects or immune-system problems in
declared that the reports’ reasoning.. .is children conceived after the war. Although Riegle is
not well explained.” And while there is, as gone, there are a few others in Washington fighting for.
yet, no absolute proof that Gulf vets’ babies afflicted Gulf War families,
One is [John D7 114
are especially prone to congenital prob- Rockefeller
but in recent months he
lems, patterns of defects have begun to has lost clout. After last year’s GOP’s landslide, he
emerge-patterns
unlikely to result from was ousted as chairman of the Veterans Affairs Comchance alone.
mittee, which produced the 1994 report on PB and
vaccine use in the Gulf. The new chair, Alan Simpson

Kennedi was born without a thyroid. If not for the daily
hormone treatments, she would die. What disfigures her
features,
however,
is another congenital
condition:
himangiomas, benign tumors made of tangled blood vessels.
Since she was a few weeks old, they have been popping up all
over-on her eyelids and lips; in her throat and spinal canal.
Laser surgery shrinks them, but they return again and again.
They distort her speech, threaten her life. Her parents
suspect that Kennedi’s troubles have their origins in the
Gulf, where Darrell served as an Army paratrooper. During
operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm, he faced a mindboggling array of environmental hazards. Like an estimated
45,000 of his comrades, he has developed symptoms-in
this
case, asthma and recurring pneumonia-linked
to an elusive
affliction known as Gulf War syndrome. And like a growing
number of Gulf War veterans, some of whom remain apparently healthy, he has fathered a child&&h devastating birth
defects.
scientists and veterans allege, the military’s own investigation is deeply flawed. The future of this country’s
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Clustering is the term epidemiologists
use when an ailment strikes one group of
people more than others-and the phenomenon can be a key indicator that something
more than chance is causing birth defects.
The Association of Birth Defect Children
says it has found the first cluster of defects
in the offspring of U.S. Gulf veterans: 10
babies with severe Goldenhar’s syndrome, a
condition that usually strikes one in 26,000,
according to ABDC executive director Betty
Mekdeci. The ABDC, which has gathered
data on 163 ailing Gulf War babies so far, is
tracking four more possible clusters-victims of hypoplastic left heart syndrome, of
atrial-septic heart defect, of microcephaly
.and of immune-system deficiencies.
Significantly, not one of the _parents
in
the
_
ABDC survey has a family history of these types of
birth defects.

Then there is Hillary Rodham Clinton, the point
person for an administration that, by pushing through
a 1994 law mandating benefits for vets with symptoms,
has cast itself as a friend of Gulf War syndrome sufferers.
Richard Arnold, who had fathered two healthy
children before he went to war,. was working for
Lockheed in the Gulf. But he bunked in the desert with
the troops-and
that meant swallowing, inhaling and
otherwise absorbing some very dicey stuff. According
to a 1994 report by the General Accounting Office,
American soldiers were exposed to 2 1 potential “reproductive toxicants”, any one of which might have harmed
them as well as their future children. They used diesel
fuel to keep down sand. They marched through smoke
from burning oil wells. They doused themselves with
They
handled
a toxic nerve-gas
bug sprays.
__
_ .
decontaminant, ethylene glycol monomethyl ether. They
fired shells tipped with depleted uranium.
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Lea’ was born with spina
bifida, a split in the backbone that causes paralysis and hydrocephalus, or
water on the brain. She
cannot move her legs or
roll over. A shunt drains
fluid from her skull. Her
father, Richard Arnold,
went to the Gulf as a civilian helicopter
mechanic with the Army’s
1st Cavalry Division.
Huge medical bils-and
the unwillingness of insurance companies
to
cover preexisting conditions-force
the family
to live in poverty to
qualify for Medicaid.

mine whether a PBand-bug-spray
combo can behave
the same way.

150,000 soldiers took a vaccine
against weaponborne anthrax. A
second
vaccine,
against botulism,
was administered
to 8,000 soldiers. A
staff report issued
last December by
the Senate Cornmittee on Veterans
Affairs concluded
that Persian Gulf
veterans were.. . ordered under threat
of Article 15 or
court-martial,
to
discuss their vaccinations with no
one, not even with
medical
professionals needing the information to treat adverse reactions from the vaccine.” The Senate report noted that
the particular botulinum toxoid issued “was
apSome physicians who have treated Gulfvets believe proved by FDA.”
they may be suffering from a general overload of chemiWhatever the White House fact finders discover,
cal pollutants-and
that their body fluids are actually there’s no guarantee that Gulf War babies will get
toxic. Other doctors, while agreeing that chemicals or government help. As it stands, a soldier’s children
radiation may have caused birth defects, think the vets’ receive free medical care only as long as a parent
ills came from a germ-an
unknown Iraqi biological
remains in the service.
For parents who return to
warfare agent, perhaps, or some form of leishmaniasis,
civilian life, the going can be grim. Moreover, the
a disease carried by sand flies.
government’s record on earlier military health grievGovernment scientists generally discount these antes is hardly reassuring. Soldiers unwittingly used
theories. “The hard cold facts” are simply not there, in radiation experiments in the 195Os, for instance, had
says Dr. Robert Roswell, executive director of the to fight the VA for compensation until the 1980s. And
Persian Gulf Veterans Coordinating Board. “The one Vietnam veterans claim that scientists manipulated
argument that does deserve further study [concerns] the evidence to hide the ravages of Agent Orange. [End of
combination of pyridostigmine bromide with pesticides.” Pyridostigmine bromide-or
PB-is a drug
usually prescribed to sufferers of myasthenia gravis, a
degenerative nerve disease. But animal experiments
have shown that pretreatment with PB may also provide some protection from the nerve gas soman. The
U.S. military therefore gave the drug to most Americans in the Gulf. The Defense Department may have
been taking a big chance with PB. In earlier, smallscale safety trials, Air Force pilots had reported serious
‘.j.
-3~
-AT “i5*W
side effects, including impaired breathing, vision,
stamina and short-term memory. Even more alarming,
d ,q%
;,:t
PB was known to worsen the effects of some kinds of
nerve gas. Nonetheless, as war threatened, the Pentagon persuaded the Food and Drug Administration to
waive its prohibition on testing a drug for new purposes without the subjects’ “informed consent”. Mary
Pendergast defends that ruling: “You can’t have your
troops being the ones to decide whether they’ll take
some step to keep themselves healthy.”
If PB did cause lasting problems, the reason could
be the way it interacts with bug spray. In 1993, James
a scientist with the U.S. Department of Agriculture, found that when cockroaches are exposed to PB
along with the common insect repellent DEET-used
in the Gulf-the
toxicity of both chemicals is multiplied. Moss says he pursued his experiments in spite of
orders to stop, His contract wasn’t renewed when it
expired last year, and the researcher claims he was
blackballed.
Pentagon officials deny that any PB-DEET mixture
could have cause birth defects in male Gulf vets’
children. Clearly, further research is needed to deter-

3

quoting.]
On the su,rface, this article seemed synrpathetic to
this issue, but what did they leave out? How about the
evidence that points to the DELIBERATE nature of
these crimes against humanity?
magazine wasn’t
about to tell you why “wars” like the Desert Storm are
an essential item in the New World Order agenda. (For
a memory refresher, see
a
N by Rick Martin in the December 5, 1995 issue of
especially the
on page 12.) Neither did they mention NWO’s goals of
destabilization, demoralization, and destruction of our
society, all of which are “nicely” fed by a diseased and
poverty-stricken populace.
With regard to the headline for this article, I am
being nudged to remind you that, in Truth, there are no
victims. As Sananda said in the
(page 40), “ALL ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL WHICH OCCURS WITHIN
THEIR MANIFESTED ILLUSION...” Even the children in this article “chose” their challenges as learning
opportunities before they entered this third-dimensional prison planet. That certainly doesn’t excuse the
perpe-traitors of these crimes, and who knows what
challenges await them upon THEIR next trip to Earthor wherever.

This article from the January 19 issue of the
suggests that Gulf War Syndrome is
the result of the power of suggestion, [quoting: ]
A “nocebo” is a negative placebo. That is, while a
placebo pill makes you feel better though unbeknownst
to you, it’s only made of sugar, a nocebo makes you feel
bad though physiologically speaking it shouldn’t be
able to. [T]he nocebo effect is a major player in some
of today’s biggest health scares.
When a newspaper at which I worked moved to a
new building somebodv told the librarian there was
formaldehyde in her new library bookshelves. Formaldehyde is a suspected human carcinogen and the librarian knew this. Soon she was suffering from a headache,
aching joints and labored breathing-all
classic psychosomatic symptoms, But then she heard there was no
formaldehyde in the shelves. Suddenly the symptoms
disappeared.
Apparently
the final word on the
shelves was that they did
contain formaldehyde but
the librarian
remained
Now three years
blissfully ignorant of this
old, Jayce was born
and hence free of sympwith hands and feet attoms.
tached
to twisted
a
stumps. He also had a
a
hole in his heart, a hemophilia-like
blood
condition and underdeveloped ear canals.
Doctors recently amputated his legs at the
knees to make it easier
to fit him with prosthetics. But learning
to walk on prosthetic
legs is difftcult without arms to use for bal“We think nocebo has
ance. During the war,
a powerful effect,” says
His father, Paul Hanson
1 breathed
AHF (American
Health
heavy oil
Federation) president Ernst
smoke; he stopped takWynder, “particularly
if
ing PB (pyridostigmine
the suggestion is made by
bromide) pills early
your doctor and then your
i because they made him
lawyer and then the news1 dizzy. Now he suffers
paper.” Examples? con/ regularly from headsider Gulf War Syndrome.
! aches, nausea, tightTens of thousands of Gulf
i ness in the chest.
War vets are now claiming
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that something they were exposed to in the Gulf is ened by a viral infection...[Does
making them ill. Their list of symptoms totals more t/rat if ones wanted to introduce
75,

a deadly disease, it thatfol/ows:]
a

psychosomatic symptoms such as the librarian suffered. Yet study after study
showed that Gulf War vets
have no more discernible illness than one would expect
in a group ofthat size and age category. [Itgets worse:]
Curiously, virtually none of the sick soldiers complained for the firstCouple of
after the war.

a

signed to hit the “deep pockets”

various chemical

Can the nocebo effect be cured? Sure. The media,
the courts, and the general
need to take a
dose of skepticism. This won’t be a popular remedy;
it’s not as emotionally gratifying as blaming bad guys
government)
aS financially rewarding as suing them. But then, the best medicine seldom
tastes good. It’s just good for

”

cold or/la?] [End of quoting.]
From Florida, in the January 30 issue of
ORLANDO SENTINEL,[quoting:]
Civilian and military health officials have vaccinated at least 9,000 children in an effort to halt an
outbreak of meningitis that has killed one youngster in

From the January 6 issue of the
[quoting:]
The movie
is advertised as being based on the
a

personnel

Then reservists began to Say they were sick
but the active-duty soldiers still had no complaints.
That’s when it hit the newspapers and television, with
every news report stating emphatically that the syndrome was real.
suddenly the active-duty soldiers were falling ill, too.
that many soldiers hope fo gain
disability Pay

at Eglin

dependents of miliAir Force Base and adjacent

Hurlburt Field. The Air Force supplied vaccine and
medical personnel to assist public health nurses and
emergency medical technicians in giving the inoculations Saturday and Monday. [End of quoting.]
And in Texas, from the January 27 issue of the Fort
Worth Star-Telegram, [quoting:]
Before 8 a.m. yesterday, grim-faced parents began
lining up at Fossil Hill Middle School-some
with
children, some alone. Hundreds came to obtain doses
of an antibiotic that protects against meningitis and
meningococcemia, the disease that killed eighth-grader
Kristi Burbach on Monday
and hospitalized a classmate
24
and his young sister.
Physicians and other health authorities on hand told
parentsthattheantibiotic,rifampin,willpro~ectagainst

the diseases.
b
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dog

brought

to Alaska in the early ’20s. However, in the 1949 book
TheDrugStory,anexpostofthepharmaceuticalindustry, author

Morris

&.alle toId another

version

of the

incident.
Manufacturers of the diphtheria vaccine,
needing a way to bolster sagging sales, decided to hype
a supposed outbreak of the illness in Nome, Alaska.
Although their drug could easily have been flown in, it
was deemed more newsworthy to send it by dog sled,
where the media could excitedly report each day’s
progress. The cutest dog was selected to lead and was
given the catchy name Balto. After what was more a
grim ordeal than heroic adventure, the medicine arrived in Nome. Unfortunately, Nome only had a few
sniffles and sore throats common to the season. Embarrassed vaccine promoters announced they’d perform
wide-scale vaccination anyway to prevent any future
epidemic, an effort that ended
the.biggest
ofdipl&eria in.Nome’ihistory. State Aspey,
Long Beach.

a

More misery in Africa, from the January 20 issue of
[quoting:]
Medical researchers working in Cameroon in West
Africa are reporting a 100 percent cure rate among
malaria patients taking an experimental drug called
pyronaridine, says the British medical journal
The patients all had falciparum malaria, the most
severe form of the disease. By contrast, patients in the
study who took the most widely prescribed drug,
chloroquine, had a cure rate of only 44 percent. However, the result is not wholly encouraging.
New
antimalarial drugs are constantly needed, since the
parasites that cause the disease quickly develop drug
resistance.
Chloroquine, the first-choice medication
since the 194Os, has stopped working in parts of Africa
and Asia, and resistance is also developing to some
backup treatments. Malaria causes 1.5 million to 2.7
million deaths annually, mostly of young children.

the

News of deadly meningitis outbreaks have come
into The News Desk from Florida, Texas, and Los
Angeles. This article comes from the January 25 issue
of the
[quoting:]
Four people have died iu Los Angeles County since
January 1 from a virulent form of meningitis that is
being linked to what doctors are calling the worst flu
season in years.
The deaths, including that of an
infant, have been caused by meningococcus, a deadly
form of bacteria that can be treated with antibiotics but
can kill quickly if not properly diagnosed.
Although the deadly form of meningitis is not
related to influenza, it occurs in heavy flu seasons
when a person’s immune system may have been weak-

Peter Kawaja proudly announces the formation of the
dedicated to finding the
of
We maintain a database on diseases and deaths associated with the Persiar
Gulf War. This includes all soldiers (worldwide) of the Gulf War
family
members, civilians, and indigenous peoples in the former war zone. Please send
any information
you may have concerning deaths and illnesses you think are
associated with or may be caused by the Persian Gulf War. This group is being run
(operated) by Gulf War Veterans and civilian volunteers. We are soliciting the help
of everyone globally, to participate.
You do not have to be a veteran. Gulf War
Veterans themselves will answer your phone calls and tell you in their own words,
what happened to them. Help will be available in every state across the nation so
that someone in your local calling area will be there to answer your questions and
provide comfort and intelligent
answers that mean something to you. Those
suffering from AIDS and CFIDS are encouraged to call and/or participate
in
disseminating information. Your generous donations will go to help sick Gulf War
Veterans and support this group, so that it can continue to function and help
everyone who is at risk. It is time for you to understand that no one is immune, no
one is secure. There are precautions you can take, but even if you live and you are
the only person left alive and everyone else is dead, what have you to live for? “We”
must educate the public, that is our mission. Become involved now, before we have
to face,something
worse than the deaths of millions such as was caused by the
Bubonic Plague of the First World War. PLEASE become involved now. For more
information,
please call or write:
IGWIC33487
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ILLUSION.
THE U.S.A. AND ALL THE “FREE”
WORLD IS DOWN FLAT ON THE MAT FOR THE
FINAL “COUNT”,
Somebody called and said something would be
happenifig on the 10th and something else on the 14th
and that the BANKS WOULD BE SHUT DOWN,
ZIPPED UP AND CLOSED ON FEBRUARY 22,1996!
What does that mean? It means that somebody thinks
they have valid information, offers disinformation/
misinformation, knows that of which they speak, and it
will or won’t happen. 1 would certainly think that, in
all instances, take it seriously and check your gauges,
measure your indicators, check your survival gear,
check your backup resource placement, clear the decks
and the market and expect whatever comes.

Banking,Money&
a

Jumping Shu

1

---

I

l.

LITTLE
JUMPING
it.
The Federal Reserve just got slapped with a FOUR
EACH

DAY
them-from

Each morning brings a new cycle of lighted hours.
Within these hours most of the activities take placebut, you will find the more dastardly adventures take
place in the dark hours so that “nobody sees”. God is
with you night or day so what do YOUR nighttime
hours hold that you hide away from your brothers?
What do you continue TO TRY to hide from God
holds
Creator? Ultimately it will be the
intent upon which judgment of this journey revolves.
You may, however, always
you
that if you
with

If you consider that “it will be a cold day in Hell
and/or you will do something as soon as Hell freezes
over...“, consider the seriousness of your “NOW” for
there are a couple of places named as villages, Helland this winter they have frozen solid!
It is very
definitely wise to consider the FACTS as they ARE and
get out of La-La-Land.
BANKS

AND

MONEY

As we go along and write on such things as old
happenings within the banking industry 1 lose a lot of
you viewers to the old saw: “What has that to do with
[choose one]: “me”, “anything”, “the New
“the
“the taking of our
land(s)” and you name it...!? Especially comes the
“what can an article in 1957 have to do with me in
1996?” Everything!
It was before the turn of the
century last, that is the hub of all that is taking place
NOW. And, 1 have a couple of things to tell you who
would think you can just go in now and topple such as
the Federal Reserve, the Treasury, etc. You cannot
accomplish much as it is and as you are attempting to

so

what
go
Mr. Martin is writing on the subject so he talked to the
Top Banana at the Fed only to be told with great
laughter that “some nuts from New Mexico have filed
a four trillion dollar something against the Fed Reserve
just recently...” Mr. Martin asked what happens with
such claims and charges and the answer was “nothing”.
We toss them in the “Nut File”. EVERY governmental
office also has a “Nut File”. You will also have to
REMEMBER: MOST OF THE PEOPLE WORKING
WITHIN THE SYSTEM AND IN THEIR OWN OFFICES HAVE NO IDEA OF WHAT IS OR IS NOT
LEGAL, PROPER, PPIVATE, PUBLIC OR OTHERWISE.
People start doing a “search” on some claims or
something and, through the maze of non-collections,
etc., you can find myriads of possible “claims” -but
dear ones, the statute of limitations has expired on most
collections, i.e., utilities, etc. The old gold claims may
not have actually “expired” but there is no gold so they
are certainly treated as EXPIRED, and go into the “Nut
File”. Is it not TIME to harvest the nuts? Both the kind
which can serve your nation and the nit-wits who do
SILLY THINGS and hurt you more than help? You or
anyone can stand back and throw spit-balls at the
of your prison, but if you plan to change a
system you have to be wiser than the target, and YOU
HAVE TO KNOW WHAT YOU ARE DOING!
The Federal Reserve, as a for instance, is a PRIVATE CORPORATION and therefore you can know
the only attachment to the National Government is
through illusion. The Treasury head is PAID through
the International Monetary Fund-NOT
THE U.S.A.
FUNDS. Therefore, to do anything with the Feds, who
are the foreclosure office in the U.S., you have to go to
the IMF World Bank to achieve ANYTHING. That in
turn is going to require going through a collection
through the bank doing the foreclosure receivership for
the U.S. (oh, didn’t they tell you--the U.S. has filed
formal bankruptcy with its creditors!!!‘??!!)
You are
going to have to work through the more silent avenues
for any type of collection and you will need banks big
enough in countries powerful enough to make collections take place. These things are going to topple the
minute the national debt is in default!
Mr. Rubin
DOES NOT work for you-the-people; HE IS A MASTER PRINTER FOR HIS OWN: THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND WORLD BANK AND
THOSE BANKSTERS. BY THE WAY, EVERY MANIPULATION TAKING PLACE WITH BUDGETS,
CURRENCY OR WHATEVER ELSE “SEEMS” TO
RUN A GOVERNMENT AND NATION IS ONLY AN

RATS
SHIP

Your congressmen and congressladies are jumping
ship as quickly as the little rats can do so and suddenly
have a great need to relax AT HOME or FAR AWAY
with their loving families. Forget it, brethren, they are
getting their pink slips in brown envelopes with the
announcement that the Fifth Column has control of
their bribe accounts in such as Switzerland and Austria, hither and yon offshore, and has actually transferred the dirty money into a great big ESCROW account for use of THE PEOPLE as soon as determination
can be made as to who are the honest “people” and who
are just more dirty bounders. As these brown envelopes
arrive the whole of the transactions are shown and the
receivers are given options of immediate action: get
out or be totally destroyed by their greed. They are not
given “no accounting” as an option-only
immediate
reprieve from imprisonment until laterlwhen it can be
done properly.
You have to understand that even your nice President and his lady, Billary, have/HAD some of these
accounts all over the map. Hillary had hers UNDER
THE COVER OF VINCE FOSTER who is now quite
deaded and that came along AFTER the funds were
removed from those Swiss accounts and the paperwork
laid before he and his buddies. You see, public viewers,
there are a lot of things of good quality that can be done
with those massive Cray computers. These things can
crunch and break codes of ANYTHING ANYWHERE,
and now have done so. Have YOU checked your
accounts lately7 Little personal computers can do the
same but it is untimely. Remember a few years back A
VERY LARGE CRAY WENT TO ISRAEL?! And, all
those nice satellites furnished by your Shuttle program
are set to feed the beast in Belgium. Other beasts are
fed from the fuel line but somebody got smart and
jammed some of the systems. Will you use this window
of opportunity to open your nation for freedom or will
the window simply slam shut without even ability to
SURVIVE? How is a nation with no industry, no jobs,
NO P’ELFARE, no Social Security and BANKRUPT to
keep on
Am 1just doing more of my “fear mongering”? No,
this is just the way IT IS.
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of CONTACT
25,

* To conserve paper and printing-press time, notes
were printed only on one side. Then they appeared in
billion- and finally

p. 20,
p.

11

*

1923
a

p.

217196
Is there any relevance in these horror stories? Do
things have to get this bad for
1983,
a
Do we have to experience hyperinflation?
Couldn’t inflation moderate? Some may think it already has but this is short-term window dressing designed to lure back savers. In order for inflation to
moderate significantly, long-term problems would have
to be solved. Business would have to be willing and
able to pay a
reward for savings and banks would
have to stop making dubious loans with money they
don’t have. Also, the
a

[QUOTING, PART 15:]

a
a

a

Inflation is able to get started and continue because there are always those who feel inflation will
moderate and that prices (or at least the rate of price
increase) will decline. Over the short run, this remarkable phenomenon actually happens enough times to
give substance to such hopes. It is happening now.
When there is recession and a lot of people are out of
work, prices do temporarily stabilize a little.

a

From:
June/July 1983.
Just how scary can a ride on the inflation roller
coaster be? Let us start with the end of an inflationary
cycle and work back. To see
hyperinflation looks
like, let us consider the one in Germany in the early
1920s.

doing business and decrease business profits. Lower
profits slows business and that causes unemployment,
making business conditions deteriorate further.
As
inflation progresses toward a panic stage, corporate
liquidity deteriorates to the point that government ends
up competing with business for loans that business
needs just to
High interest rates are always the other side of the
inflationary coin. Why? Because you can’t
savers forever.
Lenders always end up demanding
some after-inflation reward for the use of their money.
High inflation eventually guarantees even higher interest rates until that rate exceeds what business can
earn with borrowed money. At this point business
collapses.
[END OF QUOTING]
There is more but I think this covers the picture
pretty well for this topic under consideration.
It is
easily noted that these vicious circles come back on
government and there is a shortfall in revenues-every
time. If the government gets less taxes because of fewer
employed or drops in income, you have the most vicious
of all status-NO MONEY FOR ANYTHING!
I have another topic here which I will offer for
consideration and that is profits from and in 3rd World
loans. Why would I choose this? Because you now have
long enough to SEE what has happened in the interim
time between 1983 when this following article was
written and NOW. You will note, please, that the last
big multi-billion “save out” to Mexico worked this way:
The payback which was also “borrowed” funds
INTO THE BANKS FROM WHICH CAME
THE ORIGINAL BAIL-OUT LOANS-WITHOUT
PASSING “GO” AND WITHOUT PASSING EVEN
THE FEDERAL RESERVE “TREASURY”-ALL
THIS
WHILE YOU SLEPT!!

THE
[QUOTING:]
for
your
debt
with
con-

Historically, the absurdities of unpayable debt,
all those who say it couldn’t happen here, suspend
soaring demand for funds, and astronomic interest
judgment a moment and think of the extent of the
rates follow a natural progression.
This progression
to be liquidated in present-day America compared
does not stop short of a credit
severe that
the relatively small debt and reparation payments
it results in a panic stage in which money is unobtainfronting Germany after World War I.
able at any price. This finally causesenough bankruptcies to stop the bankers’ mad quest for profits and end
*
borrowers’ unquenchable thirst for borrowing (at least
2
1914
temporarily).
500
1923.
The real business bankruptcies are caused not by
the government’s deficits themselves, but by soaring
*
the peak of the inflation in 1923, the value of interest rates that result from such deficits. This is the
money declined 10%
until
way it works: Government purchases and payments
(about $700 billion a year) are paid for in two ways: (1)
cents’inU.S. money. taxes, and (2) the sale of government securities. When
government borrows, the less money there is left for
*
a
a
other borrowers. These other borrowers must bid for
100
what is left on the available savings by offering higher
interest rates. Rising interest rates increase the cost of

THE
3RD

PROFIT

IN

December 6, 1983, M.B.:
According
(issue of Nov. 14.), an
official publication of the People’s Republic of China,
the impact of foreign borrowing on a country depends
on how the country utilizes the loans.
An article in that publication cites Singapore, which
uses external debt to develop its processing industries.
This has strengthened the accumulation of domestic
funds, raised the capability of earning foreign exchange through exports, and laid the foundation for
heavy industry.
“Some other countries, however, such as Mexico,
used more than 75 per cent of their foreign loans for
investment in state-owned departments of energy,. raw
materials, communications and transportation,”
says
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article. “With their
investment, long-term
cycle, slow turnover of funds and low profits, these
departments cannot quickly boost production capability and realize results of investment.
Owing to poor
management, losses
often been incurred after
going into operation.
In the mid-1970s Mexico encountered financial difficulty.”
The article also cites Brazil, which from 19741982 “invested $86 billion in seven large projects with
long construction periods, slow efficiency, low profits
and poor repayment. And most of
investment came
from short-term loans by international private banks.”
The article says prior to the completion of these
projects, a large amount of debt had become overdue
and Brazil had landed itself in a difficult situation.
The article expresses the view that western banks
will not step back in the event of a serious weakening
of Third World repayment. “Western banks must continue providing loans to maintain their existing creditors’ right,” the article says. “It is important to remember that Western nations make loans to the Third World
in order to meet their [own] long-term economic targets
and to serve their [own] fundamental interests.”
The article says Western nations can gain high
profits by providing loans to the Third World. It notes
that
1971
1982,
$1,100

a

$35,000

From 1970 through 1976, the article says, the
average annual foreign earnings of the 13 largest US
banks increased 3 1 per cent while the domestic earnings of the same banks increased only 4 per cent.
The proportion of foreign profits of the seven largest banks, including Citibank and Chase Manhattan,
has increased from 22 per cent of total earnings in 1970
to 55 per cent in 1982, the article says.
Loan capital often earns more in Third World
countries than in developed countries,
article says.
The article
2

[QUOTING:]

relatives, “including the takeover or sequestration of
all business enterprises and entities owned or conBILLIONS
IN
trolled by tl@m,during. his administration.,. by taking
ASSETS
MISSING,
undue advantage of their powers.”
Marcos
been reported to own real estate worth
Wed., March 5, 1986.
millions of dollars in New York and Britain. When he
a
22
with recovering any wealth illegally accumulated by lieved to contain cash and valuables, including more
deposed President Ferdinand E. Marcos said Tuesday than $1.1 million worth of Philippine currency.
that as much as $10 billion may be missing from the
Attorneys for the Philippines’ Central Bank said
treasury and enterprises controlled by Marcos’ associ- Monday
will receive an inventory of
crates’
serves
contents from the U.S. Customs Service.
The
a
Jovito R. Salonga, chairman of Commission on Marcos and his entourage of about 90 Filipinos took
the
Good Government established by new President Corazon money illegally from the country when
Aquino, told a press conference that “maybe $5 billion face of a military rebellion.
Lawyers for the Philippine government on Sunday
to $10 billion” in assets was missing.
in 1985 obtained a court order in New York temporarily barring
Salonga did not elaborate the sale or transfer of five properties allegedly owned or
$3.3
on what assets were missing or what was believed to controlled by Marcos, including a Long Island estate.
Salonga said the government would seize
Mahave happened.
nila Electric Co., which was taken over by relatives of
Also, Tuesday, justices of the country’s second- Marcos’ wife, Imelda, by a legal pretext under martial
highest court, the Court of Appeals, submitted their law in 1972. He did not specify whether the company
resignation, and the official Philippine News Agency would be returned to its former owners.
said at least 5 of the Supreme Court’s 12 members also
always
quit.. Aquino urged the justices, all appointed by $5,000. In denying charges of corruption,
to step down.
you said whatever wealth he had came from his lucrative
before becoming president.
Salonga said his investigation was likely to involve
a
legal action in the United States, Latin America, Switzerland and Britain. “We understand there are deposits
Justice Minister Neptali Gonzales said Court of in Brazilian banks,” he said,
Meanwhile, hundreds of supporters of Vice Mayor
Appeals Justice Ramon Gaviola met with Aquino to
Manila financial district of Makati
submit 18 resignations and assured her all ofthe court’s Johnny Wilson of
38 justices would step down. But presidential spokes- demonstrated
man Rene Saguisag said no resignations have been appointment of Jejomar Binay as “officer-in-charge”
after
Mayor Nemesio Yabut.
received from the Supreme Court.
The protest was one of several against Aquino’s
In setting up the Commission on Good Government, Aquino charged it with recovering “all ill-gotten
moves to oust Marcos supporters from
wealth” accumulated by Marcos and his friends and national government.

3

The interest earned by a number of big banks from
the Third World countries has become the main source
of their profits, says the article.
By providing loans to the Third World, the Western
nations help develop their own trade and economies,
the article says. It says since the ’70s Western nations
have been depending more and more on the markets of
developing countries.
To guarantee that they suffer no losses from existing loans or that they can pursue their economic goals,
to the
Third World, the article says. But they will be more
cautious than before, the terms will be harsher, and the
debt burden of the Third World countries will be heavier.

[END OF QUOTING]
I believe we can all concur that this has become so.
Just realize that the squeeze is on, the meat is gone from
the cow, the milk has dried up and gone and
banks
are going to snatch
very food offered the cow in
loans, away!
With the foregoing in mind, let us turn to the
subject of money to Israel and let us look what happened back in the ’80s in the Philippines. You need to
realize going into this next presentation that in 1986
when this was written there were 55,000,OOO people in
the Philippines while Israel’s population was only
4,000,OOO. Look at the shrewd manipulations.
You
will note please: Total USA [annual] Aid: Philippines:
$200,000,000.
To Israel: $4,500,000,000.
Philippine 1985 BUDGET: $3,300,000,000.
Israel: $23,000,000,000-AND
YOU HAVE COME A
LONG WAY. BABY, SINCE 1985!

7

If you’re looking for the benefits that incorporating
has to offer, such as limiting your personal liability,
increasing
tax-free benefits, and raising capital through
the sale of stock-taking
just 5 miniutes of your time to
explore the benefits of forming a Nevada Corporation
could save you and your company thousands of dollars.
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Aquino said in an interview with the Associated
Press that some officials were being replaced because
they had used terrorism to intimidate voters in the
fraud-tainted Feb. 7 presidential election.
Aquilino Pimentel, the new minister of local government, said fewer than 10 mayors had been fired, but
that more dismissals were forthcoming.

BOOKS

IMF
OFF

SAYS:
BY BILLIONS

Associated Press, March 3 1, 1987. (Chicago
WASHINGTON
$388

13, 1996

It calls this sum a “discrepancy”, something like
the $7.86 you can’t find in checking your monthly bank
statements against the canceled checks.
Adding up the figures of their 151 member countries, the fund’s bookkeepers totaled $388 billion more
in debits than in credits for the years 1980 through

[END OF QUOTING]
And now, a look at Israel from an AP article of
April 29, 1985:
[QUOTING:]
ISRAEL
ANSWERS
ON REFORMS

U.S.

TEL AVIV [API-Prime
Minister Shimon Peres
has written to Washington, responding to economic
reforms that the Reagan administration wants before
backing Israel’s request for $1.5 billion more in emergency aid.
An Israeli official, who spoke on the condition he
not be identified, said Peres’ letter was sent to Secretary of State George Shultz last week. The official said
the letter did not detail Israeli economic policy, but he
replied to the “Document of 10 Points*‘.
The 10 points were contained in a position paper
given the Israeli government by U.S. economic professors Stanley Fischer and Herbert Stein, a former
chairman of the President’s Council of Economic Advisers, in Israel recently to examine the economic
situation.
They were written as general recommendations for
Israeli economic reform, and they reportedly include
proposals to hold inflation to a monthly target and to
control the money supply.
445
Peres agreed with the proposal about inflationary
targets and said additional controls would be imposed
if the targets were exceeded, the official said. But he
said the letter did not define the target figures or what
measures would be used.
Shultz, scheduled to visit next month, has said the
reforms are needed because any increase in U.S. aid
would be swallowed up in servicing
$24
Israeli officials have said that present U.S. civilian
economic aid, which was $1.4 billion last year,

The U.S. administration

already has approved $3
1986, up from
The House Foreign Affairs

$2.6 billion this year.
Committee has voted
and the full House is due to take up the bill next
week.
The Israeli official said, however, that the government would use a combination of monetary, taxation
and administrative measures as it saw fit.
He said that Peres’ letter did not mention specific
measures to control the money supply but that tighter
controls were implicit in the government’s intent to
pass a new Bank of Israel law.
a %3
$23
a

[END OF QUOTING]
[QUOTING ANOTHER ARTICLE:]

is the most ancient and very best grain. Spelta
is a grain
of its own unique being. It is the best fiber resource and has large amounts of B- 17 (anticarcinoma). The grain berry grows an exceptionally thick husk that protects it Corn pollutants and insects. ‘It is stored with its husks intact, so it remains fresher. Thus, unlike
other grains, it is not normally treated with pesticides or other chemicals. The strong,
protective husk may also be a metaphorical signature of this grain’s capacity to strengthen
immunity.
contains special carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides)
which are an
important factor in blood clotting and stimulating the body’s immune system.
offers Bread Mixes that use pure
flour instead of wheat. The taste is
uniquely nutty and enjoyable for the whole family. Also offered are combination Bread
Mixes with both
flour and whole wheat flour. Both are perfect for a 2 lb. loaf of
bread which can be utilized in the Hitachi Bread Machine or others of its equal. The mixes
are easy to use with only the simple addition of water, butter & sweetener. The packages
come in 2 lb.
sizes only.
BERRY, BRAN, AND MILLET STEW
.
Also available are whole
i/2 c. whole spelt berries, soaked overnight in water to cover
:
flour
spelt
l/2 c. barley
packages
for
l/2 c. red lentils
your
baking
l/2 c. millet
homeand
2 carrots, sliced
1 112 c. chopped rutabaga
made
bread
2 stalks celery, sliced
that
needs
1 large onion, chopped
come in 2 lb.,
3 cloves garlic, minced
4 lb. and 8 lb.
l/2 c. minced parsley
sizes.
2 tsp. salt
You may
l/4 tsp. pepper
also
order the
1 l-lb. can tomatoes, chopped and undrained
whole
spelt
Place ail ingredients in a large pot, fully covering them with water. : kernels
that
Bring to a boil. Reduce heat, cover, and simmer for 3 hours, checking : can be milled
pot occasionally and adding more water as necessary (the grains will
at home into
absorb a lot of liquid.
flour.
These
come in 4 lb.
This recipe is from a
reader...please send recipes to :
and
10 lb.
for possible future publication. Thank you.
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1984.
THE
NEVER BEEN

Page
READERS, THERE HAS

The discrepancy
began to show in the late 197Os, peaking, as an annual
figure, at $113.9 billion in 1982. Though the yearly
figures have gone down since, a report that the fund
plans to publish in June will say that the total is still
large.
The last figure avaiIable is for 1984: $98.8 BELLION.
the
the

So three years ago, the fund appointed a “working
party”, headed by Pierre Esteva, a high-level official in
the French ministry of finance, to look for the money,
or at least to come up with some ideas about what
happened to it. A summary of the group’s work appeared in the “IMF Survey”, a fund publication, earlier
this month.
Investment income turned out to be a major problem.
“Countries receiving capital were able to identify
and record income payments, while countries whose
residents placed funds abroad had an incomplete record
of receipts,” the summary said.
The summary does not mention capital flight, the
widespread practice of people in countries with shaky
economies sending their money somewhere safe without telling their own governments about it.
They often choose the United States or Switzerland. That way, they lose nothing if their governments
devalue their currencies. On the contrary, they make a
pile if they bring their money home after the devaluaCapital flight is illegal in some places; in others
it’s just considered “portfolio diversification”.
1983
1985,
10
$44.2
Nor does the summary mention sending money
abroad that has been earned through drug sales or other
illicit activity. People in those businesses avoid close
contact with their countries’ tax and trade officials.
Legitimate businesses also may fail to report. The
General Accounting Office, which makes investigations
for Congress, said earlier this month that it surveyed
1,679 businesses and found 559 of them listed smaller
amounts of interest and dividends on their income tax
returns than they actually received.
Another problem is posed by “offshore” financial
centers-places
like Liechtenstein and the Cayman
Islands, where the governments make a point of knowing nothing about businesses registered under their
laws. They “complicate the tracing of funds”, the
summary said.

So do new financial devices that shift assets from
banks to “non-banks” such as pension funds and insurante companies.
“The debtor often does not know whether the creditor is a resident or nonresident,” the summary complains.

9

some of its clients’ connections with the criminal underworld, in violation of Swiss law, according to Heer.
he
$5
a

1982.
Baron Rothschild described Mr. Heer’s allegations
as “injurious and abstruse”, through his lawyer, Max
Now, this next may not seem so connected at first Lebedkin.
He declined further comment.
The
glance, but it certainly is definitely apart ofthe WHOLE Rothschild Bank denies wrongdoing but will not dispicture if you go back in memory to the writings on the cuss specific cases, citing banking secrecy laws and
Vatican Bank and associated banking entities.
For investigations.
your entertainment [in case you missed it last time]:
Having some documentation, Mr. Heer relies mostly
on his memory. Some former and current Rothschild
[QUOTING:]
offtcials confirm his descriptions of the sometimes
chaotic inner workings of the bank. His allegations
ROTHSCHILD’S
SWISS
BANK
that the bank was involved with front companies are
UNDER
FIRE;
TOP OFFICER
also partly corroborated by people involved.
BLOWS
THE WHISTLE
As their top manager makes damning allegations,
this poses a serious threat to the Rothschilds.
Swiss
private banks live on discretion.
“It takes generations to build a reputation and it
doesn’t take long to damage it,” says the new general
January 10, 1993 from
Dec. manager of the Rothschild Bank, Guy Wais. Indeed,
11, 1992:
some well-to-do clients have closed their accounts.
Swiss banking authorities are investigating the RothEven the
are not immune to scrutiny. In fact, they are facing an schild Bank’s affairs, and other private banks are tryunprecedented and unlikely threat to their well-being. ing to woo away more clients.
a
Juerg Heer was a senior executive and credit manager at the private Rothschild Bank AG in Zurich from
“The bank won’t survive,” says Mr. Heer. “They
1972 until he was arrested in late July. He often worked
Baron Elie de don’t want to close it, but I will make sure ofit.” He has
closely with the then-chairman,
Rothschild, dealing with the financial affairs of some promised to continue to divulge secrets. Even the
was told of the
of Europe’s rich and famous. Becoming affluent him- sensationalist German tabloid
self, Juerg Heer amassed a collection of 80 vintage cars alleged mistresses of Baron Elie, one of whom says she
and filled his house with art by Jean Tinguely, Andy bore the Baron an illegitimate child. It appears that
nothing is taboo in the disclosures.
Warhol and Albert0 Giacometti.
People familiar with the affairs of the Rothschilds
Now the bank says that some of Heer’s wealth was
stolen, charging that over aperiod ofyears he deceived say that the Zurich bank is a major source of the
directors, breaking the bank’s rules by making im- family’s profits.
Sir Evelyn de Rothschild is a London-based memproper loans to companies that have since failed. He
got kickbacks for providing the loans, the bank says, ber of the family who took over from Baron Elie as
which estimates damage to its business at 220 million chairman last year. He contends that Mr. Heer is
Swiss francs ($155 million). The Rothschild Bank is to get a large out-of-court settlement.
“What Heer is saying is blackmail. He’s trying to
suing him.
Mr. Heer has admitted receiving about $20 million muddy the waters to (imply) that it was all crooked,”
in commissions for the loans in question. But he says fumes Sir Evelyn, “but it wasn’t.”
And Rothschild bank lawyer and board member
many others at the bank knew and approved of his
actions. He is so incensed at the way the bank is dealing Peter Hafter complains, “You are basically defensewith him that he is doing what is all but unheard of less,” as what Mr. Heer says, “is as harmful if it’s
wrong as if it’s true.”
among Swiss bankers: he is talking.
Working to preserve its image, the bank has abanSince being released from investigative custody a
few weeks ago, Mr. Heer has granted a number of doned its veil of secrecy, engaging a public-relations
interviews to the Swiss, German and Italian media, as firm. Besides suing Mr. Heer for breaching bank
well as to the
of the U.S., in which confidentiality, the Rothschild Bank warns the newshe paints a devastating picture of the Rothschilds and papers of Switzerland that it will take action against
their Zurich bank, The bank was laxly managed; it them if they should disclose information about bank
operated for years on the fringes of legality and is clients.
entangled in some of the biggest financial
scandals of recent times, from the Bank of
[END OF QUOTING]
Credit & Commerce to Banco Ambrosiano
Enough for now, the digestive systems of you-the(a bank that worked closely with the
Vatican), so Heer alleged. He told his story people must be about into overload. Sorry about that... !
to the
a Swiss paper that Salu.
first reported on the story in November.
Heer describes the Rothschild family as
4*++4+*++g% +:J+ 4gifi
overbearing, fractious and erratic. He says
that the Baron Elie de Rothschild, who is
now 75 years old and retired, participated
personally in lucrative schemes to help rich
Italian families evade taxes and, with Mr.
Heer’s help, concocted a series of front companies that hid the true ownership of the
Italian assets behind the Rothschild name.
Heer also claims that he and the Baron lied
to Italian authorities about the schemes-in
court on one occasion.
The Rothschild Bank chose to overlook
[END OF QUOTING]
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“To the people, justice is an ideal, not an instrument of Power. To the people, justice is as Justinian
defined it-’ the firm and continuous desire to render to
everyone that which is his due.’ But the legal system
is not predominantly attentive to notions of equality
and the rights of the individual. The legal system is
concerned, instead, with law, and law is pledged to
Power. As a consequence, law will most often stand
against such human rights as threaten Power. The
virulence of Power is not the question. By reason of
Power’s preoccupation with its own goals, all Power
tends to function as if the system were designed to
destroy the individual, for Power, by definition, can
never permit itself to be subordinated to the individual.
As a consequence, justice will be delivered to the
people only when it is in the best interests of Power to
deliver it.” [Gerry Spence,
“To an imagination of any scope the most farreaching form of power is not money, it is the command
of ideas. If you want great examples, read Mr. Leslie
Stephen’s
and see how a hundred years after his
death the abstract speculations of Descartes had become a practical force controlling the conduct of men.
‘Read the words of the great German jurists, and see
how much more the world is governed today by Kant
than by Bonaparte. We cannot all be Descartes or Kant,
but we all want happiness. And happiness, I am sure
from having known many successful men, cannot be
won simply by being counsel for great corporations and
having an income of fifty-thousand dollars. An intellect great enough to win the prize needs other food
besides success. The remoter and more general aspects
of the law are those which give it universal interest. It
is through them that you not only become a great
master in your calling, but connect your subject with
the universe and catch an echo ofthe infinite, a glimpse
of its unfathomable process, a hint of the universal
law.” [Oliver Wendell Holmes,

In Gerry Spence’s,
we read
[quoting portions:]
Who are these judges who wield such power over
us, a power reserved for God? Who are these mere
humans with the power to wrest children from their
mothers and to condemn men to deathorcage them like
beasts in penitentiaries?
Who possesses the power to
strip us of our professions, our possessions, our very
lives? The judges of America have more influence over
the course of the nation than Congress and the presi-

dent. They interpret the laws, apply them, change them
to match their private vision of the world, and extend
their collective nose into every manner of private or
government business.
Judges decide whether the janitor was fired for just
cause and whether GM is engaged in urice-fixing.
They review the hospital board’ssuspension
of yo&
doctor’s surgical privileges and decide the constitutionality of the university’s enrollment policies that
gave a coveted slot to a minority student with lower
grades and test scores than your child. They make law.
They have the power to force children to be bussed into
strange places, make abortion legal, and determine
whether a quadriplegic who wants to die may be permitted to do so. They may take away your wife or your good
name or your freedom or your fortune or your life. They
are omnipotent. And the question is: To whom have we
so carelessly granted that power? Are they the kind
who would understand you, who from their experiences
would know something of the fears and struggles you
have faced? ,Will they care about you or about justice?
The profile of the typical American judge is a white,
Protestant male of about fifty years of age from an upper
middle-class family, who has labored without stellar
success as an attorney. He has been in politics, but
there he was not a rising star, either. He is more likely
to be from a large firm than a small one, and has had,
during his practice, a variety of corporate clients but
little experience in representing those charged with
crimes, those who have been injured, and the poor.
The ascension of the judge to the bench does not, of
course, alter his personal history, erase the memories of
his experiences, modify his genes, change his parentage, or blot out his prejudices. Every president knows
that, and achieves a sort of immortality by extending
his influence over the nation through the judges he
appoints. Moreover, the mating of a human being to the
federal bench seems to produce an offspring that lives
approximately forever.
Not long after his second term had begun, President
Reagan had already appointed over half of the nation’s
744 federal judges, including a new Chief Justice of the
United States Supreme Corut. The profile of these
judges is starkly homogeneous: 91.6 percent are men,
92.6 percent white, and 89.5 percent Republican. Nearly
twice as many were from moderate to large firms as
from small ones, nearly half have been prosecutors, 60
percent went to Ivy League or private law schools, and
64.2 percent are Protestant.
Seventy percent of the
appeals-court judges and nearly 60 percent of the district-court judges have a net worth of between $200,000
and $1 million, and over 20 percent of the district-court
judges and nearly 18 percent of the appeals-court judges
appointed by Reagan have a net worth in excess of $1
million. These judges, who as private lawyers represented numerous corporate clients, will now hear the
cases of people seeking justice against corporate
America; as former prosecutors, they will now sit on
the cases of citizens charged by the government with
crimes. William Jones
._ once said, “There is very little

difference between one man and another; but what little
there is, is very important.” [End quoting.1

“A profession to be worthy of the name must inculcate in its members a strong sense of the special obligations that attach to their calling. One who undertakes
the practice of a profession cannot rest content with the
faithful discharge of duties assigned to him by others.
His work must finds its direction within a larger frame.
All that he does must evidence a dedication, not merely
to a specific assignment, but to the enduring ideals of
his vocation. ”
44 A.B.A.J. 1159 (1958).
In R. Randall Kelso’s book
under the heading “The Professional Responsibilities of a Lawyer”, we read [quoting, in part:]

Each state is responsible for regulating the professional conduct of lawyers who practice within its borders. The Supreme Court of the state is the agency
usually responsible both for promulgating and enforcing the rules of professional conduct.
Lawyers charged with violating a state’s code of
professional responsibility are brought before a state or
local disciplinary committee. Such a committee, typiGRIN AND BEAR IT / By Fred Wagner
I

3etter lawver.”
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tally, has the power to make findings of fact and
recommendations to the state Supreme Court regarding
censure, suspension, or disbarment. Of course, lawyers
can also be prosecuted for criminal conduct arising
from their practice, e.g., for stealing a client’s money,
and lawyers are liable for malpractice and for civil or
criminai contempt of court.
In 1969, the American Bar Association recommended a Code of Professional Responsibility (hereafter CPR) to Supreme Courts and other state agencies
having responsibilities
in disciplinary proceedings.
Many courts adopted the CPR. Some states, such as
California, used the Code as a source of ideas for locally
drafted rules of professional conduct.
Under the conditions of modern practice it is peculiarly necessary that the lawyer should understand, not
merely the established standards of professional conduct, but the reasons underlying these standards. In the
duties that the lawyer must now undertake, the inherited traditions of the bar often yield but indirect guidance. Principles of conduct applicable to appearance in
open court do not, for example, resolve the issues
confronting the lawyer who must assume the delicate
task of mediating among opposing interests. Where the
lawyer’s work is of sufficient public concern to become
newsworthy, his audience is today often vastly expanded while at the same time the issues in controversy
are less readily understood than formerly. While performance under public scrutiny may at times reinforce
the sense of professional obligation, it may also create
grave temptations to unprofessional conduct.
For these reasons the lawyer stands today in special
need of a clear understanding of his obligations and of
the vital connection between these obligations and the
role his profession plays in society.
The Code of Professional Responsibility is divided
into three parts: nine hortatory Canons, followed in
each case by Ethical Considerations (EC’s)(general
guides for desirable conduct), and by Disciplinary Rules
(DR’s)(fixed standards of conduct on which disciplinary proceedings are based). Most Code provisions
accommodate two sets of opposing interests:
(1) self-interests versus the interests of a client,
and
(2) duties of candor to the court and other persons,
versus duties of loyalty and zeal on behalf of a client.
In dealing with conflicts between a lawyer’s selfinterest and the interests of a client, the Code prohibits
excessive fees, condemns neglect of work, calls on
lawyers to carry out contracts of employment, encourages zealous representation, and seeks to steer lawyers
away from situations of conflicting interests (accepting
employment in a case where professional judgment
might be affected by the lawyer’s own financial or
personal interests). In this area of professional responsibility, the Code’s requirements are not much different than the dictates of fairness and common sense
(although without a reminder from DR 9-102 a lawyer
might not always remember to deposit client funds in a
separately identified account.)
Less self-evident is how to resolve the tension
between candor and zeal. The Code’s premises spring
from an analysis of the role of a lawyer in relation to the
institutions of our legal system. Distinctions are made
in light of whether the lawyer is serving as an advocate,
an advisor, an intermediate,
a public servant, or a
citizen.
Whether the case is civil or criminal and
whether the client i? an adult or a juvenile can also be
significant. Some scholars argue that a lawyer, acting
as an advocate, can abjure personal responsibility so
long as the law is not broken or the circumstances are
not extreme (as where the client rushes out of the office
declaring an intent to do another bodily harm). Others
argue that because truth is such an important value in
our system, lawyers should not be “hired guns”, and in
the interest of truth should be required or permitted to
disclose relevant information even if that might be
unfavorable to their clients’ interests. In meetings of
American Bar Association, this issue

Page
focal point of debates over the Model Rules of ProfesConduct, which
the
sional Responsibility
[We will take a look at the new code a little later
in the series.] A related debate centers on the extent to
which lawyers are morally free to assist clients in
taking action that is legal, but, in the opinion of the
lawyer, unconscionable.
[Still in the (old) ABA Code of Professional Responsibility, we read:]

11

fraud upon a tribunal shall promptly reveal the fraud to
the tribunal. [End quoting.]

In Gerry Spence’s book
we read the following. [Quoting:]
Judge John F. Grady of the United States District
Court in Chicago, speaking to the American Bar Association, recently said, “What I see happening is that a
growing percentage of the bar is not only primarily
concerned with pecuniary gain but is preoccupied with
pecuniary
gain to
exclusion
of everything
else. ..[E]thics,” he said, “have been harnessed in the
“Confidence” refers to information protected by service of pecuniary gain.” [End quoting.]
In
read,
[quoting:]
Of or relating to moral action, conduct,
held inviolate or the disclosure
motive or character; as, ethical emotion; also, treating
to be of moral feelings, duties or conduct; containing precepts of morality; moral. Professionally right or befitting; conforming to professional standards of conduct.
181 Misc. 508, 42 N.Y.S.Zd 857,
a
859.

(1) Reveal a confidence or secret of his client.
(2) Use a confidence or secret of his client to the
disadvantage of the client.
(3) Use a confidence or secret of his client for’ the
advantage of himself or of a third person unless the
client consents after full disclosure.

Code of Professional

Responsibility;

Legal

ethics.

and customs among members
of the legal profession, involving their moral and professional duties toward one another, toward clients,
and toward the courts. That branch of moral science
which treats of the duties which a member of
legal
profession owes to the public, to the court, to his
(1) Confidences or secrets with the consent of the professional brethren, and to his client. Most states
client or clients affected, but only after full disclosure have adopted the Model Rules of Professional Conduct
of the American Bar Association.
to them.
A law, rule, or ordinance in general, ar.d
(2) Confidences or secrets when permitted under
Disciplinary Rules or required by law or court order.
of the church in particular. An ecclesiastical law or
(3) The intention of his client to commit a crime statute. A rule of doctrine or discipline. A criterion or
standard ofjudgment. A body of principles, standards,
and the information necessary to prevent the crime.
(4) Confidences or secrets necessary to establish or rules or norms.
collect his fee or to defend himself against an accusaIn England, a cathedral dignitary, appointed sometion of wrongful conduct.
times by the Crown and sometimes by the bishop.
Standards of ethical
Such were
conduct for members of the judiciary.
whose initially adopted by the American Bar Association and
later by most states. [End quoting.]
a
a

Richard Vilkin, in the June 26,1982 edition of
presents the following example
for consideration.
[Quoting, in part:]
a
a
It’s the end of a rather boring day of poring over
interrogatories.
A new client walks into your offlice
. ..(3) Conceal or knowingly fail to disclose
carrying a paper bag. The client sits himself down,
which he is required by law to reveal.
reaches into the bag, pulls out a blood-stained knife and
(4) Knowingly use perjured testimony or false evi- a wallet bulging with cash and drops them on your desk.
dence.
He explains that during the course of a robbery,
(5) Knowingly make a false statement of law or stabbed and killed his victim and left the body in a
fact.
vacant lot across town. He says he wants you to help
(6) Participate in the creation or preservation of him dispose of the incriminating evidence and “keep
evidence when he knows or it is obvious that the clear of the cops”.
evidence is false.
Should you examine the knife and wallet? Hold on to
(7) Counsel or assist his client in conduct that the them or get rid of them? Hide them, maybe? Give them
lawyer knows to be illegal or fraudulent.
to the authorities?
Perhaps give them back to the
(8) Knowingly engage in other illegal conduct or client? What should you tell him to do with them?
conduct contrary to a Disciplinary Rule.
And, oh yes, what about the body? [End quoting. ]

(1) His client has, in the course of the representation, perpetrated a fraud upon a person or tribunal shall
promptly call upon his client to rectify the same, and if
his client refuses or is unable to do so, he shall
the fraud to the affected person or tribunal, except
when the information is protected as a privileged communication.
(2) A person other than
clieqt
perpetrated a

In an article presented before the American Bar
Association Annual Meeting held on August 5, 1990,
Chalfie, Legislative Director for HALT (Help Abolish
Legal Tyranny, 1319 “F” St. NW, #300, Washington,
D.C. 20004 (202-347-96OO-An Organization of Americans for Legal Reform), we read, [quoting, with per-
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mission:]
Consistent with the doctrine of separation of powers, the police power gives the legislature control over
the practice of law, absent convincing arguments to the
contrary. Such arguments were of questionable authority in the past and have no more force today.
The title of today’s panel poses the question, “Can
the Bar Regulate Itself?” The answer to this question
is, clearly, “yes, it can.” In every single state, lawyers
are regulated solely by other lawyers: lawyers in bar
associations, lawyer-judges on state supreme courts,
and the multitude of lawyers who dominate disciplinary staffs and hearing panels, “unauthorized practice of
law” committees, boards of bar examiners, lawyerclient fee programs, and every other lawyer-regulation
body that exists.
Moreover, the power of state supreme courts to
regulate the bar is well-established
in every state.
Starting around the time of the depression, courts
began interpreting their “inherent” power to regulate
lawyers as an
power, thereby thwarting any
independent scrutiny or public accountability for the
legal profession.
Most state courts now claim the
exclusive power to regulate lawyers, and the corresponding power to strike down regulatory attempts by
other branches.
If, on the other hand, the question is revised to ask
whether the Bar should regulate itself, or can the Bar
regulate itself and still
the
interest, consumers’ answer is a resounding, “NO!” The conflict of
interest inherent in any system of self-regulation necessarily results in an anti-consumer system of regulation.

[Still quoting:]
If anyone can recognize a conflict of interest when
they see one, it’s lawyers, right? In your own practices,
you usually can’t represent both spouses in a divorce
because, even if the break-up is uncontested, the interests of the two parties
conflict in the future. And,
you can’t represent a company on one side of today’s
business deal and represent the other side in tomorrow’s
In addition, lawyers recognize the conflict of interest
inherent in the buyer-seller relationship, otherwise,
lawyers wouldn’t always be telling people to “get it in
writing.” Finally, lawyers are among the first to scream
“foul” when there is conflict of interest in the selfregulation of other occupations.
No self-respecting
consumer lawyer, for example, would defend requiring
patients to have their disputes or malpractice lawsuits
decided by a panel of doctors.
Yet, when it comes to consumers of legal services,
the legal profession instantly becomes blind to any
conflict of interest.
In fact, the profession makes
outrageous claims such as “self-regulation is necessary
because only lawyers know when a fellow lawyer has
screwed up,” or “lawyers should be self-regulating
because lawyers have the highest stake in getting rid of
the bad apples.” Substitute the word “doctor” or “car
manufacturer” or any other occupation for “lawyer” in
these claims and lawyers wouldn’t buy it for a minute.
Perhaps the fact that lawyers see themselves as
agents, representatives, and advocates for their clients
obscures the conflict of interest between lawyer and
client, profession and public. Perhaps the fact that law
is a “profession” with public service obligations obscures it. Perhaps the fact that lawyers have so often
played the role of consumer advocate in reference to
other industries, as noted above, obscures it. But,
nevertheless, it’s there, it’s built-in, and it’s got to go.
There’s nothing “personal” in this conflict-of-interest criticism of lawyer self-regulation.
“No matter
how well intentioned...no
vocational group is wellsituated to pass judgment on matters that directly implicate its economic interests, social status, and selfimage.” This is because there is a fundamental conflict
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in the interests of buyers and sellers of services: buyers
want to get the highest quality service at the lowest
possible price, while sellers want to provide the least
amount of service at the highest possible price. Buyers
want the greatest possible level of competition and
choice, sellers want the lowest. Buyers want strong
consumer rights and remedies, sellers want weak ones.
In the particular case of lawyer self-regulation, the
source of this conflict is two-fold. First, there is a
conflict of interest in having lawyers dominate every
aspect of lawyer regulation.
Lawyers share a long,
unique, and traumatic experience-becoming
and being lawyers. The sense of camaraderiL and elitism that
results from that community creates in lawyers an “us/
them” view of lawyers and nonlawyers. In light of this,
there is little chance that even the best-intentioned
lawyers can be “objective” when making public policy
decisions about how lawyers and the practice of law
should be regulated. And, although lawyers may be
able to judge other kinds of disputes between other
kinds of parties impartially, they cannot be impartial in
judging lawyer-client disputes.
Beyond the conflict of interest in lawyer domination of lawyer regulation, there is a structural conflict
of interest that is inevitable when any agency is charged
with protecting the interests of multiple constituencies
who have opposing interests, or who are in disputes
with one another. This conflict is aggravated when the
agency is also a
association, as is the case with
bar associations. Asking a trade association to pose as
a consumer protection agency is asking for trouble:
lawyers’ trade associations cannot simultaneously adVance the interests of lawyers
advance the interests
of consumers because the two are in conflict.
Neither conflict of interest-the
lawyer domination one nor the dual function one-is cured by having
state supreme courts, or “independent” agencies under
their jurisdiction, regulate lawyers. First of all, supreme court justices
lawyers; they may not be
practicing lawyers, but are lawyers nonetheless. For
the most part, judges are exclusively selected from
lawyers’ ranks, and upon leaving the bench commonly
return to private practice. Second, there is little difference between court regulation and bar regulation because courts are too busy to take an active hand in
regulation. In practice, courts delegate lawyer-regulation functions to agencies that are either run by or are
Finally, the
heavily influenced by bar associations.
bench and bar are linked in a myriad of ways-ways
that make judges beholden to the profession (and
versa)-such
that neither can be counted on to “bite the
regulatory bullet” with the other.
The conflict of interest in lawyer self-regulation
shows. Lawyers design and maintain a “consumer
protection” system that dismisses more than 90% of all
consumer complaints. In most states, these 90+%, plus
the additional three percent that end in “private” reprimands, are forever concealed from the public in whose
interest the system ostensibly exists to protect in the
first place. Even in the rare instance when discipline
is imposed, making lawyers refund fees, pay for the
damages they caused, or do what they promised rarely
accompanies the imposition of discipline. The system
is secret, slow, lenient, unfair, and unresponsive to
consumers’ needs.
At the front end, the bar enforces an extremely
restrictive licensing scheme which give lawyers a monopoly that leaves most middle and low-income consumers with no affordable access to legal services. All
of the entry requirements-ABA
accreditation of law
schools, charging bar dues, and everything in betweenare set and overseen by lawyers. By making the hurdles
high and expensive to jump, the profession assures that
the number of providers will be reduced and the high
costs of entry will be passed on to consumers.
In
addition, lawyers define what constitutes “the practice
of law” and are the chief enforcers of unauthorized
practice of law (UPL) prohibitions, thereby regulating
.. ..
I .
.. .
..
tne potential competition out or existence.
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And, if anyone still doubts the existence of a conflict of interest between the profession and the consuming public, one need only look at the bar’s track record
in responding to consumer criticism and calls for reform. The bar actively evades and fights even the
modest reforms at every opportunity. And, because the
profession is accountable neither to the public nor the
public’s representatives in the legislature, it usually
gets away with it.
for
[Still quoting:] Traditionally, the legislature, not
the judiciary, is the branch constitutionally-charged
with protecting the public welfare by regulating businesses and occupations. Thus, judicial branch claims
to exclusive regulatory power over lawyers is a usurpation of legislative police powers and, as such, is itself
a violation of both the letter and spirit of the separation-of-powers doctrine. Therefore, the burden of justifying self-regulation is on the profession. And you
can’t sustain that burden.
The central premise of the courts’ inherent and
exclusive powers to regulate lawyers is that lawyer selfregulation is vital to maintaining separation of powers
and, therefore, vital to a functioning, checked-andbalanced democracy. The essence of the argument is
that lawyers must be “independent”
from (i.e.,
unregulatable by) the other branches or else lawyers
could be threatened with regulatory retaliation for
bringing lawsuits that challenge legislative and executive abuses of power. Though lofty-sounding, such
arguments are little more than
hoc rationalizations of the status quo.
There is little basis for speculating, let alone any
hard evidence, that permitting outside regulation by
the legislative and executive branches would prevent
lawyers from challenging abuses by the other branches.
In fact, lawyers were regulated by legislatures for many
years before courts began usurping regulatory power
under the guise of the inherent-powers doctrine, and
American’s constitutional democracy didn’t fall.
In contrast, there is plenty of evidence that self
compromises lawyers’ independence. Many
a lawyer can testify to being disciplined, sanctioned, or
having a case adversely affected, not for violations of
the ethical code, but for challenging a judge or the bar
establishment, handling controversial cases, making
the-wrong” judicial campaign contributions and other
political reasons, or simply for undertaking activity
(e.g., “undignified” advertising) of which the bar disapproves.
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If the real concern about outside regulation was
shielding lawyers from regulatory retaliation, there are
other, far less expansive options short of complete selfregulation for minimizing retaliation against the relatively few boat-rockers who challenge governmental
action. First, for example, express statutory prohibitions on retaliation could be enacted, as they h&e been
in other areas of the law, enabling the courts to act as
a check on abuses. Second, the new regulatory agency
could be structured so as to insulate agency personnel
from illegitimate pressures, such as by making the
agency independent, with a director removable only for
cause.
Closely tied to the separation-of-powers
rationale
for self-regulation is the contention that because lawyers are “officers of the court”, the judicial branch must
have the power to regulate its own “officers”, otherwise
“order in the court” would be threatened. Attempts by
any other branch to regulate those “officers” is thus an
encroachment on the courts’ inherent powers to run its
own house. The argument, however, is unpersuasive.
The bulk of what lawyers do takes place
of
the courtroom. Thus, even if courts need the power to
regulate the in-court behavior of advocates, it by no
means follows that they should regulate out-of-court
issues. Yet, courts claim the exclusive power to regulate
that even touches upon the practice of
law. Besides, the concept of courts regulating their
“officers” flies in the face of reality: judges (and lawyers) rarely report lawyer misconduct to discipline
agencies. Trying to bolster total self-regulation with
the notion that lawyers are somehow quasi-governmental officers just begs the question.
Aside from constitutional arguments about separation of powers, the profession also attempts to justify
self-regulation on the presumption that, as a practical
matter, only lawyers (and lawyer-judges) have the background and training necessary to detect misconduct
and understand how lawyers should be regulated. Such
a premise rests on the assumption that lawyer regulation involves the same knowledge and skills as the
.
practice of law itself. It doesn’t.
Lawyer discipline addresses questions such as “did
the lawyer commit a crime?“, “did the lawyer neglect a
client’s case?“, and “did the lawyer screw-up?” Obviously, nonlawyers are perfectly capable of answering
the first two kinds of questions. As for the third, this
kind of question is now pursued in the form of malpractice cases which, if the defendant lawyer so chooses, a
of
may decide! In fact, our entire jury
system rests on the notion that nonexperts can and
should decide even the most complex cases.
Similarly, the “lawyers as experts” rationale doesn’t
support self-regulation in the licensing context. Lawyers typically justify the existence of unauthorized
practice of law (UPL) rules on the the premise that only
lawyers understand the practice of law, a contention
easily rebutted by the hordes of nonlawyers, both the
“already-there’s” (e.g., architects, accountants, financial planners) and the “wanna-be’s” (independent paralegals), who are already practicing. To the extent that

,By Bmnt Parker

UPL enforcement rests on the need to protect the publit, it is for the nonlawyer public to determine whether,
as a matter of public policy, it wants the choice of
nonlawyer services available, and what trade-offs consumers are willing to make between upfront costs and
upfront assurances of competence.
As for lawverdominated enforcement of UPL, the profession’s economic interest in stifling its competitors makes it the
best appropriate body to watchdog the public interest.

[Still quoting:]
Lawyers are indeed “important”, but not because
they play a vital role in upholding democracy or in
smooth functioning of the courts. Primarily, they are
important because they provide an important service:
solving significant problems in people’s everyday lives.
As service providers no different from any other, they
must be accountable to the legislative and executive
branches who are responsible for safeguarding the
public welfare. The fact that lawyers possess a monopoly over providing these services-lawyers
alone
now hold the keys to the legal system, and therefore,
access to justice-makes
independent regulation and
public accountability all the more necessary.
[End
quoting.]

In an article titled
by Kay A. Ostberg, Deputy Director of HALT, we read [quoting, in part:]
Lawyer-run attorney discipline agencies increasingly are attacked by the public,
press and legislative bodies. The basis of these attacks is evidence of
inordinate secrecy, delay, indefensibly lenient disciplinary decisions and an overall failure to provide
consumers with adequate mechanisms to settle clientlawyer disputes.
The first problem is the narrow scope of the ethical
rules disciplinary agencies enforce. These rules, which
are adopted from the American Bar Association model,
fail to deal adequately with the most common client
problems, such as lack of communication, neglect,
overcharging and incompetence. Moreover, the procedural rules agencies operate under fail to provide consumers with compensation for injury or help settling a
dispute.
The legal profession defends these limitations by
claiming the system is not a consumer protection systern, but is set up to maintain “minimum licensing
standards”. At the same time, the legal profession has
consistently resisted establishing new consumer protection forums precisely on the ground that such forums
will duplicate or conflict with existing discipline mechanisms. In essence, self-regulation has led the profession to argue that “minimum” standards are enough to
protect legal consumers.
Even if one accepts that the basic mission of the
system should be to uphold “minimum licensing stan-
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dards” rather than address consumer protection needs,
the system fails because self-policing has led to an
overprotectiveness of lawyers. This is manifested in a
process that is secret, slow and lenient.
Processing complaints takes place in secret in all
but one state. Secrecv is defended as necessary to
protect lawyers from the possible adverse publiciiy of
frivolous complaints.
In fact, secrecy also protects
lawyers who are guilty of misconduct, prevents clients
from learning about lawyers who are being investigated
or who have had numerous complaints filed against
them and denies the public the opportunity to evaluate
whether the discipline system is functioning well.
Lengthy delays in processing complaints are also a
serious problem. The time between filing a complaint
and final decision can take up to five years. Unjust in
itself, delay also compounds problems caused by the
systems’ secrecy, allowing incompetent and unethical
lawyers to continue practicing and possibly injure more
clients.
Disciplinary action is infrequent and lenient. Publicly-disciplined lawyers are usually’thieves, felons or
guilty of repeated misconduct. Further, agencies are
willing to accept a wide range of “mitigating factors” to
reduce discipline such as alcoholism, inexperience, or
financial and emotional difficulties. In essence, agencies act only when
level of misconduct is critical
enough to potentially attract adverse public attention
while “lesser” complaints at% largely ignored.
When faced with these criticisms, the legal profession contends that, with minor reforms,
system will
work. Secrecy and lengthy processes are defended as
necessary to protect the due process rights of lawyers.
Leniency is denied or seen as justifiable “forgiveness”
of misconduct and a reasonable willingness to give
lawyers a second chance. While these defenses are
understandable coming from a trade association,
an inappropriate loyalty to
legal profession
for an agency intended to serve
public.
The ideal consumer-oriented system wouldn’t be a
“discipline” system at all. Instead, it would be a
consumer protection system with the responsibility to
mediate disputes. However, until the conflict-of-interest in self-policing is acknowledged and consumer
protection taken from the hands of lawyers, the discipline system will not serve consumers’ needs and will
fail even at the limited task of enforcing “minimum
licensing standards”. [End quoting.]

Again, quoting from Gerry Spence’s
The American Bar Association, its dominant membership in tune with the new conservative court, has
provided little inspirational leadership for the nation’s
lawyers to fight for the rights of the individual. That is
nothing new. Fifteen years earlier, Chief Justice Earl
Warren castigated the ABA for its nonfeasance in
area of human rights: “In all candor, I cannot say
in my view the organized bar of the nation has, on
whole, discharged that obligation in praiseworthy fashion. Throughout the McCarthy era, and for years
following that shameful period, while the federal courts
were struggling to make the
and
meaningful in our society,
organized bar of the nation did precious little to assist. On
the contrary, it occupied itself with trying to establish
to the world that the Supreme Court of
United States
was the handmaiden of Communism and the greatest
friend the Soviets had in America.‘* None of this must
have surprised the good judge, assuming he had even a
scant knowledge of the ABA’s history.
Nearly from its inception,
American Bar Association has held affectionately to its pallid bosom its
favorite child, the wealthy white male Protestant from
selected parentage. Blacks were not admitted to
organization until 1953. The ABA’s Standing Com-
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mittee on the Federal Judiciary, which passes judgment
on all nominees to the federal bench, was, from its birth
in 1946, restricted in membership, cloaked in class
bias, and composed of lawyers from the “fast track”the said “best and brightest” of the Anglo-Saxon elitist
bar. More than half its membership came from the very
corporate law firms that have perennially held the reins
of the bar. None of the committee members in these
crucial years specialized in criminal law or family law.
For the two decades ending in 1967, not a single black
person held membership on that committee. It was allmale and as pure white as a Wyoming snowstorm.
The ABA’s approval of the first woman appointed
to the Supreme Court was given with as much enthusiasm as that of a groom at a shotgun wedding. Yet
except for gender, Justice Sandra O’Connor seemed
identical to the American Bar Association’s profile of
a duly qualified judge. She was a graduate of Stanford
Law School, a member of a prestigious law firm that
represented the corporate sector, and she was conservative. She did not disappoint her mentors. By her third
session, she was already standing as close to the
archconservative
of the court, Justice William
Rehnquist, as would be proper for a robed woman. In
twenty-nine of the cases decided by one-vote margins
she had joined Justice Rehnquist in all but three.
The Judicature Society, devoted to the uplifting of
the American judiciary, took pains to scrutinize the
ABA’s evaluation of judges.
It concluded: “. ..the
strongest possible relationship which emerged in our
analysis was that between the American Bar Association rating [of nominated judges] and the candidates’
white male status. Higher marks were bestowed on the
judicial candidates who practiced predominantly before federal and appellate tribunals, those who practiced predominantly in civil litigation and in the traditiona.’ subject areas of the law; those who were born in
the jurisdiction of their appointments; those who attended the elite law schools; those who at one time had
achieved a prestigious legal clerkship, and those who
earned relatively higher incomes than other candidates.”
The study further revealed that the ABA had not
taken into account the not-so-subtle political influences of the candidate toward his own appointmentsuch as his hefty financial contributions or those of his
sponsors, or the ever-present cronyism, or the relationship of the candidate’s firm to the members of the ABA
committee or to the approving congressional committees, or to the president himself. Partners of senators
and powerful congressmen are, with unusual predictability, endorsed by the ABA and appointed to the
federal bench.
The Judicature Society reported that half of the
male federal judges were active in party politics before
their election to the bench. Some held high political
office. Others had been advisers to prominent politicians. Almost every appointee had either directly or
indirectly through his partners made substantial contributions to his political party, so that the clear margin
between politics and judging became blurred. By the
beginning of President Reagan’s second term, the ABA,
working overtime, had rated over half of Reagan’s
first-term nominees to the district court “exceptionally
well qualified” or “well qualified”. Given the foregoing, I should have thought those judicial nominees
receiving the ABA’s punctilious kiss of approval would
have found the same as disquieting as being overgreeted by a whore in church.
These judges, many of whom have spent a majority
of their years as corporation lawyers, are, upon ascending to the bench, just as much the corporate progeny as
a skunk raised in a litter of kittens is still a skunk.
These judges will continue to make their decisions with
the same mental apparatus that only a fortnight before
they had called upon during an entire career to forward
the interests of their corporate clients.
Are we to
suppose that such a judge, like a blacksmith who, for all
of his life, has beaten swords from plowshares, will,
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merely because he has moved to a better address, beat
plowshares from swords? Oliver Wendell Holmes and
others debunked the orthodox doctrine that judges,
despite the method of their selection, upon assuming
the ermine would faithfully apply existing rules of
common justice in deciding cases. These so-called
“legal realists” argued the obvious, that judges actually
decide cases according to their own political, ethnic,
and moral preferences, and in payment of their political
obligations. [End quoting.]

In another article from HALT titled,
we read [quoting, in part:]
Lawyers in this country have a self-regulated monopoly over the provision of legal services. The ability
to enforce the rules under which nonlawyers are prosecuted for practicing law without a license is the major
way the profession preserves this monopoly. For consumers, the result is a lack of competition among legalservices providers that creates artificially high prices
for legal services and, consequently, denies legal assistance to those who can’t afford a lawyer.
Unauthorized practice of law (UPL) rules typically
prohibit nonlawyers from practicing law but seldom
specifically define what acts constitute “practicing law”.
A few states do list some of the acts prohibited (such as
“representing litigants in court”), but even those usually end their list with acatch-all phrase such as “or any
action taken for others in any matter connected with the
law.”
While UPL rules are of little help in understanding
what “the practice of law” encompasses, case law is
somewhat more helpful. An early landmark case involved a charge by the bar that the publication and sale
of nonlawyer Norman Dacey’s book,
constituted UPL. The N.Y. Court of Appeals
ruled against the bar in 1967. Since then, most state
courts have ruled that the publication of self-help legal
information and the sale of legal forms by nonlawyers
is allowed, and most of these courts have also ruled that
printed instructions are permitted.
The main prohibition remaining concerns oral instructions about how to fill out legal forms-crossing
this line makes a nonlawyer guilty of UPL, in most
states. Even the oral instruction standard, however,
has many exceptions.
In Arizona, for instance, a
constitutional amendment allows real estate agents to
complete any forms related to the sale of property.
Since the amendment became law in 1962, “[tlhere has
been nothing to indicate any sustainable harm to the
public.” Other states have’ similar exceptions for certain professions or transactions, such as exceptions for
nonlawyers practicing in administrative agency hearings. In July, 1987, the Florida Supreme Court approved a new rule that all&& nonlawyers to advise
their clients about “routine” details in preparing courtapproved forms for such matters as divorces, adoptions
and name changes.
In almost all states, prosecution of nonlawyers
practicing law is carried out by UPL committees of the
state bar associations.
These committees are dominated by lawyers.
The committees have broad power to enforce UPL
rules. Prosecutors (the committees) are required neither to allege nor prove any harm to clients to win a case
against a nonlawyer practitioner. In almost all states,
the committees can initiate an investigation
of a
nonlawyer without review by any outside agency such
as a state or local prosecutor’s office. In more than half
the states, the committees have exclusive power to take
action against a nonlawyer charged with UPL. These
actions are usually designed to intimidate nonlawyers
into limiting or closing down their businesses.
Lawyers usually talk about unauthorized practice
in terms of the danger incompetent providers present to
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consumers. There is no evidence, however, to demonstrata either that nonlawyers are incompetent to provide routine services or that consumers are being harmed
by nonlawyer practitioners.
In a 1976 comparison of uncontested divorce papers Bled by lawyers and nonlawyers representing themselves, Stanford University law professor Deborah Rhode
found that nonlawyers were fully capable of completing
the paperwork correctly. In some cases, she even found
that nonlawyers’ files were more complete and filings
more prompt than lawyers*.
A later study conducted by Prof. Rhode dispels the
notion that nonlawyer practitioners pose a significant
danger of harming consumers. In her 1981 study of 45
states, Rhode found that injured consumers filed only
2% of
UPL complaints, inquiries and investigations. Of the 84 published judicial decisions over a loyear period, only 11% even alleged any consumer harm.
in 1985, Florida’s Rosemary Furman was forced out of
business by the state bar, even though, in 13 years of
“practice” not one of her customers complained.
Rather than prevention of consumer harm, then,
evidence indicates that the bar’s major interest in
preventing nonlawyer legal assistance springs from the
threat it presents to lawyers’ business. Even the
acknowledged that, “[i]n the past, both the public and some
segments of the Bar have viewed state bar unauthorized
practice of law committees as existing to protect lawyers’ economic interests.”
Instead of protecting the public from harm, the
current monopoly system has driven prices so high that
many low-to-middle income citizens cannot afford a
lawyer.
90
10
The ABA has estimated that approximately 6 million
low-income people will need a lawyer for a civil legal
problem in a typical year, but that programs funded by
the Legal Services Corporation can handle only 1.3
million cases yearly. It is difficult to see what “public
good” is served by denying citizens affordable legal
assistance, yet that denial is one of the major effects of
UPL enforcement.
The legal services market should be opened up to
competition for lay providers, especially for routine,
uncontested matters. Today, consumers are allowed
their choice of providers for many complicated tasks.
When preparing their tax returns, for instance, consumers are free to choose whomever they wish to help
them, whether that person is an accountant, a lawyer,
or their next-door neighbor. Like some legal matters,
tax preparation can be very complicated and mistakes
can have serious consequences. Nonetheless, we assume consumers are capable of making the best choice
for their situation. We should assume that consumers
are capable of making the best choice for their situation. We should assume that consumers can make the
correct choice when it comes to their legal affairs as
well; the bar should give up the paternalistic notion
that only lawyers can decide what level of expertise
consumers need for their legal matters.
Consumers are not the only ones who recognize
nonlawyers can perform many legal tasks; increasingly, lawyers are using paralegals to do a great deal of
the work that is carried on in law offices. The demand
for paralegal services is booming, such that the U.S.
Department of Labor estimates that the number of
paralegals in this country will have increased 166%
between 1980 and 1990, making it the fastest growing
occupation of this decade.
In light of the evidence that shows nonlawyers can
perform many legal tasks as competently as lawyers
and the lack of evidence that nonlawyers who perform
these tasks present a serious threat to the public welfare, HALT maintains that the “practice of law” should
be substantially deregulated so consumers can have
more choices about the providers from whom they may
buy legal services. [End quoting.]
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James Norman’s articles appear in a number of publications, most notably in the current issue (Feb. ‘96) of
magazine in an article entitled “Congressional Retirees Leaving Voluntarily and We Should
All Believe in Mother Goose”. I will now quote from
the beginning of that article:
“One after another in recent months, big-name
U.S. senators and representatives have announced that
they are “retiring”. Since the last election, a record 45
members of Congress have decided not to run for reelection or have outright resigned from office. Not in
a hundred years has there been such an exodus. And it
is not over. Dozens of other lawmakers and powerful
governmental leaders are privately hinting that they
may be leaving office soon. Nor are these departees the
obscure back bench sitters. They are
the among most powerful people in
the most powerful government that
has ever existed on the Earth, with
egos to match. Take a look at the list.
Look at all the committee chairmen
or ranking minority members who
would be committee chairmen if the
Democrats regained control. Look at
the powerful committees, the subcommittees they are on: appropriations, rules, armed services, agriculture. Look at the startling last minute
withdrawal of retired general Colin
Powell as a potential candidate for
president, a job for which many pundits had him pegged as a shoo-in.
Common sense and history teach that
people with this kind of power, pay,
and perks don’t give them up easily
or without good reason.”
Here now to expose the incredible REAL reasons for the rash of
retirements is my guest tonight, James
R. Norman. Let’s list SOme ofthe key
congressmen, senators, politicians,
and corporate executives that have
"resigned" or “retired” recently, and
perhaps you might mention some of
the excuses they have been giving.
JN:

Well,

it'salaundrylist.

Yeah, Exon, too.
And how many Representatives from Congress? Just a whole raft of them.
JN: I’ve lost track. In fact, since the story came out
there’s been a dozen more or so. The count is approaching 60 now, I think.
JR: What is the standard excuse that they’re
giving?
JN: It’s amazing. A bunch of these people have
said, “Oh, I want to go spend more time with my
family.” And then a bunch of others who have been
interviewed on the TV talk shows and in the
on in the New
they say, “Oh, the
tone of discourse in Congress is so uncivilized these
days. n “Nasty politics, to where we can’t stand it now

JR: Right. Well, Pat Schroeder, as you mentioned
in your article, said she wants to give up her S 133,000
a year job to be a writer.
JN: Pat, don’t quit your day job to be a writer.
JR: Right. And Nancy Kassebaum, a very famous
family behind her-Alf Landon, of course-wants
to go
back to, as you say, her little farm house on the prairie.
JN: Yeah. She did a long interview with the New
and the only plausible excuse she gave there
in the story was, “Ohyeah, I’ve got this little farmhouse
on the prairie in Kansas. I want to go back there.”
She’s young; she’s 62 or something like that.
Right. How about Alan Simpson. He was
carping about he has to raise $10,000 a week just for reelection. It’s just too expensive and too draining on
him.
Ohhh, in Wyoming7 How much would it cost
you to hand deliver a huge packet of propaganda to
every person. And the fact of the matter is, he COULD
raise $10,000 a week with a few phone calls. These
people are sitting on a gravy train.
JR: So the cost doesn’t make it. I mean, it just
isn’t a problem to raise the money. People just don’t
walk away from these incredibly powerful, prestigious,
status positions, without good reason.
JN: That’s right.
JR: And your reason and your determined efforts
to find out what happened has led us to an astonishing
revelation here. What is really going on?
JN: Basically, it boils down to: somebody knows
about their Swiss bank accounts.
JR: Aha! You mean there’s graft and corruption
and money going overseas without proper accounting?
Yes. I know you are shocked that this could be
happening, but in fact, yes. It’s not been that big a
secret, but what has happened is that, essentially, a
handful of guys-former intelligence community guysAs in C.I.A.?
C.I.A, N.S.A., the National
Security Agency. There’s a raft of
government intelligence agencit s. No
one has
idea how
the Intelligence community is in this country.
But some of these people are so fed up
with the bipartisan corruption and
payola that’s been going on, that they
just decided, in effect, to take things
any

huge

intO their own hands.
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How many, James?
I think it’s just a handful of
guys. I don’t even know specifically.
I’m told there’s a group of five guys.
They call themselves the Fifth Co,umn. I’ve been dealing with, in partitular, one of these guys-actually
a
coupleof them for about eight months
now. Their predictions have been
really accurate. They’ve been telling
me this is going to happen for months
and months and I said, “Oh, come on!
This is silly.” Boy, next thing you
know, you’ve got SO-60 retirements
from Congress. It’s like, what they’ve
been telling me keeps coming true.
There is no other explanation

for this.

What
have said makes sense.
,t’s intemally consitient and it’s techthey

It's

as long as your arm-some
of the
most notable names. In the first wave there was Sam
Nunn, former chairman of the Senate Armed Services
Committee; Pat Schroeder, ranking Democrat in the
House; Mark Hatfield, the chairman of the Senate
Appropriations
Committee; Alan Simpson, big time
Republican in the Senate. Then you have a whole slew
of others: Paul Simon and Howell Heflin. Then you
just had Bill Cohen, the senator from Maine, and now
he’s not running again. They’re dropping like flies.
JR: Yeah, Clayborne Pell. James Exon?
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nologically

that the Republicans are in control.”
JR: Morally repugnant to them.
JN: Yes, of course about a third of them are
Republicans themselves. And look, things are no more
nasty in Washington than they ever have been. I mean,
it’s always been politics; it’s always been brutal. A lot
of these people have just had no good excuse. They’ve
just said, “Oh well, enough is enough. Time to go
home. Been here long enough. I didn’t want to do this
all my life anyway.”

feasible.

This

is

what

I'm

learning from a whole bunch of bank
computer people.
Right. Before we get into the computer aspect
of it, were they naming names to you? Were these
people saying, “Okay, Senator Simpson is going to
announce his retirement.
Schroeder is going to bow
out.” Was it a name name kind of thing or just “a trend
is coming, Jim Norman. Watch for it.”
Well, a little of both. It was mostly “the trend
is coming, the trend is coming.” Then they’d say,
“Well, you’re going to see a lady out West soon.”
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BOING! There goes Pat Schroeder.
“Now you’re
going to see a fellow in Alabama” BOING! There goes
Tom Bevill-the
king of pork, I think was his nickname. It was eerie. And this whole thing with Colin
Powell. They were telling me months and months of
this: “Don’t worry, Colin Powell ain’t going to run for
office. He ain’t going to run for office. He ain’t going
to run for office.” There was a huge, hoopla build-up
for this thing. I mean, this was like a steamroller,
rolling down hill to get Colin Powell-I
mean, the
cover of
the cover of Newsweek-guy
was out
there on the end of the springboard and he decided to
go home!
could almost feel the energy mounting.
You’re right. It was a big massive effort to put him in
there at one point, and all of a sudden, POP!-the
balloon is gone. Amazing. Were you approached or
did you ferret out these sources yourself through mutual contacts?
JN: The way this whole thing evolved is the most
bizarre thing. I feel like a Woody Allen who stumbled
into the midst of this huge thing that’s going on here.
I had no idea what I was getting into on this thing. I’m
a business reporter. I’ve been a business reporter for
twenty years.
Well, you wrote for Forbes magazine.
I was with
for ten years. I
worked at
as a senior editor for five years.
There I was doing sort of heavy duty financial investigative type of stuff. And I got looking into an oil
company bankruptcy in Connecticut, which always
smelled pretty fishy to me, because there was no reason
for this company to have been losing money the way
that it did. And in fact, when you back and look at the
funny oil trading going on, it was a front to funnel
money to yet another oil company that was financing
arms sales to Iraq during the 1980s. It turns out it was
one of a number of covert arms-funding mechanisms,
money-laundering
systems that were apparently being
run and set up. That led me into looking at the
government’s use of some particularly interesting software, which was also being sold to the Iraqis. It turns
up for use by their intelligence community.
I said,
“Now this is very bizarre.”
What was the name of that software?
It turns out there has been aver-y long-running
legal case in Washington involving a little company
called Inslaw.
Sure. The Inslaw is the thing that led to the
death of Danny Casolaro and a lot of other problems.
Yes. Inslaw was just oue of many things that
Danny was looking at. He was also looking at arms
sales. He was also looking at offshore bank accounts.
In fact, I think that was the approximate thing that led
to his death, because he was found-supposedly
committed suicide-but
in fact, he had his wrists slashed
like 12 times in a motel room in Martinsburg, Virginia, which happens to be the home of a major IRS
data facility. My information is that he probably had
gained access to some IRS data he wasn’t supposed to
have on some people and they didn’t want him to have
it. [The oil company in Connecticul] turned out to be
a front for arms sales for Iraq and among the other stuff
that was getting sold to Iraq by this Chilean arms
dealer, Carlos Cardon, was software for use by Iraq’s
intelligence community.
The Inslaw software.
Yes, what people believed was the derivative
of the Inslaw software.
It was originally called
PROMIS. It was designed for tracking legal cases.
The thing about this software is that it was easily
customized without having to rewrite all the code. You
could just rewrite some stuff on the front end and it
would go and track anything you wanted it to track,
which would make it greatly adaptable, particularly in
an intelligence use, where you are developing elaborate tiles on people. It also turns out it customized for
use in the banking system-for tracking money-partitularly in tracking it in the form of wire transfers. It

became extremely valuable in connection with a major
intelligence effort this country undertook, beginning
in the early 1980s. It was called “Follow the Money”.
It was an effort to surveil foreign banking transactions.
We’ve been doing this since the early 1980s now. It’s
probably been one of the greatest intelligence coups
ever accomplished on the planet. We’ve been scooping
up vast amounts of data on money flows. In fact, Bill
Casey, former head of the C.I.A.-he crowed that his
crowning achievement of his time in the intelligence
community was this establishment of what amounted
to real time surveillance of world money flows.
Partly the way they did it was by installing bugged
software and bugged computers in most of the world’s
major banks, which the banks, sort of knowingly accepted, just because they had to if they wanted to do
business in New York. Some of them might not have
understood just how elaborate the surveillance was.
The point is that there was this massive banking
intelligence effort underway. This we’ve got on the
record for people who were involved in that during the
Reagan Administration.
Now to accomplish that the
National Security Agency, which is the signal intelligence arm of our government, used various front companies-cut-outs,
as they would be called. One of
these companies, we’ve learned, was a company in
Little Rock. It’s name was Systematics. It was owned
by Jackson Stevens 100%.
You mean ARKANSAS?
Arkansas.
A coincidence, if there ever was one.
Yeah. This is a company-a
small cornpany-for
bank data processing, but somehow or another it ended up-especially
in the late 1980s-landing contracts all over the world to install banking
Very curious. One of the key interface
software.
people between Systematics and the NSA was Vincent
Foster, who was chief lawyer at the Rose Law Firm.
More than a lawyer, he was a “deal guy” for Jack
Stevens. Hillary Clinton was an attorney of record
from Systematics. She represented that company in a
key 1977 legal case, in which Jack Stevens, on behalf
of the BCCI crowd, tried to take over a Washington
bank holding company, which later became First American-you
know, run by Clark Clifford and Robert
Altman. Part of the deal was, they wanted
to bring in Systematics to do all the data
processing for that bank. Now when you
understand that BCCI was essentially a
huge, money laundering machine, involved in drug money laundering, bonds
financing, and intelligence, then it starts
to make much more sense here what was
going on.

JN: Now that gets us into this whole
bank spying thing and that’s how Vince
Foster’s picture/name came up in this. I
went to Kentucky one night to interview
this former intelligence guy who I was
told was going to be able to fill me in on
some of the uses for this software. As we
were sitting there he was blowing smoke
rings in the middle of the night, and he
said, “Oh, you know, Vince, he was under investigation when he died.” I said,
“Under investigation?!-for
what?” And
he said, “Well, it’s spelled s-p-onage.”
And I said, “You’ve got to be kidding
me!” And for months I was just incredulous about this. This is nuts. Vince
Foster spying in the White House, come
on!
And the guy is really blowing
smoke rings when he’s telling you this!
Yeah. He wasn’t fooling. What
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we did then was go back and try to corroborate this
through other channels in the intelligence community,
thinking that, oh well, we’ll get this denied right away.
No. It came back corroborated. Yes, Foster was under
an investigation.
In fact he was under intensive surveillance by a bunch of government agencies, apparently. This was heavy duty stuff.
What year was this?
I’m told it began sometime between the election and the inauguration of Bill Clinton-that
that’s
when Foster came under intense scrutiny. And it would
have been a period of months prior to his death in July
1993.
So he was already up to his knees in espionage
prior to the election.
Yeah. I’m told that he probably had a relationship for maybe 10 years or so with the state of Israel.
The Mossad.
Well, the state of Israel, and I guess the
Mossad. They were paying big money for U.S. secrets.
There’s no surprise about this. This is what the Pollard
case was all about. They spy on us. We spy on them.
We’re allies; we’re friends. We cooperate in many
ways, but there are many things we don’t tell them. In
fact, they were paying big bucks for high-level code, in
particular, and nuclear secrets.
How else can you
explain how a debt-ridden little Third World country,
basically, has amassed one of the most potent nuclear
arsenals on the face of the Earth? It wasn’t by sheer
luck and by accident. It was well planned and heavily
funded and they have done well. If I ran Israel, I’d do
exactly the same thing. But the fact is, there were
spying on us, and people here were selling out to them.
What I think happened was in the process of-there was
this small intelligence group-computer
hacker group,
basically, that was out there surveilling a foreign intelligence data base, again using this bugged software,
that would allow us to basically snoop in and they
actually downloadedlike 50 data basesofforeignintelligence communities.
Even the KGB was using this
stuff, apparently, and they were able to download KGB.
files, which was, I am told, how they found about Ames,
originally, going back to 1991-years before the CIA
admits suspecting him.
Right. Aldrich Ames.
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JN: Right. From that suspicion they were able to
go and they actually found the Swiss bank account that
was Foster’s. Actually several bank accounts at that
bank, but one in particular had 3 million dollars in it,
which had been traced to Israeli accounts. After some
surveillance, they determined that this was Foster’s
account, that the money had come from illicit sources.
In July 1, 1993 Foster bought a round trip ticket for a
one-day trip to Geneva and back from the White House
travel office. Mysteriously he cancelled that trip before
he took it. I think it’s because he found out that that
money had been raided. Once they were able to identify
the money and that it was his account and once they
could snoop inside the bank and actually get the authorization code of that account, they could go in and
effect their own technically legitimate wire transfer of
that money and they cleaned out the account. They
pulled the money back to an account at the U.S. Trea-
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Maryland, supposedly for
get-away weekend. By
“sheer coincidence”, they meet Webster Hubbell and
Hubbell’s wife down there. So they decide well, let’s go
over to Michael Cardoza’s place. Michael Cardoza is
now the head of Clinton’s’ligal defence fund. He’s the
son-in-law of Nathan Landell, big deal Democratic
contributor. Close ties to Israel. According to all the
official reports, it was a casual weekend of poolside
chit-chat. Wrong. It was damage control. At this point
it was clear that Vince was under investigation. That
this was heavy duty stuff. There was concern that he
was going to crack. That he was going to spill the
beans. Or maybe he himself was going to decide to just,
you know, go public and expose some of this stuff, and
I think he became a real liability. The man
knew
too much.
Monday came and he went back in the office. The
record shows he had a bunch of people come by soliciting how the weekend went. “Are you cool with
everything, Vince? Is everything okay?” He seemed to
be calmer as if he had resolved something in his mind.
There was a strange two-hour meeting with Marsha
Scott, one of the people in the Arkansas contingent
there in the White House. Marsha claims she doesn’t
recall what they talked about. But they met for two
hours in his office. Very unusual. After which she
went back and reported to her boss, Webster Hubbell,
that Vince had apparently made the decision that .l!e
was worried about, or that he was thinking aboui. ,Then
Tuesday, the next day, Vince apparently leaves early in
the afternoon and shows up dead, supposedly in Fort
Markey Park.
In fact, what I’ve been told-now we published this
in the December issue of
was under
intense surveillance. I mean the Secret Service had him
under surveillance while he was on the White House
grounds. As soon as he left, the FBI and the NSA had
surveillance teams on him. There’s also CIA, I think,
surveillance oft& apartment that he was renting near
the White House, where he went apparently and met a
woman there, I am told; -from the’ White Houst staff.
Then there’s apparently also video footage of a threeperson team entering that apaitment, supposedly identified as being connected someway to the Mossad.
That’s apparently where the death occurred.
Who
actually pulled the trigger? I don’t know, but certainly
it seems that elements of the Mossad were independently involved in knowing about it, setting it up,
probably covering it up. It raises the question of
whether elements of our own intelligence community

JN: And guess what! Hillary too! Hillary apparently has been under investigation for being a party to
this-for
taking a piece of the action off that Swiss
account and probably for providing Foster with extremely sensitive stuff.
JR: And how many years have they been working
together-15
years or something like that?
JN: This goes back to the mid-70s.
JR: Okay, a iong time. Alright. It’s looking
pretty dark for Arkansas and the Clintons and all of
their retinue right now.
JN: Yes. In fact, there is sworn testimony as part
of the Senate investigaiionby Deborah Gorham, Vince
Foster’s executive assistant, that shortly before he
died, Vince had given her two inch-thick ring binders
that Deborah Gorham identified as being from the
JR: This Fifth Column of intelligence agents with National Security Agency and Vince had her put those
in the safe of Bernie Nussbaum, the White House
all of this incredible, sophisticated computer software
had cracked all the banking codes, the access codes. counsel. Now,,Newsweek ran this little blurb saying,
They drained Vince Foster’s bank account just before “Oh, not to worry, it was just routine legal stuff from
he apparently was headed over to do something with it, the NSA.” Wrong. These were extremely sensitive
binders. They had the code and more importantly, the
and Vince, realizing his account was now zippo-what
protocols by which the President would authenticate
happened then?
JN: He knew he was under surveillance. He knew himself to the Pentagon when he ordered military
the jig was .up. .That coincides completely with this action, including the use of nuclear weapons.
JR: Those are the ultimate numbers. The bin
mysterious bout of depression that ekerybody claims
overcame Foster although Web Hubbell, his buddy and numbers.
JN: That’s right. They’re not iaunch codes, ,performer Rose Law Firm partner had never really de-,
scribed it as depression.. He said Vince was worried.. se. *That’s a different set of .codes.
JR: They’re identifier codes, I got it.
He was afraid to.use the White House telephones. He
JN: Yeah. This is how the guy on the other end
was nervous. He couldn’i sleep at night. He had heart
palpitations.
His sister tried to set him up with some of the phone at the Pentagon knows it’s the President
psychiatrists. He never contacted any of them. Instead calling them up. These code books should only have
resided in the safe in the Oval Office or in the posseshe went out and hired a high-powered Washington
sion of the military attaches who carry the so-called
lawyer, this guy Jim Hamilton, who-guess
what“football” with them.’ Or they could have been in the
President Clinton had just appointed to the President’s
Presidential living quarters. How
Vince Foster
Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board. Very curious.
There’s something very fishy going on here. But the end up with these things? What was he doing. with
thing about this whole Foster case is-Foster
ends up. t,hem? Did he have a security’clearance for them? No.
being just a tiny bit of the picture, because he’s not the But he did have a security clearance, apparently-a
relatively low-level security clearance. That in itself
only one they found with one of these Swiss accounts.
is interesting because everybody denies that he had
They found hundreds of other high-level U.S. Governanything to do+ith the intelligence community.
ment officials.
The last f&w days of Vince Foster’s life, a very
I think that the intelligence community in general
has known for a long time that there were a lot of these curious chain of events occurred there. There was a
strange meeting the weekend before he died. Vince
Swiss accounts. The problem was.there was no practical way any law enforcement agency could go after ..and his wife, Lisa, took off for the eastern shore of
them, because it was a bipartisan thing. Everyone was
going to help cover this thing up. No agency had
enough political power to actually go and nail any of
these people. So what I think ulti.mately happened was
this Fifth Column group, after witnessing thisgridlock
for years and years and years-for
decades, I think this .
has gone on-they
decided, look we can do this ourselves. They managed to get hold of a used Cray
supercomputer
from Clark Air Force Base after it
closed. Normally civilians are not allowed to buy these
things, partly because they are so useful for hacking,
Springtime Harvested (Horsetail is a. he&
because they crunch numbers‘s0 fast. They can throw
enough numbers at a security system they can bust their
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participated in or facilitated this hit in some way. If
you go back and look at the official records there are all
these curious anomalies.
JR: It seems to me Vince Foster represented a
danger to several intelligence agencies and governments all at the same time.
JN: That’s right. Because, as I was saying, Vince
is like a window that you can look through to a vast
landscape of corruption.
It wasn’t just his Swiss acIt’s
count. It was all these other Swiss accounts.
affected a bunch of people who were participating in
the sale of state secrets. In fact, I think when the truth
finally comes out, you’ll see that a lot of people have
been doing this stuff. They treat it like it’s a perk of
office. It’s like checking in to a cheap motel. Anything
that’s not nailed down-the towels, the televisions, the
pillowcases-we’ll
sell them. In this case, the towels
are nuclear secrets.
You match that up and then you can assure yourself
that the money in that account is basically dirty money.
What these guys have done-they’ve
just wire-transferred this money back to the U.S. Treasury, where it’s
being held, I’m told, in an escrow account, escrowed
for use by the CIA. But only if the CIA gets rid of a
bunch of its own corrupt bad apples. You have to
realize that large portions of these senior and middle
management of the.CIA have got dirty hands from drug
and arms dealing. The CIA has been fundamentally
corrupted by thes,e illicit businesses that it’s been running, supposedly to further the covert, legitimate foreign policy aims of our government, but in fact, these
people have been raking in the dough in their own
pockets off this stuff. It’s utterly corrupt.

moving around tens of millions of dollars in cash out of
corporate accounts! Always keeping it in small denominations so it. wouldn’t trigger any internal bank
alarms. Moving the money to Argentina and Finland,
where he would have his buddies standing by to pick up
the cash. It was only because someone tipped off
Citibank that this was going on, I think, that they got
wind of it and stopped and retrieved much ofthe money.
But it just shows how vulnerable these banks are. in
fact, what I am told is that most major banks are
apoplectic because they are under persistent, sustained
attack by the hacking community, looking for these
same keys to the kingdom. So the banking community
is utterly uptight about this.
I would think. How are the Fifth Columnists
selecting which people to drain financially of their
Swiss accounts?
JN: They’re going after the dirty money wherever
they can find it. They have set a practical cut-off.
They’re not looking at anything under half-a-million
dollars. Part of the thing they do, I think, is take a little
bit out of somebody’s account-spook
‘em-make them
move the money to another account. Then they can
track it and lay hands on yet another hoard of money.
So these people are uptight. They don’t know where to
put their money. They don’t know where to put their
dirty money anymore.
I don’t know if this is true or not, but several
months ago there was this hoopla about “Oh, great
terrorist
threat-more
security at the airporteverybody’s got to get searched-turn
up the settings
on the metal detectors” and that kind of stuff. There
was no terrorist threat. They were looking for money.
There is a metal thread that goes through
Cash.
currency, which if you have enough bills wadded together is going to set off the metal detector. They were
looking for cash.

‘Hillary was :very+ .shrewd about this. Vince, in
effect, ‘was her bag man. Her fingerprints don’t show
up on this stuff, which is why I think they had a laydown case against Vince and not so good against
Hillary. That’s why you’re seeing the Travelgate and
Whitewater stuff going on. Look. The crimes mentioned in these particular cases are penny-ante stuff in
the grand scheme of things. It’s not’worth taking the
president down over it. There’s something else underneath here.
JR: Sure. Whitewater is the flea on the dog’s back.
Right. And so is Travelgate. But why were
they so apoplecticabout.getting
the professional people
.out of the .Travel, Office? Well, if Vince was taking
periodic one-day trips to Geneva, booking it through.
the White House Travel Office, maybe you don’t want
that kind of information to get out ‘anywhere. In fact,
they’ve gone to great pains to NOT get it out. We found
out ‘about it because there was a private investigator in
Arkansas who was able to get-access to some of Foster’s.
private.America.n.Express
records, which showed these
charges andthe refunds. ,And infact, just before Vince
died they showed he’d bought $2400 in travel to somewhere .from the White House Travel Office. He never
lived long enough to take it. Was he going to skip the
country7 That’s an interesting thought. There’s all
kinds of ramifications.
The take, so far, I’m told, is over 3 billion dollars.
When I started on this story, it was about 8 or 9 months
ago-it was in the range of a billion eight, but they’ve
just been going hog-wild lately, because I think time’s
running out. The story is going to get out. It can’t go
on forever. Every night, they’re just pulling in more
money. And it’s not just Switzerland.
It’s the Caymans. It’s the Channel Islands. It’s Macao. It’s all of
these tax havens. All of these banking secrecy, moneylaundering centers around the world.
The banking system is much more porous than
anybody wants to admit. For proof of that, about three
months ago now, Citibank admitted that some Russian,
armed with no more than a PC, managed to hack his
way into Citibank’s cash management system and was
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So you don’t have to be a rocket scientist to figure out
the bright thing to do is to go away, play along with it,
be a nice guy, go away, and then maybe when the
hammer finally comes down, then you plead guilty to
tax evasion and maybe they won’t hit you with a prison
term. But there’s no deal cut that says these people are
not going to be prosecuted. I think they probably all
will be prosecuted some way or other, eventually.
Partly depends on who’s the Attorney General. We’re
going to have a new one.
So the Fifth Column doesn’t make any promises. They say “you’ve got Plan A: resign now; Plan B:
fight it and be exposed immediately with all the data of
your private Swiss bank account or wherever it isCayman Islands. So most everyone has opted for Plan
A. That’s announcing’s retirement or resignation.
So far they all have; it’s been 100% success
rate on that score.
And they have 24 hours to make that decision
or something like that.
It’s pretty quick. Who they go after-it’s been
a bipartisan thing. I think it’s been about 2/3 Democrat
and l/3 Republican, so far. There’s no favorites being
played here. As a practical matter, since the Democrats
controlled Congress for so long, they’re the ones who
got all the bribes! Republicans weren’t worth bribing
until recently. There’s a bunch of heavy-hitter Republicans leaving here. Even this guy, Bob Walker from
Pennsylvania-right
hand man to Newt Gingrichpowerful guy. He almost was elected House Majority
Leader. He’s gone. Clinger, the head of the committee
that’s investigating Travelgate. He’s announced his
retirement.
These are not back-benchers.
They are
heavy hitters who are being asked to go here. People
from safe districts-I
mean, they have no worry about
being re-elected. They’re young people, by and large.
They could be there for many more years. This guy
Jack Fields in Texas-Houston,
young, Republican,
and in his early 40s. chairman of the Congress subcommittee on telecommunications and finance-extremely
powerful job. Holds a press conference and says he’s
Okay, so how do we get them out really quick? going to spend more time with his family, breaks into
There’s another fellow who publishes a little tears, his wife breaks into tears, his mother breaks into
newsletter in Wisconsin and apparently he’s been able tears. You’d thing they’d be joyous!
to correlate some of this from his own congressional
Pretty odd reaction, isn’t it?
sources. What’s happening is these people get handYeah, what’s going on here? This is so
delivered a plain, brown paper envelope that contains bizarre. And the mainstream media just blaps the stuff
actual transaction records of these bank accountsup and says, “Oh yeah, we can understand how nasty
their own bank accounts. They get to look at the this. the politics are. Oh, I think it’s so nice that people are
The evidence is confrontive. They’re confronted with going to spend more time with their families. The new
Oh, come on! I don’t
it and a day or so they get a call from one of these guys atmosphere in Congress.”
in the Fifth Column who I’ve been referring to as the understand how people can publish this stuff.
Angel of Death-the
Avenging Angel-he
basically
reads them their alternatives. “Now that you’ve had
time to read this and think about it, here are your
choices, a: you can immediately announce your retireWhat about the reaction to these spontaneous
ment.” The purpose of that is that once somebody resignations from the insiders who have not been tainted
announces he’s retiring from Congress, they aren’t so far, What do you hear?
worth bribing anymore. They don’t have a lot power
What I hear is that they’re all scared to death
anymore. People don’t have to listen to them. They’re about this, They’re all worried that their accounts are
lame ducks and it’s only a matter of time before they going to hit. It’s like it’s a matter of time, you know.
actually resign, probably sooner rather than later.
“When are they going to find out about my account?”
Now the alternative is “Okay, you can stay and you It’s like rats scurrying to leave a sinking ship. I think
can fight it, but we’re going to release this data. If we you’re going to see retirements announced now before
have to we’ll deliver it to every doorstep in your dis- people even get handed their brown paper envelopes.
trict. You will be prosecuted for tax evasion- willful Because they know it’s just a matter of time. “Let’s get
tax evasion- the minimum sentencing for which is ten out of here now.”
years in prison under federal sentencing guidelines.
So James Norman is predicting more.
And guess what? When a public official gets convicted
Yes. Dozens. Maybe scores. It’s going to
and sentenced to hard prison time, they can lose their stretch out over a period of years. It amounts to a
pension, too. For some of these people that ain’t rolling coup d’etat of our government. Think about it.
chicken feed. For instance, the case of Pat Schroeder, In fact, what you have here is that the economy is not
a young woman, who has been in Congress a long so much between Democrats and Republicans.
It’s
time-her
respective payout on her pension is
to between the haves and the have-nots in Congress. It’s
aggregate over 4 million dollars over the rest of her life. the people with seniority and the ranking committee
That’s big bucks here. Considering that these people positions who have been taking all this payola for all
have already had their Swiss accounts raided, they’re the years and letting the crumbs falling to the freshprobably trying to figure out how they’re going to men. Now you have this crop of freshmen who have
support their rather plush lifestyles out into the future. come in here and they see at last there’s a chance to
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break this cycle of corruption.
I think they’re in a
mood to take no prisoners. Some of these guys are just
chomping at the bit at the idea of cleaning away at this
whole raft of corrupt legislators in our government.
Not
in the Congress, but in the administrative
branches of the government. There are unprecedented
numbers of departures from the Justice Department
from-and
I’m told this is going on in the Treasury,
Customs-I
think there’s a concerted clean-up effort
going on in the government because, I think, finally
some of the enforcement functions there-the
Inspectors General, the internal audit functions within the
government-are
finally being emboldened to go after
this stuff, because the corruption had just gotten so
endemic.
The Fifth Column has emboldened these
people that “yes, something can be done about it.”
WOW. What super-patriots these five or six
people must be, I guess. Although there may be the
doubters and critics on the sidelines who will say,
“Well, they’re using blackmail and extortion and conspiracy to do it. That’s not right either.”
Well, yeah. I’ve had some heated arguments
with these guys. “How can you dare do it this way?
You have to go public with this. You have to play by
the rules.” And they say-well, I won’t tell you what
they say-because
they think about it in a completely
different way. They look at it from an intelligence
community standpoint, which is “let’s get the job done
and worry about the rules later.” The appearances“We don’t care about the appearances. We want to get
these crooks out of there.” And they don’t care about
the media. They don’t talk to the media. One of my
guys, he’s got a stack of 50 messages from all the bigdeal media. He won’t even return them. He thinks
they’re all whores. He talks to me, I think, just because
he takes pity on me and because I was a persistent sonof-a-gun and went down there and talked to him myself. We developed some rapport and joked around
together. I don’t know. I think I’ve become sort of the
one convenient mouthpiece, and I think they do want to
get this story out somewhere.

JR: What does Janet Reno have to do with any of
this at all, or does she have anything to do with it? And
furthermore, who is really controlling Janet Reno?
Well, that’s really the question. I think that
Janet Reno is really kind of a figurehead there. I think
she got the job specifically because she had a lot ofshe’s human; she has a lot of weaknesses; she has a lot
of faults that people can hold over her head and manipulate and control her. And I think if you control the
Justice Department, you can get away with all kinds of
stuff. Is it Bill Clinton who controls her’? I don’t think
so. I think there are other entities here. Look at this
huge drug business that is underlying all of this. Look
at the huge arms business that underlies all this stuff.
All of which is basically based on illicit trade. I think
that what is in the process here of this whole change of
government-I
think it’s going to involve the executive office. I think it’s going to involve the attorney
general here before the election, I think-that
the
noose is tightening here. You can see that with Hillary
Clinton.
Well, she’s going before the grand jury now.
Yeah. Four hours of machine-gun questioning by Kenneth Starr. I mean this is not Travelgate and
Whitewater. There is a reason they are going after her.
And it is this whole espionage, potentially treasonous
activity. The way the government works on this stuffthe object is just to find some felony that they could get
her with and prosecute her and then throw the book at
her. Treason and espionage might be too hard to prove,
but they are going to find something. For sure, they
want her out of there and it’s going to happen. It’s just
a matter of time, I think. There is considerable speculation that the reason it hasn’t happened sooner is that

there is still just some dickering over the terms of
surrender here. Will there be pardons? Will these
people leave the country? This is a mind-boggling
situation1 This has never happened in this country.
What we’ve said in these stories, and it’s sadly coming
true: this is the biggest political upheaval this country
has faced since the Civil War. Make no mistake about
it.
Yes. A rolling
as you said.
Rolling in terms of the semi-truck and trailer that’s
rolling around the country-maybe
with, what, Piggly
Wiggly markets on the outside? Who knows.
JN:
Yeah, I don’t know. The thing about a
refrigerated truck is that they don’t have to be inspected. They don’t have to open up on the road, you
know. They can bypass the weigh scales. Who knows?
You can’t inspect every one of those things.
Amazing. Let’s shift gears just a little bit and
The former president of
look beyond our borders.
Mexico, Salinas-just
a LITTLE bit of dirty money
around that guy. Let’s talk about him.
Only a ha1.f a billion or so. Massive amounts
of money. Massive-drug
money, other kinds of payola-all kinds of stuff they’ve been ripping off from the
Mexican economy. It ended up mostly in Switzerland
in Citibank accounts, apparently. Hmmmm. Didn’t
the vice-chairman just quit there suddenly? And didu’t
their chief financial officer just leave there all of a
sudden-bolted
out the door? I hear John Reed, the
chairman, may be looking for another job, you know.
Look, the thing you have to keep in mind here-you
could not launder the amounts of money we’re talking
about here without the knowing and willing participation of major banks and brokerage houses. All the big
guys. And I think in many cases, it has involved the
corruption of senior officers in these institutions. They
wink at this stuff.
Hasn’t there been a lot of City Bank stock
being dumped lately’?
Yeah. A bunch of insiders are selling their
stuff like mad in the last quarter partly, they could
argue, because the stock was so high, but to me it is
indicative that there’s a bunch of these people going to
bail out. That they’re leaving the bank. So they’re
selling their stock. Probably part of negotiated separation agreements or something. There’s more turmoil
going&there.
Look at some other countries
here.
Canada.
Brian Muironey, former
prime minister there-under
investigation
by the Mounties for Swiss bank accounts.
Apparently he’d been taking kick-backs on,
Airbus aircraft orders for Air Canada. And
that’s just the tip of the iceberg, I’m told.
JR: How much?
JN: Well, there I think, we’re talking in
the area of double digit millions,

JN: The Columbian Cali Cartel-let’s
look at them for a minute. My information is
that they’ve had their computers raided, too,
fairly recently-in
the last couple months or
so. Now let’s say you could get into the Cali
computers and find out who they’ve been
paying off. Whew, there could be a lot of
people get real nervous about that. One
person they did find out they were paying off
was our star witness in the Noriega drug
case- which is going to get Noriega a whole
new trial. They paid him a million-two or a
million-five or something like that.
JR: We’re looking at a potential here of
Manuel Noriega going back-if he lives to
go back to trial-this
thing could get real
amazing.
JN: He already has plans to move to
Nevada and live there, I’m told. Or is it New
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Mexico or Arizona or somewhere? He’s going to get
off. He’s going to be free. Let’s look at Korea. Both
of their past presidents are in prison right now. Together they’vebeen implicated in slush funds aggregating over a billion dollars. Where? Well, Switzerland
some of it. A lot it was in England, apparently. The
English, apparently, are masters at money laundering.
And probably the Bank of England itself has participated in it. The prime minister of Japan has just
resigned, Mr. Murayama. The word we got was that the
opposition party probably got one of these brown paper
envelopes with funny transactions, which, I think,
forced his resignation.
Half the Italian government is in prison too. I
forgot to mention that. By the way, there are record
numbers of retirements in the English Parliament.
Hmmmm. I think that’s connected too. There’s something going on here. I think this Column crowd has
been sharing the information with a bunch of other
governments. There’s something very big here going
on. Not just coincidence.

It has been said before many times, Jim
Norman-you’ve
heard this probably for years and
years. The people in government don’t run USanyhow.
There’s a hierarchy of power-multi-national
corporations and so on-one that really sets the tone and pulls
the strings. How does it look from your position as ten
years with
as a senior writer, five years
at
senior editor. You know money as well as
anyone would want to know money on a national and an
international basis. Who is calling the shots, t&imately, here?
I don’t know. I thought I knew. I thought I
understood perfectly how the world worked. And then
I stumbled onto this story. And I realized nothing is
what it seems to be. I mean all of this preten% all.of
the facade of order and dignity and reason and rule of
law. It’s a charade. It’s money. It’s money that is
calling the shots here. And it’s greed that is driving
these people. And they have polished this to a fine art.
They know all the lies to tell. They know how to put on
a great facade. But behind it, it’s money, money,
-I
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and in fact, that brings me to another interesting point.
The “qvernment’s effort to suppress this story-you
know I wrote this for
and
chickened out,
wouldn’t run it, but they gave me permission to publish
it elsewhere. I think knowing that any other big-deal
publication would dare touch it because of the heavyduty issues involved here. Another place I took it was
magazine. Paul Rodriguez, the editor there, did
a lot of work to corroborate it, made a lot ofcalls around
Washington. He got a visit from a military intelligence
guy from the Pentagon saying, “Lay off this subject.
You don’t know what you’re dealing with.”
wouldn’t touch it. New York Times scared to
death of it.
It was
this funny little magazine
from Indiana. I kind of refer to it as the sort of
magazine of right-wing political writing.
Actually
they’re quite eclectic, more of a libertarian sort of
thing. They called me, because they had heard that I
had this story out there from one of the sources and in
fact they had managed to corroborate the key element
on their own. They had found out from one of their
sources that the IRS had a four-man team surveilling
Foster during daylight hours. In fact one of those guys
actually read part of the surveillance report off a computer screen to a source. So it wasn’t that hard for them
to corroborate. I don’t think it would be that hard for
any of these big-deal media conglomerates to corroborate the fact that there was a surveillance thing going
on. In fact, a Paris-based intelligence newsletter corroborated this, too. It’s not that hard to prove, substantially.
Yeah, there’s no documents, but I mean Woodward
and Bernstein didn’t have documents. They had trusted
sources, and they went with stories when they believed
they were true. Why the media hasn’t touched this, I
don’t know. It’s totally bizarre. In the case of
just as it was going to press-Jim Leach-his
House Banking Committee staff-this
was after I’d
spent three hours with them in Washington, explaining
all this stuff to them-when
they found out the story
was actually going to be published, they called up and
requested a pre-release copy of the story and they
immediately leaked it to the libel attorney for Systematics, which is now called All Tell Information...
JR: In Arkansas.
JN: Yeah. This is this Arkansas front company
that Foster was involved with-so that their San Francisco attorney could try and
and
prevent them from running the story.
just thumbed their nose and said, “Go take a flying leap.
We’regoingtorunthis
story. We thinkit’strue.”
They
went away. They never sued. They never wrote a
threatening letter. Guess What! A couple of weeks
ago, John Streuve, CEO of Systematics, announced his
retirement, at age 56, to go spend more time with his
family.
The government went overboard to prevent the
publication of this story in rather heavy-handed ways.
Why’? National security? Probably. I think just the fear
of exposure of the corruption.
JR: Well, national security has taken on an entirely different meaning in many ways, hasn’t it.
Well, it’s the rug under which you can sweep
a lot of dust. Maybe we can put it that way.
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another story that’s going to run in the March issue. It
was written by a former Wharton University professor.
This guy is acharacter. His name is Orlan Grawe. He’s
one of my heroes. After he left Wharton he started his
own software company, developing software for pricing derivatives.
Really arcane stuff, but this stuff
JN: You were asking at one point: is there any
became essentially one of the most frequently used
precedent for what we are seeing here? And actually
pieces of software in major banks and brokerage houses
for financial pricing of financial instruments. What do
there is and it actually involves, I think, some of the
same Fifth Column crowd. It’s an effort called-the
you know? The intelligence community comes to his
code name for it is “Bop trot”. I don’t know where they
company and says, “Hey, can we use you guys as a front
get that. But it’s a code name put on a major public
company so we can help spy on all these banks and
integrity enforcement effort. It began about 5 years
brokerage houses?” I think that’s what sent him up the
ago. It was manned by several hundred, I think handwall. He thought, “Holy smokes, we’re living in a
picked out of various federal enforcement agenciessurveillance state here.” So he got quite upset about it
FBI, Treasury, IRS, Customs, and I think some intelliand he’s actually written sort of a primer on the kind of
gence people were seconded to it. It was focused-it
data bases and public sources of information you can go
began on the state of Kentucky, just because that state,
to.
apparently, next to Louisiana, is known for being just
Basically, go back to the basics. Find out what kind
a rat’s nest of public corruption. They began aback-toof assets these people have. Where are they? What are
the-basics approach, looking at the assets that all these
they worth? How could they possibly have amassed
public officials had, trying to figure out how they could
this. You know, the home on Martha’s Vineyard. The
have afforded it on their meager public income, and
million-dollar condo in Washington, the two Volvos,
going back, going through all their bank records, checkthe expensive kids’ education, all of the perks and all
ing all this stuff, amassing powerful cases against these
of this stuff on their meager public salaries.
The
people,
then there have been some 65 indictments.
numbers don’t add up. If you just go back and do this
It mean, it’s a massive number of indictments-and
a
kind of stuff, and what we are proposing in
100% conviction rate.
is that everybody goes and does this stuff-send
JR: In Kentucky alone.
it to your local newspaper, send it to the IRS, and if
JN: This is just in Kentucky. There has been very
nobody does anything about it, send it to
little publicity about it, partly because they have not
and be sure and tell us what newspaper wouldn’t print
gone through the usual U.S. attorneys.
Very little
it. And we’ll just keep going after this stuff. We can
discussion in the press, although it showed up in the
fill up this magazine for years and years on this kind of
press a little bit down there. But before this raft of
stuff. It will be a whole new career for us. I think it
indictments there was this eerie wave of retirements
needs to be done. The government can’t police itself.
and resignations of people, very similar to what we are
It’s corrupt and the enforcement system is essentially
seeing right now. There is a pattern to this.
corrupt. It takes the public doing this kind of stuff.
JR: Maybe the Fifth Column was cutting its teeth
I think the pace is going to accelerate now, because
here on some of these smaller operations and then got
I think the whole cover-up of Foster’s death is unwindthe big picture.
ing. And as that becomes known, the position of
JN: I think so. In fact, they’re rolling this out
President Clinton and Hillary Clinton is going to beacross the country. I think they went from Kentucky.
come untenable and it’s going to just raise all kinds of
There’s a crew that was doing some work in Chicago.
questions and the rate of retirements-the
lame exI’ve heard that Connecticut is on a hit list, maybe soon.
cuses are not going to hold up anymore. The next time
you hear someone announce their retirement, you can
I think there’s like 16 states that it’s going to roll out
think “Swiss bank account” and it’ll probably make a
there. But this basically a federal effort aimed at statelevel corruption. The problem is who is going to police
lot more sense.
Wow. Amazing.
What’s next for James
the federal government?
No government can really
police itself. So that’s the problem. The corruption at
Norman besides coming back and visiting with us again
the highest levels. How do you get at it? That’s why I
I hope in about three or four months.
think these people decided a vigilante action was about
Well, I guess I’m going to keep poking along
the only way to do it. But it’s applying, essentially,
at this and
is eager to get more of this
stuff. I haven’t gone out looking for another job. Oh,
some of these same techniques.
know it’s amazing when think and you
that’s another thing. I got fired from
basically.
contrast the efforts of these five or six people-the
Not because of this story, necessarily, but because after
it ran in Media
and I was continuing to work on
Fifth Column-to
the hundreds of thousands of Ameriit on my own time, basically, I came across the fact that
cans who have allied themselves with various militia
Caspar Weinberger had one of these Swiss bank acand patriotic groups and they’re studying the
counts. The Secretary of Defense. He’s the chairman
and so forth, and wanting very badly to take this
He’s the co-chairman of Steve Forbes’
country back from the graft and corruption which has
of
presidential campaign now. His account apparently got
permeated virtually every level of big government.
raided for 2.3 million dollars. This account number
And you’ve got five or six guys with high technology,
that had been given to me-1 didn’t even know whose
a Cray computer and a truck, apparently-and
this may
be oversimplifying it-doing everything that most of us
it was- I gave it to the Fifth Column guys and they
played around with it for awhile. Months later, they
who care about this country would like to see happen.
said, “Oh yeah, didn’t you know whose account that
JN: Well, it’s not just these five guys. They’re
was? That was Cap’s.” BOING! Two hours after I put
getting a lot of help from their buddies in the intellithat in a memo to the boss, I was offered a buy-out and
gence community and in other agencies. These guys
up
they said, “Hit the road. Bye.” I am working on a book
are just like the rallying cry around which a lot of good
JR:
What can Individuals do, James Norman, to effort here and somehow or another, we’re
to get
people in government now are-1 mean there is apparently information coming out of government like a try to move this entire process forward besides stay on this stuff into print.
I think you need to do that and I think it will
sieve-files
that people have been maintaining for the sidelines and cheer loudly, as I’m sure many of
happen even if it’s in these so-called underground or
years that they knew they could never do anything with. them will do as the months roll by.
JN: Well, one thing I’ve started to do is pray a lot! alternative media.
Now all of sudden, “Hey, here’s another account you
I can’t thank you enough for spending two hours
ought to go look at.” And they start getting swamped We’re making a modest proposal at
that
with leads now.
we all basically become members of the Fifth Column with us. It’s been enlightening, to say the very least. I
I don’t have records of these Swiss bank accounts Society and start doing some of the basic legwork congratulate you. I salute you and a lot of our listeners
yet myself, but I tell you this, nobody has sued me. ourselves, of keeping these people honest. Actually it would do the same. Thank you and have a good evening
Nobody has even written me a letter threatening me, turns out it’s not that hard to do, and in fact, we’ve got and we’ll talk again.
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Antonovich knew the terrible problems that had beset
the two officers, Sgt. Stacy Koon and Officer Laurence
Powell, and their families.
In a move of compassion for their families, SuperLance Ito, Attorney
visor Antonovich arranged a dinner at the L.A.P.D.
YOUmay Academy to raise funds to pay lawyers fees and expenses incurred from the two trials.
The two officers were released !o what is called a
“rehab house” in Los Angeles, a pr-conditioning prior
CONTACT
to their full release but still under parole conditions.
box
The “rehab house” was attacked by a heavily armed
a
man with the intent to kill Stacy Koon. Sgt. Koon was
away at the time but several people were killed by the
meantime. vou
attacker before he himself was killed by the police.
In an act that amounts to vengeful persecution the
rr~

~~
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This setoff an eye-opening set of events that will
amaze the citizens of America.
In his response, L.A. County Counsel De Witt W.
Clinton stated that the lawyers and.“unelected” judges
relied totally on California Supreme Court case
v.
(1964) 61 Cal. 2d 107. The reading of this case,
and a connected case,
exposes the most fantastic California State corruption
that, when seen and read by your own eyes, will be
absolutely unbelievable.
Part II of this article (next week’s
will
include a copy of the two infamous California Supreme
Court cases and my letter of January 2, 1996, responding to Supervisor Antonovich and L.A. County Counse1 De Witt W. Clinton.

CONTACT)

penitentiary.
Also, the ADL put
terrific influence and
power-pressure on Supervisor Antonovich to
cancel the fund-raising
dinner.
The L.A. Police
In the fall of 1995, the two convicted L.A.P.D.
officers in the Rodney King case were due to be released Academy
property and this dinfrom the federal penitentiary.
r
LOS
Angeles County Supervisor
Michael D. ner in no way was connected to the city or
county government or
politics.
The first document
you are about to read is
a letter I wrote to Supervisor
Michael D.
Antonovich on November 2, 1995, regarding
his intention of holding
the fund-raising dinner.
Along with this letter to
the supervisor,
I included a copy of my lawsuit, Case No. 229531
AEW. The initials are
those of the judge,
Arthur E. Wallace, in
.the County of Kern.
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In my lawsuit against Johnny Cochran, et al., there
has been a little trickery conducted by the Kern County
Court Clerk.
Johnny Cochran failed to answer the lawsuit and 1
filed an “Entry of Default”, which a Deputy Clerk
dated, initialed, and put in the legal file.
Due to a little clerk skulduggery, it became impossible to make a hearing set in Superior Court (Kern
County) on February 9, 1996 at 8:00 a.m. On Wednesday, February 7, 1996, I sent the entire file to Superior
Court Judge Arthur E. Wallace, Dept. 7, Kern County,
California. Federal Express has guaranteed me that it
will be (will have been) delivered to the Court Clerk not
later than Thursday, February 8, 1996, 3:00 p.m.

***

reject the recordings. But Judge Harry Pregerson ruled
that the recordings were admissible and Koon and
Powell were convicted. Harry Pregerson’s ruling and
the ensuing result of a guilty verdict revealed
Pregerson’s and Stanley Mosk’s involveiuent in a terrible, deep conspiracy against America which they
have conducted for 50 years.
In 1946 and 1947 I was a member of the L.A.P.D.
I was working Metropolitan Division (Narcotics and
Vice in Old Chinatown) and I observed Pregerson,
Mickey Cohen, Abe Phillips, Nathan Turkebtahn and
Sidney Bocarsky in clandestine meetings with international drug smugglers and dealers Abraham Davidian
and Benny Wong. Shortly afterward this investigation
led to the arrest of Abraham Davidian in possession of
a large amount of narcotics. Davidian talked; he was
Feb. 8, 1996 going to testify against Pregerson, Chen and many
more people-lawyers
and judges including Stanley
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Mosk, presently a state supreme court justice. Federal
narcotics agents took Davidian from L.A.P.D. jurisdiction and hid him out under their protection in a secret
location in Fresno where strangely, while sleeping,
Davidian was shot in the head and killed. s Consequently Pregerson, Cohen, Mosk and many others who
are still in high office escaped a prosecution that would
have put them in prison for years and exposed their
giant crime organization.
From that point on because of their extreme hatred
for me, I have been harassed and tortured by Federal
Judge Pregerson, Stanley Mosk and the vicious ADL.
The constant harassment by Pregerson and Mosk
through their secret contacts in the L.A.P.D. forced me
to resign and I joined the Ventura City Police Department where, as a Det. Sgt., I discovered thai Abe
Phillips and Mickey Cohen were expanding their gangster operations northward into Ventura County. They
,

Noieibe;
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Supervisor Mike Antonovich:
You are absolutely right in arranging a dinner for
Laurence Powell at the Los Angeles Police Academy.
Again, you are correct when you state that the
officers were following procedures and orders laid
down by their superiors when they lawfully arrested
Rodney King. These commands that the officers were
obeying came down all the way from the Police Commission.
Re: The prosecution of the Los Angeles police
officers in the Rodney King Case.
None of the persons claiming to be municipal and
superior court judges were lawfully elected to the position of judge.
None of the judicial procedures involved were conducted by lawfully elected judges. [Exhibit “A”]
The Los Angeles County Clerk is guilty of “highgrade” felonies for certifying and filing documents
purporting that judicial candidates and auDointees have
been elected to office while knowing that they had
never been on a ballot and had not received even one
vote which is necessary and reauired to be elected as a
judge.
The Los Angeles County Clerk not only involved
himself in criminal violations but can be sued as an
individual in federal court for violations of civil rights
laws (denying the people the right to vote for the
candidate of their choice). In a Pennsylvania case of
November 1991, the U.S. Supreme Court, in an 8-O
decision, ruled that state and county officials can be
sued and forced to pay out of their own oockets for
violations while acting under color of law. [Exhibit
“B”1
Any money raised at the Police Academy dinner for
the benefit of Powell should mbe used to pay Powell’s
alleged legal bills. The money should be used to obtain
Powell a new and trusted lawyer to file for reinstatement to his job and pension for the civil rights violations committed against him.
The entire trial at Simi Valley and prior judicial
proceedings were a farce-a terrible, evil set-up wherein
there was m legal judge presiding. No judicial jurisdiction or authority for any of the proceedings and no
authority to select and activate a jury. It was a total
non-trial, wholly void and ineffective.
The alleged federal trial and prosecution of Officer
Powell and Sgt. Koon in Los Angeles must be dismissed. The most inflammable testimony presented
and used to convict Sgt. Koon and Officer Powell in the
federal trial was questionable self-serving statements
made by Officer Ted Briseno in the Simi Valley Supe,
rior Court non-trial.
Recordings of Briseno’s sfatements made in the
superior court non-trial were $ayed in federal court.
These inadmissible recordings were the subject of a
defense motion to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal to
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were secretly associated with a lawyer, Ben Nordman of
the Levy family who owned the Bank of A. Levy.
Nordman was also a U.S. Commissioner and engaged
in corrupt court operations involving bailbonds with
Abe Phillips and his bonding scams. Ben Nordman’s
law partner was Jerome Berensonl, the presiding judge
of Ventura Superior Court. I became the victim again
of a severe conspiracy ofjob harassment when I, along
with Det. Sgt. Ed Patton of the Oxnard City Police

Department, exposed their involvement in narcotics
and other gangster operations. In 1958 I returned to
Los Angeles County and joined the L.A. District Attorney Bureau of Investigation. At that time I was working undercover and my pension fund money was transferred from Ventura to Los Angeles and, at the orders
of Dist. Attorney William McKesson, it was placed in
the hands of investigator Jack Livingston. Livingston
was the agent officially designated by Dist. Attorney
William McKesson to take care of
my pension fund. I talked with
Livingston numerous times about
the condition of my pension fund
and why it didn’t reflect on my pay
records and he repeatedly assured
me that everything was taken care
of and that they were just doing it
that way so my status of working
undercover could not be exposed
through the office records.
At one time I discussed this
matter personally with Dist. Attorney William McKesson at which
time he assured me that everything
was taken care of and there was no
need to be concerned; Livingston
was present at the time. Then Jack
Livingston was mysteriously killed
and I could learn nothing more
about my pension fund status.
My partner for seven years,
Frank Hronek, and I had informants
and were investigating an operation of Mickey Cohen and Freddie
O’Tash. They were bugging motel
rooms and making tape recordings
of Lana Turner and Marilyn Monstate ‘of8cenr~msy hamper heir
state govemm entqandthedourt
roe having sexwithMickey Cohen’s
performance of public duties;:‘?
Italian “lover-boys’
” Johnny
Justice Sandra Day O’Connor ficia@ some pro@
Stompanato,
Georg;ie Piscitelli,
wrote
the mu&
-7
Sammy Lo Cigno, Joe Di Carlo who
But she s&l the law is clear: - ‘rn @stlcea b l989 n& that
were operated by their Jew coordi;
stateeof5clala may not be’slled hl
nator Roger Leonard.
Roger’s
their offidal capacities for violat%mbem g
su
brother
was
Hollywood
producer
7jfliGEofficialm
ing the same l!&year~ld. law at
Herbert Leonard, who was one of
mer
developments, the
issue in H&&s case The practiMickey Cohen’s leads into Hollywood.
Heati arguments ln an II- sue from recovering monetarg
This bugging operation
of
linols dispute over the use of heardamages from the state through
Cohen’s and O’Tash’s coincided
say evidence in child sex abuse
lawsuits that name state officials
with our investigation into Cohen’s
cases. At issue is whether juries
as defendants,
But the 1989 ruling left &is
and Menachem Begin’s operations.
miy hti
statements allegedly
victimized children make to others,
We were recording and photographif the young accusers do not tes- ~ fo&d to w -out of their own
ing their meetings at the Beverly
tify at trial.
Wilshire Hotel.
~~&uesdaysald~
H HeardargumentslnaTexas
Our operator, Hank Jacobs was
cowl. .
:1
Jewish and understood them when
whenmunicipalworkersarekilled,
(Fconnor sald the 1871 law %
Begin and Cohen talked in Yid1
or injured on the job.
dish. Our recordings were transThe court’s decision in the’=
lated into English and Frank and I
played them for D.A. William
McKesson in his office. Only the
three tjf us were present. Later we
played the film of Cohen and Begin
when they went to Melvin Belli’s
~plOyees for w&al reasons.
The worken sued, alleging th& ? charrring w
house and met with Caspar
workers~ precisely
were fired based on un&b&nti- ‘7ji&z se
her autho?itv as au&Weinberger.
Later, when we met
ated charges that they had
tar genera&” O’Connor said ‘We
with McKesson we played tapes of
“bought jobs” in the auditor gen- ma
Cohen and Begin how they were
eraI2 ofEke.
7011 tnat
going to “duke” Marilyn Monroe
into JFK and get sex tapes on them
1988 after a can;paign ln which
so as to compromise JFK. When
she made the jobbuy&g aIlegaMcKesson
learned how Frank and I
lions.
were digging into corruption of the
The employees said they were
Democratic Party and how it condismissed after she took office
netted to Israel he flew into a rage
without any further Investigation
screaming that he would kill us if
we did any more investigating into
JFK and the Democratic Party. He
&HIBIT
‘B’
demanded the tapes, which we gave
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him, but we had made copies for our own safety. It was
shortly after this that Jack Livingston mysteriously
died.
Since 155’8when I was a Det. Sgt. with the Ventura
Police Department I had been investigating information that the Oxnard National Guard Armory was going
to be burglarized and large amounts of heavy caliber
weapons and explosives were to be stolen. They supposedly were going to be taken to Israel. These crimes
involved Commissioner Ben Nordman and Judge Jerome
Berenson and lawyer William P. Clark, who worked for
them and was a Democrat at the time. Clark later
became a Republican when they duked him into Ronald
Reagan. They also had a plan formulated by Begin and
Cohen that they called “Race Riot and Revolution”.
Clark was a top operator of the plan to foment race
hatred and riots between White and Black, and the
outline and inspiration came from Stanley Scheinbaum
and Ira Glasser whose headquarters were in Santa
Barbara.
Clark was so certain of the coming riots that he kept
one of the stolen Oxnard Armory 50 cal. machine guns
and mounted it in his house. At that time he made
statements that “when the revolution comes I’ll kill
every Mexican and nigger that comes in range.”
Patton and I gave information to the FBI and they
arrested and convicted two men. Mickey Cohen, Commissioner Ben Nordman and Judge Berenson were
closely connected to these two men, who were supplied
by Abe Phillips. We also advised the FBI that Mickey
Cohen and Begin had hidden the weapons at a Jew
retreat, Camp Ramah in the Ojai Mountains, California. The FBI never recovered the weapons or came out
with the involvement of the ADL which we had told
them of. Later an article appeared in the Oxnard paper
that the FBI believed the weapons had been delivered to
Mexican insurgents who were planning a revolution in
Mexico. But this was a lie; the weapons were kept in
Cohen’s possession and later were transferred to Rabbi
Meir Kahane when he formed the JDL and Kach Party.
When Kahane was killed, Irving Rubin took possession of the weapons. Rubin met with David Koresh
in Hollywood and made a deal with Koresh to conceal
the weapons and explosives at the compound in Waco.
In 1963 Frank and I had been investigating serious
criminal child pornography, molestations and slavery
of children by wealthy people. We came upon knowledge and evidence that certain officials in the Los
Angeles District Attorney’s Office were involved in
flying young children, 10 to 14-year-old boys and girls
from South America to Los Angeles and selling them to
wealthy people in Beverly Hills.
Frank and I were called to William McKesson’s
office, where in a rage he threatened us that this time
we were as good as dead-that
he was going to have us
killed if we didn’t destroy every bit of evidence that we
had.
We were called to another meeting in Asst. D.A.
Manly Bowler’s office. Capt. Joseph McClure was
there and certain details of Frank’s,and my evidence
were discussed.
I was forced to resign and Frank Hronek was ordered to other duties and direly threatened if he did not
keep his mouth shut.
I went to the L.A. District Attorney’s Payment and
Pension Fund Office and requested my records. I was
told that my records were kept in William McKesson’s
office, but I could never get them from him. A short
time later 1 was appointed to the civil service position
of Chief Investigator for the Ventura County Public
Defender Office. In 1966 I made numerous efforts to
have the Los Angeles District Attorney’s Office transfer my employment and pension fund records to Ventura
County, which they never did. My Ventura City Police
Department pension fund was commenced in January
1955, Los Angeles District Attorney’s Office in July
1958, and Ventura County Public Defender Office in
1966 to 1970.
The Public Defender of Ventura County, Richard
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E. Erwin was a lawyer from Los Angeles with deep ties
to William McKesson and Captain Joseph McClure and
the Democratic Party.
Erwin (ac:ually Richard Fish) came from another
state to Los Angeles in the late ’30s.
Mysteriously Fish assumed the alias Richard E.
Erwin and, with false scholastic records, enrolled at
Southwestern Law School.
Shortly before I was forced from the Los Angeles
District Attorney’s Office, Hronek and I were investigating the murder of our informant, Mary Mercadante,
a close friend of Marilyn Monrqe. A prostitute, Mary
was a girlfriend of Georgie Piscitelli, one of Mickey
Cohen’s Italian “lover-boys’ “. Then Mary became a
girlfriend of lawyer Harry Weiss, who got Mary a job at
Abe Phillips’ bail bond office. Abe Phillips viciously
sexually assaulted Mary in his office, and criminal
charges were filed against Phillips. We had tape recorded death threats made by Cohen to Mary that if she
didn’t drop her charges against Abe that they would
kill her, which they did. The D.A. prosecuted Phillips
but without Mary’s testimony he was acquitted. Shortly
after this, Marilyn Monroe was killed, and soon afterward JFK was assassinated.
Mickey Cohen and Abe Phillips swore that they
would destroy me and my job for my interfering with
their gangster operations. Cohen, Capt. Joseph McClure
and Richard E. Erwin, etc. conspired with Judge Jerome
Berenson and Commissioner Ben Nordman to file false
charges against me and I was discharged from my
position as Chief Investigator for the Public Defender
Office and denied my pension fund which Capt. Joseph
McClure claimed he could find no record of in the L.A.
County records.
From 1970 until the present I have suffered untold
vicious harassment and attempts against my life and
have been denied the right to a hearing in superior
court and the federal court by Jerome Berenson, Stanley
Mosk and Harry Pregerson and numerous other persons
claiming to be judges. This is set out in the lawsuit
attached to this letter.
At this time I Reouest and/or Demand that the Los
Angeles County Board of Supervisors review the circumstances and the facts of the death threats by
McKesson and my job termination with the Los Angeles District Attorney Office and the fact that I should
have kept my job (as Frank Hronek did) until he and I
would have retired. My back pay and pension should be
calculated the same as Hronek’s during that period.
For the last twenty years and more, there have been
hundreds and hundreds of lawyers who have falsely
operated as judges with no jurisdiction or authority to
do so in L.A. County.
Hundreds of these phony judges received money
from the county.under false pretenses and. fraud and
many of them have retired and are still receiving pensions illegally.
These monies amount to at least a
trillion dollars that have been stolen from the people
and they must be recovered.
The intricacies of the
Judges’ Pension Fund are not understood by the taxpayers but the county supervisors are well versed in itwhere the money comes from and who administers it.
The fantastic amount of money that can be recovered from these gangsters can cure the financial problems of the L.A. County government for years to come.
These gangsters will argue and threaten that such
a disclosure of their phony judicial crimes will open the
jail-house doors for thousands of criminals, but this is
not so. It at most would allow them new trials, and
lawyers would have a whole new bonanza of litigation
and fees for their defense. For the people it would be a
Godsend-the
greatest chance ever presented to appoint and elect new, honest judges. America could
return to a constitutional judicial system. The gangster
lawyers could be cleansed like never before dreamed.
Politicians from L.A. to Washington, D.C. are
grossly underestimating the temperament of the people
their terrible frustration and anger at judicial and
political corruption and the fact that they cannot be
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heard.
I assure you it is a volatile situation that can burst
at the slightest spontaneous provocation. Once it starts
it could so damage our government framework that we
could never get back to where we were.
Scum like Stanley Mosk, Harry Pregerson and
Stanley Scheinbaum have been in absolute power over
50 years. The perversion and damage they have done to
our country, our judicial system and the people cannot
even be described to its fullest horror.
One of the surest signs that our government still
exists with honor would be for our representatives to
come forth in an unstoppable movement to put an end
to the corrupt judicial conspiracy.
I had a lawyer in-Los Angeles who was representing
me, a Black lawyer. He was so viciously threatened [to
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cause him] to sabotage my case that he hid and concealed my documents in a closet in his office and did
not file them. It was in this same case that Federal
Judge Harry Pregerson ordered and conspired with U.S.
Supreme Court clerks to sabotage a Writ of Certiorari
and prevent the justices from hearing it. A White
female lawyer from L.A. who was representing me was
threatened and terrorized so severely that she couldn’t
function. Another lawyer who was representing me,
Dean Pic’l was paid off and he sabotaged my hearing.
He was later convicted of stealing from and sabotaging
his clients and was sent to prison.
I have physical evidence, intelligence reports, tapes,
audio and video and documents, etc., etc., that Hronek
and I obtained that will expose the entire corrupt
judicial organization that Harry Pregerson and Stanley

AB 3109,ACA 99
(5/74)

STAFF

ANALYSIS:

As Amended May 8, 1974
ACA 99 (SIEROTY)
AB 3109 (SIEROTY) As Amended May 8, 1974

SUBJECT:

De-masculinizes

SUMMARY:

ACA 99 amends specified sections of our State
Constitution to do the following:
*

our State

Constitution

1.

substitutes non-Sex linked references in
places where masculine references are made

2.

Adds title of "Assemblywomen"

3.

Substitutes

4.

Changes "material
material"

5.

Substitutes "workers' compensation"
worlcmen's compensation

"presiding
men"

officer"

for'ehairrnan"

to "persons

furnishing

for

Companion bill, AB 3109 amends various code
to
sections to change "worEanen's compensation"
Requires forms to
"workers' compensation".
when present
reflect "workers' compensation
supply 'is depleted.
BACKGROUND:
Author left controversial
Section 6 of Article IV
unchanged so as not to reinstate the Reapportionment
Ccmmission.
Similar de-masculinizing
amendments have been rrade in for
Article I (Declaration of Rights) in ACA 60 (Meade).
BALLOT DEADLIXE:
a companion bill
is June 28.

June 8, 1974 for the November ballot, otherwise
Absolute deadline with companion bill
is needed.

COMMENTS :

1.

Very few masculine references. are made in our State Constitution.
This ACA would probabl-y make our State the
first to have a Constitution
free'w'sex-&inked
titles.

2.

Paae 3, line 39 of AB 3109 refers
this be amended?

3.

Last week, the League of Women Voters gave men full membe:
They
ship, but rejected changing the name of the League.
also voted to retain "chairman" for all committee heads.

to?'his

use".

Should
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tape of Alfred Bloomingdale and Vickie Morgan hav- being far more powerful politically than were the police
ing sadomasochistic sex, with government officials and and that they could destroy his future as a lawyer.
Israeli spies involved. Gates will play it for you. He has
The “lp~r&oys’ * job is to get next to Hollywood
played it for others. You will be amazed and disgusted women, compromise them and, as spies, pick their
when you see the danger these treasonous people put brains as to their husbands and families’ political and
our country in. Vickie Morgan was murdered and her business activity. They turn in their secret reports to
boyfriend framed. This was done by judges who weren’t their ADL handlers and are paid.
It was a setup because the ADL believed that O.J.
I gave Johnny Cochran information regarding who Simpson and other influential Hollywood Blacks were
killed Nicole Simpson and Ron Goldman. Goldman connecting with Farrakhan in a Black power base and
was a “lover-boy”, along with Kato Kaelin, working for the ADL would lose control of the solid-Black Demothe ADL the same as Mickey Cohen’s “lover-boys’ ” cratic vote that they have so long controlled.
operated.
Instead of exposing the persons actually
The“lover-boys’ n spy reports of the espionage ring
responsible for the murders, Cochran proceeded to use were being routed to Stanley Scheinbaum, the head of
the information to frame the Los Angeles Police De- the Police Commission and a top ADL agent under
partment. Cochran’s purpose in doing this was that he Harry Pregerson.
considered the people who committed the crimes as
Get the Vicki Morgan-Marvin Pancoast file; study
who is involved, including detectives. Get the Ele, Esther Ruven
murder file. Defendants Jehuda
Avital and Joseph Z&aria were convicted. Observe how Jew assassins
handle knives in their merciless
cutting and blood-letting of their
victims-the
same MO as Nicole
Twentieth--That
Section 15 of titicle VI is
Simpson and Ron Goldman:’
i .
Mayor Thomas Bradley was a
mended
to
read:
paid agent of t&e ADL and his Jew
/====
handler wai Rabbi Marvin Hier
when they extorted millions of dola judrc ot‘ ;1.court oi rxorci
lars from the Coors Brewery. Rabbi
Meir Kahane, Irving Rubin and the
University of Bar Ilan in Tel Aviv
where they teach the Jew law of
\
cli~iblc for municipal
court se3ice
mny II,Halacha, that section of the Jew law
r’ the .Juclicial Council to serve on nuy wucr.
that gives Jews the right to legally
kill anyone that they have designated as their enemy. The Mishna
is the ‘first writing of the Jewish
VI
Twenty-fir‘st-- That Section 1.6 of kticle
oral law’ that rules all phases of a
Jew’s life. The Mishna, the Jew
law, is taught to all Jews in their
is men&e<
to reae:
synagogues in America and Jew lawyers and judges constantly override
and overrule American constitutional law in the courts in their
conspiracy to destroy American law.
L.A. City Councilmen Marvin
Braude,
Joel Wachs and Zev
Yaroslavsky were involved in a drug
smuggling operation with Jerry
Plotkin. When Plotkin returned to
are J a and la- -.
--pnl-5’.
+e
cf-fi=z
L.A. from Iran, the councilmen got
iz their cauxies
or
i‘bi -J ncig::*s oi otkcr cour:~ shall bc eked
Mayor Bradley to welcome Plotkin
L&&tue
mar
pr&&
tilat
3~
dhtricra
gxwral
elections.
Tile
as a hero. In a bizarre ritual he was
.o.sed incnmbent’s name not anneor on the bdlot.
driven to City Hall in a gold limousine with a big yellow ribbon.
coarts are G rears
In 1981, California Governor
George Deukmejian issued an Organized Crime Report in which he
stated, “There is an Israeli Crime
Organization, the Jews are competitors of the Mafia, they are involved in drug smuggling and specialize in narcotics dealing.” The
ADL-controlled judiciary quelled
and quashed the court actions
against Jerry Plotkin’s drug scam
and covered it up.
Top ADL operators Stanley
Scheinbaum and Ira Glasser, from
their positions as L.A.P.D. Commissioners, had been conducting a
clandestine stalking of Nicole and
O.J.Simpson for more than two
years prior to the murders. ”
There are cancelled checks issued by secret bank accounts to pay
the “lover-boys’ ” and treasonous

Mosk have built and operated over the last 50 years.
I wrote a book, printed in 1987, a report of more
than 700 pages with index and took it and evidence to
Washington, D.C. to Senator Joseph Biden, the chairman of the U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary.
Biden covered it up. In the report written over 15 years
ago I exposed the fanatical, insane rabbis of the Bar
Ilan University where they taught Jew law that sanctioned assassination of anyone that they designated to
be their enemy-and
how this was connected to Harry
Pregerson, Mickey Cohen and Menachem Begin, who
was operating in America at the time. And how Rabbi
Meir Kahane created the JDL and the Kach Party and
how the National Guard weapons were transferred from
Cohen to Kahane and then to Irving Rubin, an insane
fanatical Jew assassin.
Chief Daryl Gates has a copy of the audio-video
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police officials, who as paid agents of the ADL conduct
sabotage operations against the L.A.P.D.
These terrible depredations by such evil people as
Harry Pregerson, Stanley Mosk and Stanley Scheinbaum
have been going on for over 50 years. America and its
honest, loyal citizens cannot stand any more of it. It is
high time that a few honest, brave American officials
step forth and expose and destroy this evil menace; the
cards must fall where they may, no matter whose face
appears on the card.
Stanley
Harry
Pregerson,
Stanley
Mask,
Scheinbaum, Ira Glasser, Diane Feinstein, Richard
Blum and Bobby Boxer, etc., etc., are all assassins
connected to Irving Rubin and Meir Kahane and
Menachem Begin’s Kach Party. They arc the American
connection to the University of Bar Ilan in Tel Aviv,
whose rabbis teach the Jew law of Halacha. This is the
Jew law that alrows a Jew to point at someone and
designate him as an enemy so he can legally kill him.
Governor Pete Wilson has been taking money from
the ADL and involved himself in the Marcia Clark and
Fred Goldman scam to create chaos within the Los
Angeles District Attorney’s Office and the judicial
system.
For the Republican Party to adopt Pete Wilson’s
strategy, evolved by the ADL to capture California’s
vote, will become a total disaster when it is revealed
who the murderers really are. The Republican Party
would be far more responsible to stand strongly behind
civil law enforcement and its loyal officers who take
their duties to protect the people seriously.
The Rabin assassination has split Jews into two
distinct, visible factions. Eighty-five percent or more
of the Jewish people support peace with the Arabs and
the return of their lands in Israel. This huge majority
of Jews also demands the destruction of the ADL and
JDL and its murderous Halacha assassins both in
America and Israel.
Everybody has had enough of years of this small
group of terroristic killers and their insanity.
There is no way possible that Pete Wilson can lead
the Republicans to an election victory in California by
bringing the ADL and JDL and their crazies into the
party.
Further, the Black people have also become aware
of the ADL and who has been behind their misery and
they will vote in the coming national election accordingly.
In less than a month it will be 50 years since I
joined the L.A.P.D. and went to the Police Academy. I
was a Gunner’s Mate 2/c and had only been discharged
from the Navy a few weeks before. I felt like I was still
at home; the L.A.P.D. inspired great pride. Like the
U.S. Navy, the L.A.P.D. had class. It’s a terrible sight
to watch the ADL gangsters destroy the civil law enforcement of not only the L.A.P.D. but of the entire
country.
The Jews have now split into two distinct, visible
factions: one, the Jews who are attempting to form and
maintain a good government in Israel and who want
piace with the Arabs. These people of the Israeli
government realize they can no longer afford to hide
the fact that an organization of Jew assassins exists and
travels back and forth between Israel and the United
States and have infiltrated both the U.S. and Israeli
governments.
The second faction of Jews are members and agents
of the ADL Halacha Rabbis. Dedicated assassins who
believe fanatically that the Jew law allows them to
legally kill anyone they believe to be their enemy.
In 1974, Alan G. Sieroty was a California Assemblyman from Los Angeles and a dedicated ADL agent.
As a major move in Harry Pregerson’s scheme to take
over the California judicial system, Sieroty set up an
amendment designated as ACA 99. ,-Subject: “Demasculinizes our state constitution.” IExhibit ‘C’]
State Constitutional Am&dment, ACA 99, of May
8, 1974, per the Summary, amended the change of
specified words pertaining to the substitution of ‘non-
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sex’-linked references in places where ‘masculine’ rel- tlrrl, “I orugs. At the same time they set up all the
erences are made. rExhibit
ground work for giant housing and commercial develNow refer to Exhibit ‘D’. Lines are drawn from the opments in Guam and the Pacific Islands. Billions of
specific words to be changed to the side of the
where the exact words that are to be inserted have been- transactions through banks and S&Ls in Beverly Hills
typed.
and Oxnard, California, where’at the same time they
Now refer to Section 16, sub-section (b) of Article mixed in billions of dollars of drug money to be launVI. The following words have been secretly, conspira- dered. These criminal operations in the Pacific were
torially and treasonously inserted, “The Legislature
overseenby Harry Pregerson’s henchman Federal Judge
may provide that an uno prosed incumbent’s name not Irving Hill, who made numerous trips to the Pacific to
appear on the ballot.” This horrendous crime designed check on operations and bring back secret documents
by the ADL gangsters to seize control of the judiciary
and money skimmed from the operations.
was further capped by their passing Election Code
In the late 50s and early 60s Menachem Begin and
sections based on the phony ‘one-liner’.
Mickey Cohen were hitting up on the rich Jews of
All of the acts were feloniously committed without Hollywood and Beverly Hills for donations to Israel for
legislative iurisdiction.
They are totally void. All arms and their rni-litaxy. These wealthy Jews had
persons wearing black robes who have never been on a generated into an ecbrmous group who had invested
ballot and received at least one vote arc ‘non-iudpes’.
money in Israeli government land that Israel had taken
They must be removed immediately and Governor Pete from the Arabs. With’ADL pressure Israeli courts ruled
Wilson, who is a major conspirator of this fantastic, that Jews as individuals could buy these stolen Arab
insane conspiracy, must be prohibited from making any lands. Wealthy Jews in Beverly Hills then invested
further judicial appointments.
billions if not trillions of dollars in commercial and
Huge areas covered with
On the California State records of the ‘Assembly residential developments.
Final History’ of ACA No. 99 are the names of assem- shopping malls, condominiums, apartment houses and
blym‘en. JExhibit ‘E’l Sieroty, the ADA agent rcspon- hotels. With the Israel and Arab peace and the return
sible for the criminal conspiracy is the first name; of all these lands to the Arabs, the wealthy Jews in
Wilson is third from the last.
America who have invested trillions of dollars will lose
Pete Wilson, as a United States Senator in 1987, their money. This group of wealthy Jews are ADL
was notified of this crime and many other judicial Halachas, fanatic Jews who do not intend to lose their
crimes, including murder, at his offIce
in Washington, D.C. At that time he
conspired with other senators to cover it
up. Wilson has had knowledge of this
crime and all the rest of the judicial
conspiracy being committed in California since he was notified and advised
nearly ten years ago, yet he continues to
bring the ADL directly into the Republican Party.
It is not known or believed at this
time that any ofthe other persons namea
on the document are knowledgeable of
the criminal ‘one-liner’ which was inserted in sub-section (b) of Section 16
of Article VI of the
with the exception of
Assemblyman Ken MacDonald. He was
16.
known to be a major conspirator from
2-Frotn wmmmmz Be &ptsd Md n-n&r to corn. 00 CA.
Itednd~om
on
Cat.
(Aya
12
0.
the beginning with Alan Sieroty, Harry
ch-,
withauthor’samenianaltx Am&. 4
Pregerson and Judge Jerome Berenson
.
in Ventura.
cxxnmittce:& naopted. (Aya 6.
0.)
These documents and others too
1SRad second time. To third reading.
numerous to itemize at this time were
71.
0.
obtained by myself from the official
records of the California Secretary of
rerefer to
amended
State, March Fong Eu. This was shortly
before Fong Eu destroyed a major porS-From
7
tion of the state’s files. Fong Eu was
involved in Asian drug smuggling with
27.
7.
J=e
her husband and was nearly killed when
J-e
her throat was slit. (You should get the
6. %a 0.
police file.)
Wav
This murder attempt was committed by a man who was primed by the
une
f uns
ADL but with the cover of just a common burglar. Fong Eu was appointed as
4
%.
an ambassador to Micronesia where her
husband is deeply involved in drug
CA. No. MI-Fang.
smuggling but they are now controlled
by the ADL,Halacha Rabbis. The ADL
2
0
has controlled the drug trade from Asia
to the U.S. with an iron hand since
Harry
before
the early
1970s.
IS-Xefemd to Corn on
&w
Pregerson’s son Dean and his wife, both
21.
lawyers, had an office very close to
Judge Jerome Berenson’s headquarters
in the old Ventura Courthouse. They
were secretly sent to the South Pacific
EXHIBIT ‘E’
to coordinate and control the importa-
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money and investments. The most prominent leader of
group is Rabbi Marvin Hier, a dangerous, fanatical
mad-man. If the ADL and JDL is not destroyed, there
will be political assassinations and murders throughout

Berenson and Nordman. Robert Lagomarsino became
a California State Senator, then a U.S. Congressman.
William P. Clark and Robert Lagomarsino and George
Bush were duked into Ronald Reagan and Clark became
National Security Director and Secretary of Interior
In the mid-1950s George Bush was well known in and George Bush became Reagan’s Vice President.
the oil field industry of Ventura County. It was known
The drugs from Asia were quietly shipped through
as Ventura Avenue, an area of great oil activity and Port Hueneme, Point Mugo Navy Base and Vandenberg
drilling equipment companies. One of the most popu- Air Force Base, all within the perimeter of the huge
lar water-holes for the big dealers in the oil industry ranches of the William P. Clark family, the Lagomarsino
was the Sportsman Bar and Grill on California Street, family and Reagan’s ranch.
just a block below the old Ventura Courthouse. Bush
Right in the middle of this in Santa Barbara County
became associated with William P. Clark, a wealthy was the ADL headquarters of Stanley Scheinbaum, Ira
oilfield operator and lawyer in Judge Berenson and Glasser and their A.C.L.U. cover which coordinated
U.S. Commissioner Nordman’s law office. At the same the entire setup.
time Bush became associated with Robert Lagomarsino
Mena, Arkansas was actually a minor point of drug
whose father Emilio (Red) Lagomarsino owned the distribution that was deliberately built up as a diversion
Ventura Bank of Italy and the Ventura Realty Com- to hide the extraordinarily huge shipments of drugs
pany, which owned most of the town of Ventura and coming quietly through the government coastal ports
vast oil field investments, including most of the oil that were completely covered and protected by Caspar
leases in the Los Padres National Forest. It was in these Weinberger, the Secretary of Defense. From the Calidays of the fifties that George Bush, William P. Clark fornia bases the drugs were easily shipped and routed
and Robert Lagomarsino became ADL agents for across the nation.

An examination of the Mena, Arkansas operation
:asily discloses that, as a major distribution point of
huge secretshipments
of drugs, it is not a logistic
possibility. The Columbian sources could in no way
competewith the extremevolume of drugs coming from
Asia, but it was a successful diversion to conceal the
Asian operation.
The Marcia Clark and Fred Goldman scam to change
the jury system is an extremely dangerous operation
with which Pete Wilson is involving himself and the
Republican Party.
George Deukmejian and all the
others who were hoodwinked by the ADL’s Alan Sieroty
and Pete Wilson in the
scam
have a responsibility to expose this conspiracy that
could eventually end up as in Israel, with the people not
being entitled to a jury at all, just an ADL non-judge.
And what chance would anybody have with one of
them?
One enormous load has been lifted from the backs
of America’s politicians and also every Christian in the
United States. No longer is the threat of being called
‘anti-Semitic’ a thing to die of fright from, because the
Jews have now visibly and officially split into two
factions: one involved in maintaining the government
of Israel and peace with the Arabs ,and the other a
bunch of ADL fanatic Halacha Rabbis and their desperate followers who are poised to assassinate and kill
anyone who tries to give the Arabs’ land back to them,
which would strip the ADL of their billions of dollars
of investments. How can the ADL scream “anti-Semitic”
at you for being on the side of the Israeli government
Jews?
At the same time the citizens and taxpayers of Los
Angeles County and California can recover up to two
trillion dollars from the false non-judges and their
pension fund. The people are not responsible in any
way for this insane judicial debacle and should not
suffer one iota because of it. The documents clearly
reveal the guilty parties.
The fanatical Jews in America have infiltrated our
government and l~l&t be quickly removed.
I am a
White Christian and the disgusting so-called White
“Christians” who have secretly taken pay and promotions from the ADL and committed foul acts against
America and its people must be treated even more
severely. For instance, William Webster, former federal judge, who as Director of the FBI turned the entire
FBI organization against America when he took the
ADL pay. Richard Thornburgh, who brags constantly
on Larry King’s ADL program about how he prosecuted
L.A.P.D. officers. Buck Revell, ex-FBI agent who has
conspired for years with Morris Dees to frame and set
up loyal Americans for the ADL.
The questions must be asked and an answer received from the FBI, the Department of Justice and
Robert Rubin, the Secretary of the Treasury and in
charge of the ATF. Why? Why has an insane ADL
fanatic like Irving Rubin and his wife been allowed to
create assassination, murder, mayhem and havoc in
America and to maintain an armory.of stolen National
Guard weapons which purpose is the overthrow of
America and the takeover of the Israeli government.
The faction of Jews desiring peace in Israel outnumbers
the ADL fanatics by ten to one, as voters.
ADL assassins prowl our nation without fear of the
FBI and commit fearsome political murders. They have
reached their most desperate period since the assassination of Rabin, and the Jews have divided into two
factions.
Many more assassinations and murders are about to
be committed if the ADL and its top leaders, such as
Harry Pregersonand Stanley Scheinbaum and the Deputy
Asst. Attorney General Mark M. Richard, are not exposed and removed from the power and influence of
office in our government. Mark M. Rrchard is head of
National Security Investigations and is the top ADL
agent covering up the Halacha crimes. Mark M. Richard gives Janet Reno her orders. He made several
personal visits to Waco and was in charge of the
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Weaver murders in Idaho.
Governor George Deukmejian was correct in his
Intelligence Report years ago when he notified the
people that the Jews were in competion with the Mafia
in drug dealing and crime. But he did not follow it up.
Now it is his duty to expose the judicial corruption and
its takeover by the ADL.
Certain people in the District Attorney’s Office
have joined in a political conspiracy to remove Gil
Garcetti and return Ira Reiner to control of the D.A.
offrce in Los Angeles. Reiner is a powerful ADL leader
and represents the ADL fanatics in Beverly Hills and
Hollywood who have invested enormous sums in the
development of Arab lands and they have no intention
of losing their money or their evil scheme of a Jewish
Greater Israel. Their original plot for Greater Israel
was to steal all of Lebanon for massive commercial and
residential development. This is what got over threehundred of our American military personnel bombed
and killed in Lebanon. The reason President Clinton is
lighting the budget is because Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin is demanding an increase of a trillion dollars
in the National Debt which will be used to bail out the
ADL Jews’ investments in Israel the same as they were
bailed out by Clinton in Mexico.
At this time of signing, Johnny Cochran has not
filed an answer to my lawsuit No. 22953 1 which I filed
inKern County Superior Court on September 19, 1995
and served on Cochran on September 21, 1995. Mr.
Antonovich, I can assure you that the people have
become highly aware of what is happening to them
because of the depredations put upon them by a corrupt
and failing judicial system and they are gearing up for
it as they see their civil law enforcement’ protection
being destroyed, leaving nothing but themselves to
protect their families and property. Their temperament
and feelings of America going down the drain have
been stretched to the breaking point. The evil and
madness that the ADL and JDL have put on them must
be stopped. At this time it is the responsibility and duty
of the people’s representatives to prevent a looming
spontaneous incident and chaos that can destroy our
country. It is not going to go away and will only get
worse until action is-taken.
The Jews have divided to the point that they are
killing each other. Even Yaroslavslq will have to
reveal which side he is going to be on.
The L.A. County Board of Supervisors run the
county-m
the judges. Through your official contacts with the County Boards of Supervisors of every
county in California they should be informed of these
facts and their duties to destroy judicial corruptionparticularly Orange County, who would regain enough
funds to dissolve their financial probiems and return to
governmental sanity.
Sincerely,
/s/ Gary L. wean
P.O. Box 1857

OFFICE OFTHE

COUNTY COUNSEL

L.
J
December15, 1995

(213) 974-1821
(213) 626-2105

Gary L. Wean
P-0. Box 1857
Cave Junction, Oregon 97523
Re: Election Of Judges Whose Names Do
Not Appear On The Ballot
Dear Mr. Wean:
Supervisor Antonovich has asked this.Office to
review that portion of your letter dated%ovember 2
1995, which suggests that unless the name of a municipal
or superior court judge appears on the ballot that judge
is not lawfully elected to office.
Elections Code Section 8203 provides, in brief that
if only the incumbent has filed nomination papers for the
office
of municipal
or superior
court
judge
his
or her
name shall not appear on the ballot at either the primary
or general
election unless a write-in campaign, signed by
loo registered voters, is timely initiated. If that does
not occur, the incumbent is deemed reelected on the day
of the general election.
The constitutionality of this provision was upheld
by-the California Supreme Court in hs
v. Hite (1964)
61 Cal.2d 107. Referring to Section 25304 the
predecessor to Section 8203, the Court stated: "The
Constitution does not require that there be an actual
balloting
and tabulation of votes by which the selection
or choice is made by the
'electors.' Section 25304
furnishes such a procedure with respect to an incumbent
who is unopposed and as to whose
office
no petition
for a write-in campaign has been
filed." (61 Cal.Zd at
p. 110.)
Very truly yours,
DE WITT W. CLINTON
County Counsel

APPROVED AND RELEASED:
HALVOR S: MELOM, Principal
Deputy County Counsel

. maybe I shouldn’t have

.1.

1
knocked off all my character witnesses!”
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DE WITT W. CLINTON
County Counsel
HSM:dl
c:

Michael D. Antonovich
Supervisor, Fifth District
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Truthfully, Pleiadians
simply do not exist, only Plejarans!! This information
was kept secret throughout the entire contact period for
the specific purpose of

God’sChoices
AndDemands
AreNotUp For Discussion

If one bunch of liars and deceivers can’t destroy
truth, there will always be new ones to come along and
do it. The main thing for you to realize is that Billy
Meier
allowed to be among speakers
NOTHING is as it WAS.
and revelators? No, because
is a newspaper
printing every side of any issue as it is shared. We
HAVE NO CENTER of anything save possibly on an
occasional Sunday afternoon for tea and crumpets.
Green and his baggage can call us anything he wants to
and claim great inside knowledge. He was also ripping
off Billy Meier long before he heard of ME or Dharma.
Saying a thing over and over may well cause a lot of
sleep-walkers and fantasizers to believe somethingbut it does not make one iota of difference to truth. The
man (Green) is now mired (no pun) in his own bogswamp of lies and deceit-and
actually believes he is
the wronged party in this journey
importantly, we are NOT
There is nothing to “revelate”. It has all been revelated!
WE ARE REVEALERS OF WHAT IS. I HAVE NO
REVELATIONS TO OFFER YOU, JUST THE FACTS!
I am amused that there comes about a great uproar
and battle
the Israelis toss
blood given by
Ethiopian Jews for transfusions-OUT.
It is claimed
that it is because of the “fear of AIDS” from that
population. NO! It is because no newly defined “JEW”
would even
” the blood of a black person, Inteimarriage of Jews and Blacks may well be touted as

IS NO

I am asked to comment on the significance of
February (02), 22, 1996 as a day of Bank Closure, etc.
“Could this ACTUALLY happen?” OF COURSE! Will
it‘? That is difficult to predict in final and actual
shutting down of the banks because you have to realize
that the announced day for money (currency) changeout is set for the 19th. What the “timing” would allow
for is a major trade-in period of three days ahead of a
long weekend. But the point is to pull into play the
digi-plan so that all “trading” on your so-called markets would
to be centralized through the Beast
system and actually purchased and retained in ONE
entity attached to all market transactions.
It makes
You can KNOW something big is coming down
because you are in the year of the biggest New World
Order CHANGES to systems before the turn of the
millennium and the functioning New World Order-One
World Rulers-One World Satanism.
You may well be “thinking” that you “pray to God
of Light” and expect angels but I heard the best delinition of fact in truth last evening: “Whenyou
Therefore, who do you think are the
“nuts” and who might be the foundation layers of
New World Church Order? YOU ARE THE MOST
FUNDAMENTALLY AND MASSIVELY DECEIVED
CIVILIZATION EVER TO GRACE THE EARTH WITH
YOUR PRESENCE AND FOOLISHNESS.
If positive changes do not come there will be a
major restructuring plan put into play in the year about
2011 during the height of what is known “now” as the
Photon Belt. You will
blasted so many holes in
your ionosphere by that time with your frequency systems as to allow the most uninhibited rays of the
Cosmos to move uninhibited through your atmosphere
and upon you-and
you can’t survive long in that
turbulence and laser bath. There will have to be higher
intervention if the planet is to survive in its ability to
have human life sustain itself. That should be pretty
well recognized as “direction” by 2022. So, Little
Crow, I remind you of your most important dates of
whirlwind consequences
for mankind and YOUR
rejourney here. Little Crow was born on day of 22nd
day of his month of presentation and that little experience was and remains in his vision-recognition
with energy hitting in something like 22 strikes of
electricity (lightning) in something like 22 seconds.
We go back to the 8th day of the 8th month and find the
birthing of a child called Jmmanuel-or
was it the
22nd? And, was it Jmmanuel? You do NOT count
correctly under ANY CIRCUMSTANCES.
This has
been an “insider” joke with Little Crow and us of our
place-but
it is unimpacting to you so would certainly
bore most of you who are simply wanting to know what
is going to happen to your “bread and beans” in the
banks. WE ONLY SET DATES AS A POSSIBILITY
OR PROBABILITY AS THE SEQUENCE OF EXPRESSION MOVES ALONG-REMEMBER,
THERE

lot of you follow along, still, with Billy Meier’s
group of Silver Star Center (if they still call themselves
by that label). Now it is claimed by that group and the
one THEY CALL Billy Meier that the Pleiadiansl
Plejarans left
Earth
good” on February 2nd
and 3rd, 1995. However, since they were to have all
gone, perhaps for “the good” and perhaps because the
whole operation, has been uncovered for what it became after Billy was changed out, why do they still
fight over the rights to be the only ones visited by
Pleiadians.
Never mind where you might have come fromobviously if you are HERE ON EARTH-you did have
to come FROM somewhere. It makes so little difference
as to be a waste of time to discuss it.
Yes, I CAN recite this information, for your assumption is that if Billy Meier doesn’t place blessings
upon a myth then you can’t accept it-or deny it. Wake
up citizens 1!
“During the night of February 2nd to the 3rd, 1995,
the Pleiadians/Plejarans
left the Earth for good. This the Khazarian hierarchy, a
action was previously planned at the time when the
contacts began, but could not be openly revealed by
One last suggestion as to caution, please. There is
Billy for certainunofficial reasons.
a booklet presented as being through Billy Meier:

The Pleiadian/Plejarans’
withdrawal does not signify
that the contacts have now ended definitively, however-only the
while
contacts on private level will continue intermittently.
the little
“With the Pleiadians’ withdrawal, the secret can be
revealed that they do not refer to themselves as
Pleiadians, but as Plejarans, a name taken from their
Plejares star system, which is not within our space-time
configuration, but one that deviates from ours by mere
fractions of a second. The Plejares are beyond the
Pleiades star cluster, where a dimension opening was
created that allows the Plejarans to travel between the
two different space-time configurations.

“The Pleiades, respectively the celestial bodies and
planets of the Pleiades star cluster, are uninhabited,
indeed, uninhabitable in every way, for they are far too
young for the formation and establishment of any life
forms. This fact, therefore, takes the wind from the
sails of every crook, fraud and liar who claims to have
maintained physical or telepathic contacts with the
Pleiadians from the time when Meier made his initial
Pleiadian/Plejaran
contact information public.
that he was in contact

It shows ‘Billy’ Eduard Albert Meier as
author.
No, it is not only NOT by “THE ORIGINAL” ‘BILLY’
Meier but it reads like something out of Jason Brent’s
Mensa essay on getting rid of humans. It is but a repeat
of the United Nations Khazarian Zionist Plan of “cleansing”.
For a very long time ALL in that groupie stopped
receiving from Semjase and/or SemjasA. And remember, good buddies, Asket was from the Dal Universeand the pictures were of a model in Munich. Truth
needs no embellishment for acceptance and the very
lies thought to sell the truth will destroy the truth.
So, enters Ptaah! ! ! Beware, beware, beware-you
now have a very big boy playing in the game of deceit.
I make no claim to great knowledge of this “being” but
it is very EARTH BOUND and is that which takes place
with Ptuey and Ptaahing-in
other words, it is that
which is spitted from the face. There is nothing strange
or
about those names except that in “meaning” it is quite amusing that those would be
for
YOUR LEADER!
If you came aboard MY craft and asked to see “The
Leader” you would probably be brought before Captain
Leah, Omar, or Gilford. And I vauld ask you to stop the
nonsense and look to the heaveils for your truth--there
we all ARE in rainbow dressings so that you CANNOT
not notice. Remember something else: There is nothing wondrous or even meaningful in the term UFO as
applies to anything save something running about in
your sky which is unexplained. Lightning is certainly
a UFO. You have “space craft”, now called Shuttles
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“IDENTIFIED”.
Nobody of the visitors abducts anything or anyone! Little Grays are a full production of
YOUR PLANET after your having destroyed the better
DNA strain of visitors. yoU BREED SERPENTSNOT THE COSMOS! Third dimensional man is the
most destructive entity in the universe during his learning sequences.
Another MAJOR CLUE as to the deceiving from
these writers is “Plejaran”. If Plejara is beyond Pleiades it still DOES NOT EXPLAIN HOW SUCH TRAVELERS WOULD KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT PLEIADES TODAY. To say a place is uninhabited is stupid
indeed, beyond those who say that no life was on the
moon during your deceitful lies about same and landings, etc. You have a battle ground under siege right in
your own atmosphere-and
it has nothing to do with
aliens from other worlds except possibly some calling
themselves by similar names such as Plejarans. And
furthermore, they would not “leave” the Earth “for
GOOD”-BUT
TO RUN LIKE HELL FROM THEIR
OWN MISCHIEF. BUT YOU SHOULD BE SO LUCKY.
THE DECEIVERS HAVEN’T GONE ANYWHERE
EXCEPT UNDER COVER OF NEW NAMES AND
SHROUDS-JUSTLIKE
THE KHAZARIAN THIEVES
AND LIARS WHO STEAL YOUR HERITAGE AND
EVEN YOUR “NAMES”.
DYING
OTHER

STARS
AND
NONSENSE

In the great insightful presentations as are now
offered are some of the “old” ones as well. The best
example is that of u... the Sun of Earth system being a
dying star”. Are you SURE? When the SOURCE OF
LIFE changes it is never a “DYING” anything-it
may
well be birthing into LIFE-but
it is NEVER dying.
Nothing dies-it only CHANGES! THIS INCLUDES
YOU.

DESTROY. For instance, if enough people simultaneously cross a bridge “in-step” you can bring the bridge
DOWN. Match the resonating frequency to the frequency of the structure-and
whammo-it
is over!
You people in your own intentions of “goodness”,
as YOU SEE IT, do more damage than your enemy
could ever hope to accomplish-as
all they have to do
is WAIT until you do yourselves into oblivion. The
problem is that with you in control of your own destiny-you might actually destroy THEM as well so they
“must” get you under TOTAL control so they have
something to HAVE after the battle-and
located in the
“right” places.
You have example after example of the use of this
technology-all
around you-literally!
These frequenties affect the weather, the fault zones, the tectonic
plates, the atmosphere, the very Earth structure as to
elasticity, etc. But the hardest damage to accept is the
effect on life-forms. Total control of mental structure
can be achieved through nothing except frequency
pulses. The only problem is the inability of selectivity
The ONLY people, for
at this point of structure.
instance, who can NOT be warped mentally by these
devices and pulses are GOD’S PEOPLE. YOU OF GOD
CARRY YOUROWN “ANGELIC” FREQUENCY AND
IT IS A SHIELD WHICH BREAKS UP THE FREQUENCY INTO CONFUSION.
Just as “darkness”
carries its own frequency, so too does light. Dark
energies CANNOT survive infinitely in the LIGHT.
They actually DISSOLVE in the presence of the intense
“light”. This is why, up until now, the impulses are
LOW in frequency and command can be held over the
lesser energy forms. You move into the very high
frequencies and the bastard children of Evil Darkness
cannot survive. True indeed, all we would have to do
is turn up the frequency and wipe out all the negative
energies along with the visible world. We could dissolve it and YOU into dissolution-but
why would we
even want to do THAT? This is your learning ground,
your schoolroom, and why would we destroy the very
thing you must have for learning and growth as souled

I have something far more disturbing than the
above, for the above only shows idiocy-the
following
shows stupidity.
There is a book now.out by Dale Pond and Walter
That is not the bad part; the bad part is
Baumgartner.
revealed in the title and insures that the apparatus
discussed is not only workablebut is working AGAINST
you-the-people.
Now comes along some dudes who
think they can share this with every Tom, Dick and
Harry around--“just go build your own” simple-minded
attitudes.
It is called
Fine, can’t you just picture Charlie Manson with his
own Earthquake machine?
This book handles the tedious subject of Tesla’s
oscillating motor. Well, you have the results of Mr.
Tesla’s operating oscillating motors ALL OVERYOUR
GLOBE, SHAKING YOU TO PIECES-PIJLVERIZING THE TERRA UNDER YOUR TOOTSIES EVEN
AS WE WRITE. What idiots you have trying to guide
your pathway to HELL.
Musicians and engineers would call this increasing
resonance cycling “Amplitude Modulated Additive
Synthesis” and it is simply the “physics” of “vibration”.
With these oscillators and building resonance you
can DESTROY anything. For goodness sakes, readers,
I would as soon have the damage-boxes in the hands of
the Elite as in the hands of the stupid “Patriots” out to
shoot their way to the Government control panelthemselves. In 1898 Tesla nearly DESTROYED NEW
YORK with a little box that could fit on a support beam
in his lab. The earthquake which resulted from increasing the frequency of that little box in his lab
moved outward in resonant frequencies that almost
brought down the Empire State Building and surrounding areas. All you have’to do, readers, is to have a
frequency of resonance match whatever you want to
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beings? YOU MUST LEARN TO DO THINGS BECAUSE THEY ARE
AND BECAUSE YOU
COME INTO THE REALIZATION OF
You may well rotate on the wheel of manifestation in
third dimensional presence-but
no being of SOUL can
stay on such a recycled journey forever and the Infinite
Universe is out there beyond the primitive pivot points
of physical structure. Physical structure is a prison in
every sense of the term-as you are limited by percepthe very FREtion, time, space and distance-and
QUENCIES of such a manifestation.
Now, this has
little to do with even Spirituality (I did not say Spiritualism) but it IS YOUR SPIRITUAL REALIZATION AT
STAKE AS TO SOUL ESSENCE (YOU INDIVIDUAL)
BEING MANIPULATED BY COALESCED THOUGHT
STRUCTURES. Certainlythe most controlling FORCE
is that of religion’s limitations on your allowance of
SOUL GROWTH. Bind the child and it will be warped!
The priests of the “legal n “bar association”, the priests
of the halls of medicine and the PRIESTS in their dark
and ribboned ROBES of the religious councils and
limitation experts-are
your enemies. LIMITATION
IS YOUR SHACKLE AND CELL-KEEPER.
SERVICE
TO GOD
While experiencing in “service” to
there is an
Angelic presence-BUT YOU WHO ARETHE GUARDOF THE “TRUTH” AND HAVE PHYSICAL
DUTIES-DO
NOT UTILIZE THE “MIRACLE”
QUALIFICATIONS FOR SHOW AND TELL. Man
must experience change WITHIN SELF-notyour
transformation, to move onward. All of MY
are ANGELS! Angels mean messengers and guardians-but, beware for there are dark angels
they are for the very purpose of dumping you off the
pathway.
you join
expecting the Lighted Angels to pull
predicaments and dilemmas of your own choosing and
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construction.
No thank you-you may fatt tnto your
own pits as you keep digging them and just to say ‘!I’ni
sorry” while the heart hates is not acceptable. We can
love and appreciate our enemies of truth and rightness, but we don’t have to accept them or serve themor LIKE THEM. The worst thing you can do to these
people is perfectly permissible and legitimate with
Righteousness, and that is to let them destroy themselves and see to it that their egos bear the trauma in
order to realize the errors of their ways. YOU could
learn NOTHING without the adversarial assaults. The
POINT of journey is to function and GROW within that
seemingly insurmountable and evil system-IN LIGHT
AND TRUTH, INTEGRITY AND RIGHTEOUSNESS.
YOU CAN AND SHALL ACCOMPLISH OUR MISSION WITHIN THE SYSTEM, USING THE LAWS AS
LAID FORTH BY MAN AND ALWAYS HONORING
THE LAWS OF CREATOR/CREATION.
THESE
LAWS ARE CERTAINLY NOT THE SAME-SO WHY
SHOULD EVIL ALWAYS GET THE LAND-LOCKED
BREAKS? GET RID OF THE GUILT AND SILLINESS AND YOU WILL COME TO WIN THE
BATTLE-AFTER
YOU GET RID OF YOUR OWN
EGO NEED TO PREVAIL AND CONTROL AND
HAVE THE MOST!
UNCONDITIONAL
LOVE?
A perception of total incorrectness has been thrust
upon you as a people. .The one so graciously honored
with having presented it is Kubler-Ross who wrote:

”

So now you see, it was not GOD who ordered up
“unconditional”
love.
God puts so many CONDITIONS on man that the only
unconditional love is offered the infirm infant and
elderly infirm-and
the animals within the physical
experience. For ALL things, save man with his gift of
reason, logic and thinking, are but “beings”.
The
thinking man is the miracle of God/Creator. And for
that wondrous status-there
are total “conditions”
placed for PASSAGE into the higher realms of experience. Until YOU MEET THOSE CONDITIONS-you
do not enter into God’s immediate territory of expression. When one spouts “unconditional love”, bewarethey serve Satan and I don’t care WHO they THINK
they serve. They will have no ability to bear TRUTH for
it will sting them like the scorpion and they will have
no ability for stability-and
you must learn to confront
and move on for they are the testers of your own
progressive journey.
Stop feeli.ng sorrow for their
indiscretions-for
those are THEIR OWN with which
to deal-NOT
YOURS! ,I sicken of watching my very
own team searching for ways to NOT CONFRONT OR
NOT HURT FEELINGS AND THUS AND SO. Why?
Because these things and ones are here for YOUR
GROWTH and until you can banish them from dealing
HARM and their own form of evil intent-YOU
CANNOT PASS ON. Evil not only MAY be abolished but
until you rid yourself and your place of evil-YOU
ARE NOT DOING YOUR JOB. Each person has a
choice of right or evil-why
would you continue to
protect him who is steeped in evil-EVIL
MAY AND
SHALL BE SQUASHED AND CAST OUT-PERIOD.
I will show the Evil-monger NO MERCY AND NO
QUARTER-why don’t you try accomplishing the same.
You don’t have to destroy by evil methods-TRUTH
WILL DO THE JOB. YOU ARE TAUGHT LIES SO
THAT YOU WILL NOT MOVE AGAINST TI-IINE
ENEMY-PONDER
IT! WORSE, THESE SNEAKS
AND THIEVES WILL
AGAIN FOR YOUR UNCONDITIONAL
BLESSINGS-ONLY
TO FINALLY DESTROY YOU. GET
RID OF THEM FROM YOUR LIVES.
.
I do remind you, however, that you must live in
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such a way in your every-day expression so that you can a paper whicn IS far better written in black and white
believe in your dwn goodness-so that if today be your without need for discerning meaning behind the choice.
last; you would be content with yourself. And don’t fall You don’t need “other” names, -for instance, except for
for the old: “Love is blind!” No,’ LOVE .IS TOTAL identification in the NOW. What you ARE is full
TRUTH AND SEES ALL. It is ego and physical recognition of your being-and all the past expressions
expression that puts on blindfolds and REFUSES TO are zilch, zero, null and void.
SEE TRUTH. LOVE IS PERFECTION FOR GOD IS
I would comment about purple as well. A lot of you
God never ceases to love you-you choose to like to represent the “violet flame” with purple this or
stop loving
YOU-you
that. I would like to remind you that the evil trappings
to
of “royalty” is PURPLE. Which are YOU representing7
If you like the “purples” in color-enjoy
them and stop
the silly games. I personally am appalled at the number
Will you have great abundance to do God’s perfect of people who think to don purple and lotus yourselves
work? Yes. But God has no need of “riches” to to not be disgusting, for nothing, NOTHING, can hide
accomplish HIS “abundance”. Why should you? YOU that which is truth within intent. There are a lot of very
WILL HAVE
TO ACCOMPLISH real meanings to color and tones-almost
NONE OF
OUR
WHATEVER THAT MIGHT BE IN BOTH WHICH ARE USED. ALL COLORS ARE OF GODTASK AND ABUNDANCE. I can promise you ONE THE ABSENCE OF COLOR IS OF DARKNESS. Each
THING:
fragment ray has a tone and frequency but YOU ARE
WHAT YOU Aa AND NO AMOUNT OF COLORING
COVER WILL CHANGE IT.
With this in mind I would close this message lest it
become too long for the digestion. I do not go forth on
some popularity contest and our Angels do not go forth
to prove anything-I
and they, have a job to do and it
bears only truth in intent. If our “dates” are wrong,
please remember, TRUTH KNOWS NO TIME-ZONES
Pink ink, for instance, only reflects a “blood- OR GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATIONS. We have NOTHstained” intent when used in your silly focus on “lov- ING TO PROVE to you “hypothetical” beings. It is
it but it indicates NOT the ANGELS who are “crazy”!
ing” output. If you like pink-use
.. I
nothing save silliness if you use it to represent words on
Salu.
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What Kind Of Picture
YouPaintThis Dav?
.

#1

We can ignore the major questions of “time” and
.“resolution”, “space” and “translation” while we are
physically young and laying a foundation upon which
to allow for choices in our so-called “future”. It does
not mean a “new” soul is inhabiting our beings but
usually a very elderly soul filled with prior blunders
and unfuiftlled expectations.
So what have we here?
We have a circumstance of experience, nothing more.
We each, in our physical plan or journey, have opportunity to BECOME that which is acceptable to ourselves as we seek acceptance before our Creator and, by
the way, those we truly appreciate, adore and above all,
love. We do foolish things or wise things according to
the love exchanged between the babe, child, adult and
the caretakers of the little being. When a child is a
child he must fill the dreams of another, his caretaker.
As an adult he must come to fulfill the standards of the
SELF and no amount of wishing difference is available
to change.
If a man chooses the ways of physical expression
without consideration of GOD, he withers in soul as he
becomes a zombie passing through something that
LATER will have no meaning except sorrow at wasted
wonderment as he is locked within the limitations of
body and experience.
This is ALWAYS so and no
amount of repainting the canvass changes the picture
first laid on that canvas. You can redirect, realize
beauty and truth, and change the picture and the final
by Scott Stank

,’

“..

presentation-but
the brush strokes remain forever
engraved in the fiber of the canvas. A NEW child is
given a new canvas for his life painting. He may well
have had a trillion prior pieces of canvas but the one in
any given life-span of human expression must bear its
own tales and dreams. The twisted and dark-tinged
pictures are expressions of a soul in torment. The
beautiful reflections are the expression of the location
of beauty and wonder as can be placed upon a piece of
fabric. Check to see what kind of pictures you paint.
You may well need to understand the various expressions and mediums of the artist, be he good or bad
as a painter. Some paint with music, some with oils,
some with the clay, some with the basket, some with
words, some with a product, some with a reflection
through a child-whole
or handicapped.
But EACH
individual paints a picture of his experience either in
his own regressed expression of his “being” or his
wondrous achievements. What do YOU express?
Can you see that in changing dimensional expression we continue to paint our pictures and manifest
them on the canvas of animated mechanics-a
step
beyond the basic flatland table of fabric and crayons?
Dharma, for instance, serves in such a way as to allow
printing of my own expression of truth and information. My own self is represented and reflected in OUR
accomplishments and that does NOT mean, simply,
hers and mine. My expression is not in the expected
“how many times do I simply ‘accept’ a thing, action or
person” but rather, how many times, every time, I
confront my enemy in WISDOM without changing my
own perfection of intent. YOU BECOME THE PICTURE ON MY CANVAS. Can you see this? And
further, I must paint without force or cutting the canvas
or tweaking the lithograph or having to erase the mural
for you can only remove the splotches from the picture
for the original will remain forever embedded in the

fabric of that mural.
A group of individuals who never heard of a Christ
or God can still paint beautiful pictures of goodness and
GOD-ness but one who has never experienced electricity cannot paint of same with reality until he has
experienced it. How can a child in South Africa draw
a reasonable expression of a “convection oven”-he
has NO OVEN AT ALL. But ALL have a recognition
of GOD, ANGELS and the REALITY of that which is
beyond the moment. What kind of pictures DO YOU
OFFER beyond the moment for those who come after
you? Do YOU paint ANGELS in LIGHT or devils in
dark, dank hiding places? YOUR MIND IS YOUR
CANVAS! YOUREXPRESSION IS YOUR PICTURE.
LIFE IS YOURBRUSH AND COLGRPALATE. HOW
DO THE FLAVORS REST UPON YOUR
HAVENONOTICEOFYOURTONGUE;DOESYOUR
TONGUE REFLECT AND POUR FORTH THE WONDERS OF CREATION OR CHANT THE USUAL DATA
AND TRASH POURED INTO THAT WONDROUS
MIND-BY
I have a question asked of me which gives me great
pleasure in answering for these questions are the mark
of a THINKING person and not just a curious replica of
a man who giggles and wants to know if they “bathe on
Pleiades”. Even that latter perception is as silly as
asking YOU if they “bathe on Jupiter”. I can answer
about the frequencies of other dimensions-I
don’t give
a hoot if they do or do not bathe on a planet in the
Pleiades galaxy OR ON JUPITER.
“We assume a quantum leap in
frequencies upon entering the Lighted Fields as our aim
takes us further along in the next decades, will the
energies continue to increase? And,
“At what point do 3-D (man-made) articles dissipate? (Can’t wait!)”
Here “Stoney” refers to what is in his mind as the
“Null ‘Break’”
‘FREOUENCIES’

OF

You can only, I suppose, relate to the “physical”
I can only truly relate to the
aspect of experience.
energy aspect of expression. In this change of dimensional interpretation I hope that I answer your question
and not simply my’own.
You ASSUME a quantum leap in frequencies upon
entering the Lighted Fields? No, for YOU are not the
physical “thing” you experience. If you move into the
“Lighted” fields, your frequencies will already have
expressed in a frequency that simply moves ACROSS.
Remember, the body is stilled! If you take body with
for
or ‘duty you will have had that body
reestablished, albeit temporarily, to its setting. That
can easily be accomplished by external forces such as
frequency enhancement or BALANCE. You will not
enter into the brightest of the “Lighted Fields” unless
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your frequency is already high enough to fill the conditions of being in that higher frequency. For in moving
ahead in “time” and recognizing the dimensional change
ALSO RECOGNIZES THE CONDITION CHANGE.
Energy, at its highest level, does not “increase”; its
frequencies simply CHANGE.
I, for instance, am
ALWAYS “visible” to my own associates-in
some
form or another, according to their own perception or
my efforts to stabilize at a visible manifestation “their”
eyes carL “see”. This is simply a physics lesson in
frequencies, however, as you have to realize that you do
not see me because 1 am beyond your VISIBLE “physiCal” receivers. You can easily see me by energy receptors. That perception is more up to ME than to the
receiver. Please, I only use this (me) as an example.
You can FEEL the breeze-but
you cannot SEE it.
Moreover, you can recognize LIGHT but you cannot
SEE IT-only the reflection of it or reaction with all it
touches.
The whole of you does not have cause to
increase in anything in order to respond to the higher
frequencies of another dimension- only the essenceof
mind and soul. Soul determines the placement or level
of expression.
You will find in your own journey
through life that a person in “light” will seemingly be
beautiful-even
more beautiful than the physical expression. In the same realization, the Dark energies
become twisted and radiate darkness no matter what
might be their physical showcase. The “direction” of
energy flow is always reflected upon the body by the
intent of soul. Note how you express the presence of
evil: “That person is ugly and sinister.” At the same
thought intersection you can see a rather “homely”
person become radiantly beautiful. Then, as the person
takes on higher expression, let me example Dharma:
When I meet and confer, there is a full lack of ability of
the “audience” to longer “see” her for their focus is on
me and that which I offer. This has a purpose for when
there is no longer focus on HER, I know that the people
are expressing WITH ME. That keeps all of us safe and
secure and Dharma can have her interchange at cookie
break.
This is why, Stoney, you remain the stable support
of such as Doris and E.J.-because
you no longer
function on a frequency level of mortal personage-you
LIVE in the realization of higher expectation-MY
WORLD. Your body and mind, which has to cause your
body to function, does its work in the physical frequency-but
the soul is already living its separate
aspect in that which is beyond the mortal. It is reflected
in simple physics AND in the acceptance of TRUTH in
that which is beyond the mortal senses.
Comprehension, wisdom, realization INCREASES
for the soul is birthed OF God and seeks its resolution
within God. It already bears the “frequency” of expression in essence, it only forgets how to
TION. It is much as an engine with great power, but
having a “governor” which allows only so much energy
to flow. Take away the governor and you have unlimited (at least with soul) potential.
Get the potential
flowing and the rest will move to meet that highest
expectation and expression of
potential. Keep that
potential low
spirit.
As to
a
YOU dissolve
late at a “given” frequency, depending on the substance
of the manifested reality-but
they do not become
invisible until they reach a level of higher frequency
than you perceive.
When you see them “go” in the
illusion, it is that you have, or someone has, moved to
control the moment, and you have the frequency
changed.
Visible objects in our realm of realization, say a
space craft, can become VISIBLE at a frequency potential of 16,944.333 (or so) Mhz. The facts are, however,
that we have the capability of BENDING light so that
we might be very “real” but unseen. We can also
disperse into cloud formation the particulate of our
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craft, fdr instance, allow passage of your dimensional
“things” through the “object”. We can also RELOCATE at instantaneous frequency change so that we
can instantly “get out of the way”.
We will usually stay shrouded in “cloud” or vapor
(as in ghost) until we check our potentials.
YOU
cannot present in that manner YET. Scientists are
working on shrouding mechanisms and can present
holographic projections which are very good-but you
don’t yet have the “real stuff’. A ghost of natural being
can present as a hologram but only can utilize energy
flow. Since it has no “body” it can only “assume”
density enough to “fool” you. It will present as that
which it would have had recognition in its physical
state-usually
as it WAS at the time of dimensional
change.
This becomes even more interesting because the
next question should be: “How does this happen?”
Many times at impact causing death of the body-the
soul essence is not present and when it returns from its
astral travels it finds a dead body. Children, for
instance, when confronted with violence and imminent
death of the body-will
remove the energy form from
the body. This will often leave the soul in restlessness
in a land-locked perception which will then disallow
the “guides” to relocate it to proper expression. This
gets into that which you long to learn but it also
represents that which is, of necessity, on further in our
experience together as to lessons. Our own mission
here is quite physical in that we have to change the
physical aspect in order to allow the higher aspect to
make it through the barriers of misinformation and
limited realization. Too soon with these lessons and we
are called “nuts” and “crazies” and “cultists”, etc., etc.
The Adversary of Light and Knowing is always there
with the cute phrases which distract the human consciousness of physical reality ONLY. Every SOUL
knows and that is shown in battlefield patterns of
expression as a soldier, who is quite an atheistbecomes a God-respecting being IN THAT FOXHOLE!
Satan is never there when you need him and GOD IS
ALWAYS THERE WHETHER YOU NEED HIM OR

1 Bottle

NOT. BUT MAN ALWAYS “CLINGS” TO THAT
WHICH HIS “SENSES” REASSURE HIM IS PRESENT
WHILE HIS SOUL KNOWS THE SHOW-AND-TELL
IS ONLY ILLUSION.
PHYSICAL

NON-REALITY

The best example of this perception is expressed in the
newly conjured and presented “Rapture”. The “idea” is
that you will believe on the “blood of THE LAMB” (a man)
and through that silly perception you will somehow meet
that LAMB, now God, in the clouds somewhere-ah, in
physical format yet! Mostly you don’t even “think” about
this for you take it on “faith”-from whom? Your MANFORM preachers!
Where are your brains? YOU in
physical form cannot sit, stand, or dwell on a cloud. So, let
us assume you make it to the clouds and your God is there
to meet you. What is He going to do with you then? In
physical format you have to be fed, swaddled, slept and
beyond all-tended.
You will be in an alien presence so
who is going to do that which you know not HOW to dofor you? Has the PREACHER forgotten something maybe,
LIKE YOU HAVE TO DIE IN BODY TO GET ANYWHERE IN SOUL? AND JUST “WHERE” IS “YOUR’
SOUL HEADED-TO HEAVEN OR HELL? Oh, wait a
minute, for indeed the same ones who offer you RAPTURE
also preach “heaven” and “hell”. What have YOU done to
merit HEAVEN?
Let us get personal now for a minute. Let us consider
“me”. I have great “conditions” on who travels WITH ME.
Do you think you are going to get on a “good ship
Lollypop” to somewhere in perfection if you have cast
rocks and shiit at our team-mates? If it is MY craft, you
will cometaboard ONLY at my invitation because YOU
HAVE NO/WAY TO GET ABOARD UNLESS WE BRING
YOU ABOW!!!
It requires no blqodstains, dirty hands
or belief on any MAN. It depend/s on your relationship,
WITHOUT bloodstains, with GOD CREATOR.
Next you complain about not “seeing” us so you can
believe. Phooey! You believe the garbage lies thrust upon
you about that which YOU HAVE NEVER SEEP’ AND
NEVER SHALL SEE, SO DON’T GIVE ME THE OLD
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VISIBILITY ROUTINE.
YOU
Fine,
your choice is yours and I shan’t push or shove-I and my
team have quite enough to do and accomplish without
dragging anyone along to anywhere. I’m not here to
CONVINCE you of anything-I
am here to do my job
WITH my team. YOUR opinions are none of my business.
You don’t have to do anything “my way” for you will come
to confrontation with your own morals and attitudes when
you face self and God in the midst of “conditions” laid
forth and kept or broken. Judging YOU is not my problem
or responsibility. Working or not working WITH you is
certainly MY PREROGATIVE-NOT
YOURS. I am an
equal opportunity employer-but you must meet MY REQUIREMENTS! You get to be foreman in my stead and
you get to have your own requirements-so
PERHAPS
THIS IS WHY YOU ARE NOT IN CHARGE7
You just “be” and/or go kiss your bushes and trees and
consider it enough while you get “bark bum” to the lips
and insect bites to the tongue. That is YOUR business but
it will change not one iota of ANYTHING. I RESPECT
TREES; I do not WORSHIP them. IfyouDO, then perhaps
that is why you never seem to get anywhere? Ponder it.
Most people come here “searching” and leave still
“searching”- however, there is a BIG difference. When
they get here they FIND TRUTH, don’t like it and move
on-andEVERY TIME, WITHOUT FAIL-IT IS DOWNHILL FOREVER AFTER. If you do not learn from your
lessons-you will go forth and err over and over and over
again as the ego looks for its own level of CHARACTER.
Therefore, realize thatyoucanvery easilybejudged by the
company you keep in expression and reflection of self and
self intent. The thief will move with the thieves where he
feels acceptable. The liars will search out the liars to shore
up th<,ir own presentation. It makes not the lie into truthit simply shows YOU for that which you REALLY are. It
is one thing tobe “misled” but quite another to DELIBERATELY GO THE WRONG WAY! BUT, you are certainly
welcome to go any way you choose for your journey
through this play.
You will find, at the time of the big bang, that which
you are best suited for, actual ascension or just dissipated
particulate.
Leon, as a for instance, can shout from the mountain
tops that somehow we have “brought pain to his go-yearold mother” for whatever reasons.
NO,
HAS
BROUGHT PAIN TO HIS go-YEAR-OLD MOT&
AND
DEPRIVED HER OF HER MONETARY REWARDSAT
OVER $40,000. What WE brought to
her when she visited with us-WAS JOY! Every joiningin was JOY for Esther. Leon took the road with the unwise
travelers and took his mother with him, no more and no
less, for she was and is stuck in the ruts he makes and in
which he remains quite stuck. HE ALSO CONTINUES
TO COST HER THE PRESENCE OF HER WEALTHHE WILL NOT HAND IT TO HER, EVER, FOR HE WILL
USE IT AS HIS SICK LAWYER SEES FIT TO TAKE IT
FROM HIM. Blame-casting onto someone else your own
“sins” does not make them guilty, but you most foolish
indeed.
Why do I continue to use these examples7 Because
they are examples in reality which we experience and
would it .not be nice to have happy endings of change in
these exampled persons7 No, it is not likely-but hope
springs eternal in the breast of God. Man gets his kicks
feeling sorry for himself and blaming his life journey on
somebody else, never realizing that we express OUR OWN
journey, and failure or success is in the eye of the beholders
and experiencers.
The ones I really DO NOT WANT
WORKING WITH ME-are the individuals WHO DECEIVE THEMSELVES. I can work with an enemy and/or
a friend who is honest with himself-but you can never
ever trust or work with, truly, a being who lies to and
cheats himself. I cannot, nor do I wish to, lead your life or
experience as you-AND YOU ARE NOT WELCOME
TO EVEN TRY TO INVADE MINE. Ah, but “I only
meant to.. .” or “Well, I was just giving you my wisdom., .”
OR “I was just trying to tell you...” Thank you but NO

THANKS, for YOU are the ones in trouble-NOT ME. If
your perceptions were RIGHT you would Iiave heaven on
yourEarth place. Why do you continue to demand a right
to hold your misperceptions? It seems unwise to me, but
so be it. If you know fire will bum and you have even
experienced the burning from the hot tire-why do you
demand to put your whole selves into that tire? It seems
quite foolish to me.
You may read or not read my words-but you MAY
NO-T tell me what to write. Do you see difference? If you
don’t see what I mean-please go back to pre-school. You
may write or speak or do that which you will and it is none
of my business. Why do you make MY BUSINESS such a
major part of your DISLIKE program? If you don’t like
myself or my presentation-DON’T
READ IT. Is it not
strange that my deadliest enemies are the ones to first
READ EVERY WORD I HAVE WRITTEN-but most do
not even pay for the paper. You would “think” a bit of
reason, justice, truth, and value would simply “rub oft”,
wouldn’t you? Well, it DOES and that’s what makes the
vipers so angry and vicious. The worst part of this
particular scenario is that neither you nor anyone else
CAN FOOL ME. I KNOW YOU AND I KNOW YOUR
INTENT. You can fool human people-YOU CANNOT
FOOL ME. “My” friends are now strong enough to go to
proper battle with the liars and cheats-where
they do
battle-in the courtrooms of actual “injustice” where the
lies flowed prior to now and are coming up NOW for
review. It may not, good buddies, play the same way in the
LIGHT’ OF TRUTH. My people intend to “make this so”.
If, however, you ask how to do a thing or a step to take
AND I TELL YOU EXPLICITLY AND TELL YOU TO
DO IT m-we
will LOSE if you fail to respond! It is
up to you but when it affects many people-it is not your
RIGHT to dump your perceptions off into lh& “loss”
column. Sometimes you simply need to open another door
with that which might at first seem a negative input. For
instance, if you wait for D.O. to die-you will waste
everything-for
him-and I will NOT ALLOW HIS INABILITY TO PARTICIPATE IN HIS OWN RIGHTFUL
INPUT TO JUSTICE! I am NOT interested in gold except
as his participation allows him to experience for his best
and highest cause. You people have no RIGHT to determine his participation for you are BLIND AS THE
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PROVERBIAL BATS. His last scene in the play canbe his
most outstanding and most eloquently played participa
tion and I will not allow you to destroy that final joy.
SEND THOSE
Send them LAST FRIDAY AS
I ASKED. I WANTMY ENEMIES TO KNOW I AMFAR
AHEAD OF THEM-WHY DON’T YOU?
So be it, readers, in each little segment of experience
there are equal but different tales as these. You can not
experience in physical living without these negatives and
positives presenting-YOUR
VERY MEASUREMENT
AS MAN IS “HOW YOU HANDLE EACH ONE”. It truly
is, in the ending, not whether it was perceived you won or
lost-but how you played the game. You cannot always
just.attend what impacts YOU for in my game I care as
much of that “other” as I ever cared for your own consequences. I am interested in Dave-not his stuff or your
preferences. You disappoint me that you do not see it. You
did EXACTLY the opposite of what I asked, friends, and
now you have a bigger problem on your backs--count on
it.
I would leave this now so you can go lick your wounds
but it does not mean that I shall overlook the deliberate
damage to selves. You are on a tightropeof “timed” steps
and you act like you have generations of wide boulevards
to traverse, No, you DO NOT. YOU are playing in MY
GAME and, therefore, I get to make some of the rules as
pertains to our circumstances and those especially where
you CANNOT have insight.
You pray for answers and then you ignore or deliberately turn away from the very thing you have been given to
workin perfection, It is not so much a game of “getcha*
as it is as to who will till the necessary roles to lead to
redemption or right-ness. I do not write the lessons to have
you IGNORE them because you prefer something else. We
are caught experiencing in this journey-not just shouting
“druthers”. Your opinions are only THAT when the focus
is revolving around ANOTHER. Why do you think I only
SERVE YOU AND YOUR CAUSE? In these recent
matters I have far more attention to “other” than to your
wishes in the local encounters. Dave wants some control
over his own destiny and input-you will have to live with it.
Salu, for I think you all have quite a bit to now be
accomplished. You have NOT PROVIDED ME WITH A
BETTER WAY.
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THESE
ARE A SERIES CALLED 38. THE DARK CHARADE
THE
Phoenix
AND HAVE BEEN 39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. I
WRITTEN
TO ASSIST
MAN TO BECOME
AWARE .OF LONG-STANDING
DECEPTIONS
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. 11
AND OTHER
MATTERS
CRITICAL
TO HIS
SURVIVAL
AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. 4’. THE DESTRUCT1oN
OF A
PLANET-ZIONISM
RACISM
SINGLE
ARE 56.00; ANY 4
ARE $5.50 EACH;
ARE 42’ IJNHoLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
$5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.)
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
2.
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
3. SPACE-GATE,
THE VEIL REMOVED
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
*6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
HELL
MARCHING TO ZION
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
9.
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
PRIVACY
IN A FISHBOWL
DIVINE PLAN VOL.11
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
**12. CRUCIFIXION
OF THE PHOENIX
THE PIT OF FIRE
*13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUMBEAT!
** 14. RRPP-RAPE,
RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
6 1. PUPPY-DOG
TALES
*15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
**16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
**17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
AND ASHES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
*19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
*211. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
66. ULTIMATE
PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
22. PLEIADES CONNECTION VOL 1
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
‘*23. BURNT OFFERINGS
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
+*24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
**25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
71. COALESCENCE
* *26. COUNTERFEIT
BLESSINGS THE
72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS
VOL.1
ANTI-CHRIST
BY ANY NAME:
KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER
MANUAL 74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE
UNSI-IANSTORM
FOLDED VOL. II
*29. END OF THE MASQUERADE
TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III

76.
77.

SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
PLAYERS IN THE GAME
IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL
PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING
PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK
THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
GOD’S NAME
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION
LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS
INTO
TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED
ROAD
WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND
OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE
OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER
LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOMIN
CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES,
MIND CONTROL-THE
RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND
CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT
THE NOW
CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
AMERICA

Surface-$3.00

1

107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLEI
“AND OTHER FORMS OF
MURDER”(7’he
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Reproduction of this newspaper for private,
non-profit use is wresslv
encom
as long
as the content and integrity remain absolutely
unchanged. For commercial purposes, reproduction is strictly
forbidden
unless and until
permission is granted in writing by CONTACT,
INC.

orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by
phone to l-800-800-5565.
Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US);
$70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120
(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign).
Ouantitv Subscrintions: $95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $125
copies
13
$160
50
of
issues
$275
100
of
issues
S
for
copies
26
(US);
$1,100
100
of
issues
UPS
Continental
U.S.
Alaska,
Canada,
and
call
write
shipping charges.
Single
of
issues
or
are $3.00 each. Quantity back issue
prices are as follows: 1st copy $3.00, each additional $0.45. Shipping
included, postpaid in the Cotinental U.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada&Foreign
orders please call or write for quotes on additional shipping charges.
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